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PREFACE 

This thesis describes studies carried out at the University of 

Bradford between 1974 and 1977, on archaeological and 

geological obsidians, from Central and Eastern Europe. 

Samples of obsidian were obtained from geological sourcep 

studied in the field, and from museums and research institutions 

(see Acknowledgements and Appendices 1 and 2).. The trace 

element analyses were carried out by the author, using, 4 

technique developed at the University of Bradford, and 

incorporating new procedures developed by the autho. -ý.; Major 

element analyses were provided by Dr. J. E. Dixon (University 

of Edinburgh). 
, 

Data processing was carried out using 

standard computer packages (cluster and normative analysis 

programs developed at Bradford University aný the Open 

University, respectively). The discussion and opinions 

expressed in the text are all the work, of, the writer. 

4 
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Ph. D. Thesis Abstract 
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Fieldwork in the Zemplen Mountain area of north-eastern 

Hungary showed that there are at least eight geological 

sources of obsidian here, five of which have obsidian of a 

workable quality. There are a further three sources in the 

Slovak Zemplen, all of which provide workable obsidian. 

Sources in Central Slovakia are highly devitrified and not 

useable, and reported sources in Rumania had been discounted 

earlier (Nandris, 1975). Forty-six samples of obsidian 

from the ýempl6n sources, and 293 pieces from 87 archaeological 

sites in Central and Eastern Europe, were analysed by neutron 

activation analysis for 15 trace and two major elements. 

The trace elements used included those which are geochemically 

likely to show the greatest variation between different 

obsidian sources, and which are not badly affected by 

devitrification and hydration of the obsidian, for example 

the rare earth elements. The analytical data was processed 

using Cluster Analysis. 242 of the archaeological samples 

came from Slovak sources, 22 from Hungarian sources, 9 from 

Lipari and 5 from Melos. In addition, 6 samples were 

tentatively assigned to Carpathian sources, and 9 could not 

be assignedto any source. Obsidian from the Zemplýn 

Mountains was distributed up to a distance of approximately 

480 km from the sources; it was used extensively in Slovakia 
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and Hungary and reached southern Poland, Austria, Moravia, 

central Yugoslavia, north-east Italy and central Rumania. 

Obsidian use in central and eastern Europe began in the 

Mousterian period. The earliest pieces analysed were 

Aurignacian and came from Hungarian sources. ' Later, in the 

Gravettian., Slovakian sources began to be exploited and 

remained predominant until obsidian use declined sharply in 

the Later Neolithic, and Copper and Bronze Ages. The 

Carpathian obsidian distribution overlaps with the Liparian 

distribution at one site in north-east Italy. There is no 

evidence for an overlap with Aegean or Near Eastern sources. 

The rate of fall off of obsidian away from the sources 

suggests a down-the-line trading mechanism. 

Reference: Nandris, J. 1975. A Re-consideration of the 

South-East European Sources of Archaeological 

Obsidian. Bulletin of the Institute of 

Archaeology, No. 12; 71-101. 
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NAA Neutron activation analysis 
XRF - X-ray fluorescence 

AAS - Atomic absorption spectroscopy 
OES - Optical emission spectrometry 

a - alpha particle 

- beta particle 

- gamma photon 

n - neutron 

P - proton 
d - deuteron 

- decay constant 

- cross-section for neutron captureor/ 
standard deviation (according to context) 

b - barn 

mb - millibarn 

eV - electron volt 

. KeV - thousand electron volts 
MeV - million electron volts 
V - volt 

mv - millivolt 

9 - gram 

mg - milligram 

P9 - microgram 

P - micron 
0 A - Angstrom 

y - year 
d - day 

11 - hour 

m - minute 

s/sec - second 
Ma - million years 
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B. P. before present 
b. c. - uncorrected radiocarbon date 

B. C. - corrected radiocarbon date 

REE - Rare earth element(s) 

ppm - Parts per million 

s. d. - standard deviation 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. General introduction 

The study of obsidian has become increasingly popular 

during the last decade, since it was shown in the early 

196ds that trace element analysis could successfully relate 

obsidian artefacts to their geological source of origin, 

thereby opening up a new approach to the reconstruction of 
4- 

prehistoric trade patterns (Casiglioni et al., 1962; 1963; 

Cann and Renfrew, 1964). Work on the characterization of 

obsidian obtained exciting results for the Mediterranean 

and Aegean, where long-distance sea-travel from the island 

obsidian sources was indicated by its trade, and for the 

Near East, where trade routes stretching almost 900 km 

were demonstrated (Renfrew et. al., 1968). 

In central and eastern Europe, however, obsidian gained 

only a tiny part of the attention of research workers. 

This seems to have been due to several factors. These 

include, first, a general though unproven assumption amongst 

archaeologists that all the obsidian found in inland 

areas of central and eastern Europe must be from the 

Carpathian sources; and second, the confused state of 

knowledge with regard to those sources - the wealth of 

unsupported source locations in older literature, and the 

problem of locating these in difficult and extensive- 

terrain. 



The characterization of obsidians from this area 

therefore offered a large area of work almost untouched. 

There were many different possible approaches and aspects 

to this study; the purely archaeological. work of determining 

the distribution and typology of obsidian in archaeological 

sites; the relationship of obsidian to other stone work, 

particularly in terms of the sources of all the raw 

materials used on a site; the relationship of the obsidian 

trade to trade in other goods found at a site or group of 

sites. A determining factor in the detail with which 

these aspects could be covered was clearly the size of the 

area chosen for study. It was decided to take the very 

broad approach of studying and sampling the obsidian in 

sites over as wide an area of central and eastern Europe as 

. 
possible, for analytical characterization and relating to 

source material. It was felt that this would provide a 

I basis for future studies within central and eastern Europe,, 

which, with an established picture of the obsidian trade-in 

the area, could concentrate on smaller regions and study in 

more detail the typology,, and relationship of obsidian to 

other stone and traded goods, within a specific area or 

culture. 

In addition to this basic aim, it was decided to 

investigate more thoroughly the reasons why obsidian 

characterization has been successful: why certain trace 

elements prove to be diagnostic and whether major elements 

could be used; how likely it is that two or more source's 

may have similar compositions; and the effects of alteration 

on obsidian characterization. For it was felt that, while 

the success of obsidian provenancing had been amply 
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demonstrated, the theory and rationale of the work had been 

left behind. 

This thesis-there - fore, incorporates three aspects of 

obsidian study - archa&ological, -analytical and geological - 

and demonstrates the need for'a multi-disciplinary approach 

to this work, in order to establish a sound theoretical 

basis for a program of artefact characterization. 

1.2 History of research 

obsidian has long attracted the attention of travellers 

- and archaeologists': as early as 1615 the Franciscan friar 

de' Torquemada gave an account of the knapping of obsidian 

implements by Mexican Indians. 'However, the'tracing of 

archaeological obsidians to their sources of origin is a 

study'of the Tw6ntieth Century. Successful and reliable"' 

methods of characterizing sources have become available only 

in the last fifteen years. 

Before 1900, the problem of the provenance of imported 

obsidian had arisen, but had not been solved. In 1848 

Squiers and Davis (reported by Gorduslet. al. in Brill, 

1971) speculated on the source of the obsidian found in 

2000 years old Ohio burial mounds. Progress was made in 

1921 when the sources of Copan and Chichen Itza in Central 

America were distinguished by chemical analysis (Washington, 

1921).. Kurtz (1931), studying obsidian at sites in what was 
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theaSilesia (now part of Poland) proposed the idea of 

tracing the source of, the obsidian, but came to the. 

conclusion, particularly on the basis of Zirkel's earlier 

work onglass structure (1867), 
-that 

it would-be very, 

difficult to differentiate between sources by either chemical 

composition or. structure. He therefore decided to reverse 

the problem, and find the source. by looking for likely-trade 

routes to his sites. Malavolti (1948) also found it 

impossible to deduce with any certainty the provenance of 

North Italian obsidians, 
_and 

put forward the case, for 

analysis, T, 4hether chemical or lithological. 
- 

In 1956 further progress was made by Boyer and 

Robinson, who successfully distinguished between certain 

New Mexico sources on the basis of colour, refractive index 

and accessory minerals, and assigned Indian artefacts to 

sources in this way. Refractive index work has been 

followed up in more recent years (see Table 1.1), 'though with 

less success'than analytical methods. Colour can stillý 

be used for source discrimination in certain cases. For 

example, in the Mediterranean and Aegean, Me-lian obsidian'has 

a distinctive grey sheen which differentiates it from the 

sources of the Western Mediterranean, and the peralkaline 

Pantellerian obsidian is immediately recognisable by its 

distinctive green colour. 
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A major step forward was taken by Cornaggia Castiglioni 

and-his colleagues, who in . 1962 published a remarkably 

comprehensive list of suggestions for determining obsidian 

provenance inýtýe Mediterranean, varying from elemental 

composition'and microscopic examination, to measurements of 

melting points and specific gravity (Castiglioni et al., 

1962). Some methods they-dismissed on the basis of 

preliminary results, but they went on in 1963 to publish 

conclusions on the provenance of a member of Western 

Mediterranean obsidians, determined by chemical and 

spectrographic analysis. Their 'Mediterranean source 

distribution was largely confirmed by later work (see 

Dixon in. Taylor, 1976, for a summary of this). 

A much larger program of analysis of both 

archaeological and geological obsidian was initiated by,,, 

Professor Renfrew and his colleagues 
_(Cam and_Renfrew, 

1964; Renfrew et al., 1965,1966; Dixon et al., 1968 

Renfrew et 
-al., 

1968; Cann et al., 1969; Renfrew and Dixon, 

1976), whose. work on Mediterranean. Aegean and Near Eastern 

obsidian using OES has formed the basis for many later 

studies. 

However, at the same time, the alternative analytical 

technique of NAA was being assessed. Wright (1969ý and 

Wright and Gordus (1969) demonstrated its success fo Ir the 

Near East, and Aspinall, Feather and Renfrew (1972) proved 

it to be equally valuable for the Aegean sources. NAA 

scored further success when Hallam analysed a large 

number of obsidians from the Mediterranean area, and found 
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clear discrimination between sources not easily distinguished 

by OES (Hallam, 1976; Hallam and Warren, 1973) In 1976, Hallam 

Warren and Renfrew demonstrated the correlation between the 

source groups defined for the Mediterranean by NAA, and those 

outlined earlier, by the OES work referred to above. A 

similar program of correlation for Near Eastern obsidian 

data is currently being done at the University of Bradford 

in collaboration with Professor Renfrew. Further NAA work 

on'the Mediterranean has been done by Williams (1975), and 

on the Near East by McDaniels (1976), McDaniels, Warren 

and Moore (1976) and by Epstein (1977) and Epstein, Moore 

and Warren (1977) 

Central and Eastern European qbsidian,. recpived very 

little attention in any of the projects described above. 

The study. made-by Cann and, Renfrew UP64) included. ten, 

obsidians from East European localiti! ýs, but, at. that stage 

they_'were not., discriminated from Melos or from two 

source areas of the Near East. Carpathian obsidian was 

later successfully distinguished using NAA, by Aspinall 

et. al. (1972) who analysed a total of eight samplesfrom' 

Vin6a:,, three sites in H'ungary, and one site in Rumania; 

no true ge ological material was included in this study. 

Rasson et. al. -(-1977) -reported XRF I and OES analyses of 

15"'obsidians from archaeological sites in Yugoslavia, 

and a-small number of pieces from Poland and-from Tokaj 

were analysed fo r two elements onlyby Griffin (in 

Milisauskas, 1976a). 

Outside the area of Europe and the'Mediterranean, a 

large body of research literature on obsidian p`rovenancing 

has been accumulated in the 'last de - cade. Much of this work 
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has been done in North and Central America, but studies' 

have, also been made in Oceania, New Zealand, and a 

little work has been done in Africa. - Table 1.1 summarizes 

the main, approaches to obsidian characterization studies, 

and gives examples of research papers for each method. In 

additi: on. to these, two useful reviews of obsidian studies 

are found'in Perlman et--. al. (1972) and Taylor ('1976). 

1.3 Aims of this thesis. 

ýTheainis of this thesis are -as follows: 

1. To investigate the obsidian sources of the Carpathians, 

collect representative samples for analytical characterization 

and to assess these sources in archaeological terms. 

2. To study the distribution (chronological and geographi- 

cal) of obsidian in arch(xeological sites in Central and 

Eastern Europe and to collect samples for analysis. 

3. To establish. a more thorough basis for obsidian 

characterization, in terms of the reason for sources having 

unique compositions, the suitability of trace elements for 

characterization, the relationship of sources formed by 

the same petrogenetic processes, and the affect of 

alteration on the composition of obsidian. 

4. To characterize both geological and archaeological 

obsidians using Neutron Activation Analysis, incorporating 

several improvements to the technique as carried out at 

the University of Bradford. These improvements include 

the calculation of shape correction factors (geometry 

corrections) and new assessment of neutron flux variations. 



5. To relate geological and (irchaeological obsidians 

using graph plots and cluster analysis, and thus determine 

the extent of the distribution of obsidian from the 

Carpathian sources. 

6. To use this data to see if there was any interaction, 

between the Carpathian sources and other European and Near 

Eastern source distributions, and to postulate the type 

of trade mechanism used in obsidian distribution in 

Central and Eastern Europe. 



TABLE 

SUMMARY OF WORK ON THE CHARACTERIZATION OF OBSIDIAN 

Principles Properties 
used used 

Examples 

Petrography colour wace and Tharpson 1912; Boyer and 
Rdbinson 1956 

mineralogy Boyer and Pcbinsm 1956 

Physical refractive Malavolti 1948; Boyer and Robinson 
properties index 1956; Cherry 1968; 9telcl 1973 
and age 
deten-dnatim specific gravity Malavolti 1948; 8telcl 1973 

melting point Castiglioni et. -al. 1963 

magnetic Md)ougall and Tarling 1978 
properties 

natural 
radioactivity Ieach et. al. in press 

proton Coole et-. ah 1972 
scattering 
reactions 

Fe oxidation Longworth and Warren, In press 
state by 
m6ssbauer 
spectroscopy 

K/Ar dating BellucminiI1973 

fission track Belluomini et. al. 1970; Belluomini 
dating and Taddeucci 1970,1971; 

Bigazzi et. al. 1971; Durrani 
et. al. 1971; Arias-Radi et. al. 
1972; Bigazzi and Bonadonna 1973; 
Belluomini 1973. 

Chemical Major and 
composition trace elements 

determined by: 

1. NAA Mediterranean: Hallam et. al. 1976 
Aegean: Aspinall et. al. 1972 

Near East: Wright 1969; Wright and 
Gordus 1969 

N. America: Gordus et. al. 1967; 
1968; 1971; Bowman et. al. 1973; 
Griffin et. al. 1969 a and b; Evans 
and Wiln-eth 1971 
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TABLE 1.1. (continued-2) 

SUMMARY OF WORK ON THE CHARACTERIZATION OF OBSIDIAN 

Principles Properties Examples 
used used 

Mexico and C. America: Stross 
et al. 1968 

2. xRF N. America: Jack and Carndchael 1969; 
Parks and Tieh 1966; Laidley and 
McKay 1971, Nelson et al. 1975; 

Mexioo and C. An-erica; Ccbean et al. 
1971; Stross et al. 1971; Stevenson 
et al. 1971. 

New Zealand: Ward 1973,1974. 

3. OES Mediterranean: Castiglioni et. al. 
1963; Cann and Renfrew 1964. 

Aegean: Renfrew et. al. 1965 

Near East: Renfrew et. al. 1966; 1968 

New Guinea: Key 1968; 1969. 
Solcmon Is. Arrbrose and Green 1972 

New Zealand, Green et. al. 1967 

Africa: Muir and Hivernel 1976 

4. AAS N. and C. America: Laidley and McKay 
1971; Stevenson et. al. 1971; 
ýteeler 1976; Meeler and Clark 1977 
New Zealand: Annitage et. al. 1972; 
Reeves and Annitage, 1973. 

5. Flame N. America: Stevenson et. al. 1971 
photcrrietry 
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CHAPTER 2 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 

2.1 Selection of technique 

For the characterization of Carpathian obsidian, an 

analytical technique was required which would give 

determinations, with reasonable accuracy, of a wide range of 

trace elements, including some Rare Earth Elements, and 

which did not necessarily require the destruction of 

samples. Neutron activation analysis meets these require- 

ments', and all the trace element analyses carried out for 

this report were determined by this method. 

Four major techniques are popular for obsidian trace 

element analysis: - optical emission spectroscopy (OES), 

atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), X-ray fluorescence 

spectrometry (XRF), and neutron activation analysis (NAA). 

Optical emission spectroscopy was used in much of the 

early work on obsidian characterization, by"Renfrew and his 

colleagues, and by Cornaggia Castiglioni and his co-workers 

in Milan. More recently it has been used by Ambrose to 

characterize obsidian from the Solomon Islands, -and,, by Key 

on New Guinea obsidians (see Table 1.1 for all-references). ' 

OES has the disadvantage that the samples must be partially 

destroyed. In many cases, when dealingýwith museum artefacts, 

this is not permitted and a non-destructive, technique is 

needed. 

ARS was attempted, using western mediterranean obsidians, 

at the University of Bradford by Hallam in 1973 (Hallam, pers. 
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comm., 1975). Problems were encountered in the difficulty 

of rendering the samples into a liquid form, and in 

obtaining standard lamps for all the elements required. 

Also, the technique is destructive of samples. AAS has, 

however, been used in other areas, for example New Zealand 

and Alaska (see again Table 1.1). 

XRF has proved successful in a number of applications 

to obsidian analysis; in New Zealand, Central and West Coast 

America the Pacific North West of America and in California 

(see Table 1.1). The method does have disadvantages, 

however, which include destruction of the sample in normal 
10 

quantitative XRF work, and the fact that it is a surface, 

rather than whole body, analytical technique. 

NAA presents certain valuable advantages for obsidian 

work. It is a technique ideally suited to a silicon-based 

material, since the Si is not activated by the thermal 

neutron bombardment, and thus Y emission is obtained only 

from-the few percent of the sample which are more likely to 

characterize the material. It is a whole body analytical 

technique, and for samples of the size normally handled in 

archaeological work (up to 3 g) no appreciable flux 

depression'is observed. A large range of sample size and 

shape may be analysed, providing appropriate shape corrections 

are made (see section 8 of this chapter). At the University 

of Bradford, samples are normally between 300 and 1000mg, 

but objects of up to 12 g have been analysed successfully. 

The non-destructive nature of the technique allows museum 

objects to be analysed and returned unharmed. ' 

Most important, NAA is a highly sensitive method for a 
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wide range of trace elements, many of which may be determined 

I' down to levels of O. lppm. 17 elements were analysed in this 

work, giving a wide range on which to base source 

characterization. Of particular interest are the rare earth 

elements, which are sensitive indicators of the geological 

history of the obsidian. NAA is well suited to determining 

this group of elements, since they have a high cross section 

for n, y reaction. They are also very difficult to determine 

by non-physical methods since their chemical coherence makes 

chemical separation very difficult. 

NAA can also be used to examine certain elements 

selectively. This is achieved by careful choice of flux, 

irradiation times, and the decay time allowed to elapse 

before counting takes place. 

The effectiveness of NAA in obsidian characterization 

has been demonstrated for the Mediterranean, the Aegean, 

the Near East and for North America (see Chapter 1 and Table 

1.1). However, as with any technique, NAA does have its 

disadvantages. Samples are of course, radioactive for some 

time after the analysis is done. They are therefore kept at 

the Bradford laboratories for about 1 year after irradiation. 

Certain elements cannot be examined by NAA: - those with very 

low cross sections for n, y reaction in thermal neutron 

(for example Si, which becomes an advantage for obsidian- 

work); those with very short half-liVes for example Al, Mn 

(for practical reasons we were unable to coun t samples at 

the reactor site but had to wait 6 days for safe handling 

and transport of samples); and those elements which do not 

form a radioactive isotope by the addition of a neutron, for 

example Pb. Also, NAA requires sophisticated, and 
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therefore expensiveequipment, which is normally extremely' 
t, 

non-portable (though see section 2.2.3 for a note on the 

use of portable neutron sources in activation analysis)'. 

In practise, none of the disadvantages listed above 

were at all serious for our work, and with the appropriate 

equipment and technique already established at Bradford 

University, NAA was clearly a very promising tool for the 

characterization of Central and Eastern European obsidian. 

2.2 Theory 

2.2,1 Theory of neutron activation analysis 

Summary. When materials containing certain elements 

are placed in the neutron flux from a nuclear reactor, 

radioactive isotopes are formed by the capture of a neutron. 

The new isotopes decay exponentially by the emission of 

and associated y, particles and photons. Each isotope emits 

y rays at a discreLt energy, or energies characteristic of 

the decay of that isotope. The emission energies of y rays 

are measured, and the radioactive isotopes identified. 

From a knowledge of the reactions taking place in the 

reactor, the isotopes - and therefore the elements-- present 

in the original material can be identified, and a'qualitative 

analysis of the sample obtained. By comparison with standard 

materials of known composition we can obtain a quantitative 

analysis. 

Detail. -The bombarding of isotopes by thermal, or low 

energy, neutrons (energies less than 0.5 eV, (Erdtmann, 1976) 

and often taken as less than 0.4 eV) can le ad to th e capture 

of a neutron by some isotopes. The likelihood of this 
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occurring depends on the energy of the incident neutrons, 

and the cross-section of the isotope for capture of 

neutrons of that energy (cross-section is the probability 

of neutron capture of an isotope, conventionally written 

as cr and quoted in barns). When neutron capture occurs, 

a new unstable isotope is formed which may or may not be 

chemically identical to the first isotope. The new isotope 

then decays by radioactive emission at a rate determined by 

its half-life, to form a third isotope. The emissions may 

be a or a particles, and the new isotope is formed in an 

excited state; as it falls to its ground state, ay ray is 

emitted at an energy, or energies, characteristic of the 

radioactive isotope. Thus: - 

ISOTOPE A +no 
---, ISOTOPE B ISOTOPE C 

(stable) irradiation (unstable) emission 
in thermal of - or 0 
n flux falls to ground state 

with e-nission of y 
at energy characteristic 
of decay of ISO`IOPE B 

An example quoted by Tite (1972) is :- 

197 8 H91 98 Hg Au 
9 

11 
79p stabler7 9 Tý=2.7d 80p pr oac ver7 9p 

18n 11 9n 1 19n 118n 

no (thermal) yO. 41MeV 

This process is referred to as an n, y reaction, since 

it involves absorption of a neutron and emission of a gamma 

ray. 

In some cases, ISOTOPE C may not be stable, and may 

decay itself to form a daughter ISOTOPE D. The process will 
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continue until a stable form is reached. 

In NAA it is convenient to measure the y activity 

associated with decay of isotope B (emitted as C falls to 

its ground state) rather than the - or ý emission. There 

are several reasons for this: i) - particles are heavy 

(2n + 2p), and would not all escape from the sample, since 

their penetration in most materials is of the order of 

microns. ii) a particles leaving the sample would not have 

the same energy as on their original formation, and would 

not therefore be characteristic of the isotope decaying. 

iii) 0 particles are relatively low in energy, and are not 

emitted at discre-6, and therefore characteristic energies. 

iv) rays on the other hand, are high in energy (typically 

100 2000 keV), and therefore highly penetrating, and are 

emitted at discreLe energies characteristic of the decay of 

the active isotope. 

Care must be taken to avoid confusion between y emission 

from isotope C (characteristic of the decay of isotope B), 

and the y emission from isotopes D etc. which may be formed 

if isotope C is unstable. Note that the y emission from 

isotope B itself is not normally seen in the laboratory, as 

B goes to its ground state immediately after irradiation. 

The measured y activity of a given isotope after 

irradiation is given by: - 

aý(l-e- 
Xti) (2.1) 

where: 
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A= activity due to new unstable isotope, on 
removzýl from reactor 

N, = number of atoms of parent isotope 

a= cross section for n, y of parent isotope 

= neutron flux 

X= decay constant of radioactive isotope formed 

ti = time of irradiation 

Since the activity is measured at a certain time T after 

irradiation ends, this equation becomes: - 

dN 2=A (T) =N aý(l-e-ý2t)e -ý2T (2.2) 
dt 21 

It 
where: 

A2 (T) = activity due to unstable isotope N2 at time 
T after irradiation 

N2 number of radioactive atoms formed per unit 
volume 

N number of parent atoms per unit volume 

a cross section for n, y of parent isotope 

= neutron flux 

X2 = decay constant of unstable isotope N2 

T time elapsed since removal of sample from 
reactor. 

In theory it is possible to measure A2(T) and determine 

N21 the number of atoms of the radioactive isotope, and 

therefore calculate Nl, the number of atoms of theýparent 

isotope per unit volume of sample. 

In practice we must measure a certain intensity 12 due 

to A2 at time T, where 

12 (T) =c A2 (T) (2.3) 
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where: 
I 

efficiency of the detector. 

ý' (" X2' and c are all difficult to determine with 

accuracy; therefore, in practice we do not determine an 

absolute value for N, in Equation 2.1. Instead, a standard 

material of known composition is irradiated with the unknown 

samples, close to them in the reactor. Multi-element 

standards are chosen to contain all the elements which are 

expected to occur in the samples. 

Then: - 

STD STD 
AsNs 

where: 

(2.4) 

A STD 2-- activity of an isotope in the standard on 
removal from the reactor 

AS activity of an isotope in the sample on removal 
from the reactor 

N STD = number of atoms of that isotope in the standard 

N= S number of atoms of that isotope in the sample. 

Therefore: - 

PPMSTD PPMS 

c. r. STD c. r. s 

where: 

(assuming universal 
isotope ratios) (2.5) 

PPMSTD ý- parts per million of a parent isotope in the 
standard 

c. r ! 5TD = the count rate per hour per mgm. from the 
radioactive form of that isotope in the 
standard, at time of removal from the reactor, 
(calculated from measured 12 (T), see Equation 
2.3) 

and: 
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ppms parts per million of parent isotope in the 
sq, Lmple 

c. r. s = count rate per hour per mgm. from the radioactive 
form of that isotope in the sample, at time of 
removal from the reactor (calculated as 
c. r. STD) - 

From Equations 2.4 and 2.5 we arrive at a quantitative 

analysis of the sample. In using these equations we are 

assuming the same flux intensity for the irradiation of both 

samples and standard. This is not strictly correct, and 

corrections are made for flux variations at a later stage 

of the analysis (see section 2.7). 

'P We ment: ioned above the possibility that an n, y reaction 

from ISOTOPE A---ý, B (---->C) may lead not to a stable isotope C 

but to further decay to isotope D, for example in the case 

of irradiation of Ca 
46 (see end of this section). In this 

case we may detect not only y rays associated with the decay. 

of B (as C goes to its ground state), but also-those 

(as D goes to its ground state). associated with C 

In a normal A-**. -B-ýC situation, the specific activity 

at t=0 (time of removal from the reactor)-needed for 

Equation 2.5 - is calculated by: - 

BNB, ý- xBNBe 'BT 
(2.6) 

where: 

xB= decay constant of isotope B 

N B, = number of atoms of isotope B at t=0 

NBý number of atoms of isotope B at time T after end 
of irradiation (N 

B 
is calculated from the measured 

activity at time T, see again Equation 2.3) 

If however, we were looking at y rays from isotope C, 
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application of this equation, with incorrect x, would lead 

to an incorrect 
C, 

XN C* In order to calculate the specific 

activity of isotope C, Equation 2.7 below may be used. In 

using this formula, we are assuming that there was none of 

isotope C formed by the end of irradiation, that is, all C 

was formed after t=0. Then: - 

Specific 
activity of =XC NC =-XT- XCT] XCT 
C at t--O x C- xBeB-ee per mg. 

I 

of sample 

(2.7) 

where: 
.0 

xB ý decay constant of isotope B 

N = number of atoms of B at t=0 BO 

xC = decay constant of isotope C 

T = time elapsed si nce irradiation 

NB = number of atoms of B at time T 

NC = number of atoms of C at time T 

The validity of the assumption that none of C is 
, 

present at t=0 depends on ýB and length of irradiation 

time. It will be valid where the half life of B is long, 

and irradiation time is short. 

In practise we do not want to determine the activity 

of isotope C, but of isotope B, and work back to the count 

rates required for equation 2.5. To do this we would. have 

to determine the specific activity at t=0 for isotope 

B (XB N BO 
), for both sample and standard, using the following 

equation: - 



xBNB, ý' Xe - XcT. 

where: 

Ac-x 

e-'BT _ e- 
XCT 

21 

(2.8) 

specific activity of isotope C (= xC NC derived in 

Equation 2.7) 

XC = decay constant of isotope C 

xB decay constant of isotope B 

T time elapsed since irradiation 

An example of the A ý--B oC--->D type of decay occurs in 

irradiation of Ca 46 
, where: 

Ca 46 
: ýCa 

47 
)Sc 

47 
-->Ti 

47 

.0 

A --: ý/ BE- 'z, C P-: ý D 

Tý=4.7d Th=3.4d 

In this case the assurrption that there is none of isotope C 

formed by the end of the irradiation period is not strictly ' 

correct. 

Theoretical considerations affecting the sensitivity 

of thermal Neutron activation analysis. - Several points of 

theory determine which elements it is practical to analyse 

by N. A. A., and dictate certain operating conditions for the 

method. 

Firstly, the irradiation takes place in a thermal flux, - 

rather than in a fast neutron (high energy) flux. This is 

because the cross-sections for captureof thermalneutrons are 

almost always greater by a factor of 10 to 100 than those 

for capture of fast neutrons. Samples are exposed to-a 

very large number of neutrons (10 12 
_ 10 14 

n. sec-1 cm-2. ) 

to maximise activity. 

--I 

!I 
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The activity obtained f rom a particular isotope depends 

not only on the'. 'flux, cross-section and length of irradiation, 

but also on the half-life of the isotope (incorporated in 

0.693 Equations 2.1 and 2.2 in the form of X, where V2 
x 

This is because each isotope reaches a saturation point 

after ca. 5 half-lives, after which activity (and proportion 

of radioactive atoms to parent atoms) does not increase and 

the term (I-e- XtO in equation 2.1 = 1. Irradiation for 3 

half-lives gives 98% of saturation. This factor allows some 

selectivity in NAA. For example, to look particularly at 

an isotope with a half-life of the order of minutes, one 

would irradiate for a relatively short time to allow that 

.0 isotope to reach saturation point while keeping activity 

from longer half-life isotopes as low as possible. 

The problem of varying half-lives has been referred to 

in Section 2.1 above. We noted the impracticality of 

examining very short half-life isotopes unless counting is f 

done at the reactor site. Since this was not done in the 

work described in this report, we were unable to analyse 

for such elements as Al, Mn, Mg or Ti. As described in I 

Section 2.5, samples may be counted on 2 occasions after 

irradiation in order to look first at isotopes with half- 

lives of hours or a few days, and a month later at longer- 

lived isotopes, which may then be examined against a 

greatly reduced background of short-lived activity. 

Sensitivity of detection depends largely onýthe 

absorption cross-section of an isotope for n, y reactions I 
Therefore, isotopes with very low a cannot be examined 

30 because of very low activities. These include Si (a=107mb), 

Al 27 (a=232 mb) and C 13 (a=0.9 mb). Of higher sensitivity are 
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the elements with a of the order of kb - 30b; these include 
d. ý 

Na, K, Co, Zn, Fe, Ni, and Cu. Certain isotopes, notably 

those formed from the rare earth elements, have very high 

cross-sections, for example, Sm 152 (206b), Eu 153 (390b), and 

Eu 151 (5900b). (All cross-sections from Erdtmann, 1976). 

Selectivity is theoretically possible on the basis of varying 

by control of irradiation times and neutron flux. 

It should be remembered that we are dealing ultimately 

with total element analyses, and these cross-sections refer 

only to the isotope of each element which forms a radioactive 

species on neutron capture. If this isotopic fraction is 

A very small a high a will be of limited value. 

Finally, there are some elements, for example Pb, which 

do not form radioactive isotopes through n, y reactions; these 

are clearly outside the range of NAA. 

2.2.2 Instrumentation in neutron activation analysis 

Summary. Neutron activation analysis is concerned with 

the detecting, identifying and measuring of y ray radioactive 

emissions from irradiated samples. The detectors normally 

used consist of crystalline materials which are excited by 

exposure to y or x-rays, e. g. NaI or Li - drifted Ge 

(Ge/Li). In a Nal system, y rays excite electrons in the 

crystal; as they decay, small amounts of light are emitted, 

amplified by a photo-multiplier tube, and the resultant 

voltage, proportional to the energy of the y detected, is 

measured. In the more frequently used Ge/Li systems, y rays 

enter the highly insulating material, and each y ray absorbed 

causes ionization in the crystal. A voltage is placed across 
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the detector in order to detect this ionization in the 

form of voltage pulses. The size of a pulse is proportional 

to the energy of the dissipated y ray entering the crystal, 

and the number of pulses of one size (one y ray energy) , is 

proportional to the number of y rays emitted at that energy. 

The voltage pulses thus detected are very small, and -are 

therefore amplified to a more measureable size by an 

amplifier. The size of a pulse is determined by a Multi- 

-channel analyser, which sorts and stores the pulses according 

to voltage (and therefore y energy). The resulting energy 

spectrum of y rays can be displayed visually on a cathode 

ray, tube, and recorded digitally in a form suitable for 

computer processing, such as paper tape, cards, or magnetic 

tape. 

Detail. 

Detectors. Two types of . -, crystal detectors 

are used in NAA - NaI and Ge/Li - each of which has its own 

advantages and disadvantages. Ge/Li detectors have typical 

resolution (measured as a peak full-width at half-maximum 

I height) of ca. 3KeV, while NaI detectors have resolution 

of only 60KeV. NaI systems, on the other hand, have an 

efficiency (that is, a measure of the proportion of the 

total number of y emissions which are detected by the systeiq) 

of as much as 90%, at 0.1 MeV, or 25% at 1MeV, of the y rays 

in a solid angle of detection from a point source. ' Ge/Li 

systems have a much lower efficiency, of 5-10% over the 

same solid angle and at the same distance relative to the 

source. However, Ge/Li detectors are the more commonly used 

since their advantage of higher resolution is of over-riding 

importance for most analytical work. 
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Ge/Li detectors are normally of the'order of 5 OCM3 
4'. 

active volume, and must be kept at a running temperature of 

ca. -120 to -140 
0C (normally achieved by cooling with' liquid 

nitrogen) in order to help prevent any free electron 

movement within the crystal. The energy of y rays entering 

the crystal is converted to charge by ionization within 

the crystal; charge is converted to voltage by a capacitor. 

It is important that the resulting voltage should be as 

nearly as possible constantly proportional to the y energy 

from which it is derived. In practice the process is 

subject to statistical errors, 'and the vol , tage produced 

frdm one particular y energy will vary. Where N is the 

number of y events detected, the variation on the voltage 

will be subject to an, error of VT 
. Therefore, by ýncreasýng 

the number of events detected this error will be reduced, 

and the proportionality of V to y energy (linearity) 

improved. This spread on the voltage from one y energy is 

a contributing factor to the resolution. 

Amplifiers. The voltage pulses are magnified to a 

measureable amplitude by the amplifier. The linearity of 

the amplifier (i. e. proportionality of outgoing to ingoing 

voltage) should be better than 1 in 10,000. The stability 

of the amplifier should be better than 1 in 1000: The 

signal to noise ratio should be as large as possible, to 

avoid missing low-amplitude pulses, and misinterpretation 

of pulses sitting on top of background noise. 

Multi-channel Analysers. (M. C. A. ) M. C. A. 's used in 

N. A. A. have, typically, ca. 1000 channels (normally 1024, or 

2 10 
, for convenience), for storage of voltage 

. 
pulses. These 
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may operate from 0-10V giving a range of 10mV for each 

channel. This gives good discrimination of 0.01V. A pulse 

is accepted into the analyser and its voltage determined by 

measurement of the time taken to discharge a capacitor 

charged by the voltage pulse. It is then stored in the 

appropriate channel. During the-time of this operation no 

further pulse is accepted (=dead time). As' in the detector 

and amplifier, the linearity of the M. C. A., the proportionality 

between amplitude of voltage pulses and channel number, 'should 

be as constant as possible. In practice, the M. C. A. is 

calibrated for energy using standard materials, to give the 

gain, and intercept of a line relating energy to channel 

number on a 2-dimensional graph. 

Display, output and-peak fitting of -y-spectra. - Ay 

- spectrum for a single energy of y emission will not consist 

of a single photopeak, but of one photopeak distributed 

around the emission energy, plus smaller peaks at lower 

energies resulting from Compton Scatter and back-scattering. 

Energies of Compton, -,., peaks (EC) resulting from in complete 

absorption of an incoming y in the crystal, may be 

calculated by: - 

E 
Ey 

1+ moc 
(2.9) 2Ey 

where: 

energy of incoming 

M0= rest mass of an electron 

C= velocity of light. 

Energies of backscatter peaks (E B), resulting from Compton 

effects where the angle of scattering of the y ray is = 180 0 
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may be calculated by: - 
tý 

EBM0C. 
22 

1+M0C /2Ey (2.10) 

where the terms are defined as in Equation 2.9ý The energy 

of the Compton edge plus the energy of the backscatter 

peak is equal to the energy of the original y ray. Ge/Li 

detectors with high resolution, and peak: Compton ratios of 

ca. 40: 1, allow separate examination of the photopeak, back- 

scatter peak and Compton scatter. 

A high resolution detector will require a large number 

of channels to allow precise location of a peak of particular 

energy. A peak should ideally cover Ca. 9-10 channels in 

order to allow good definition of the shape of-the peak, 

for estimation of its size. 

The estimation of peak size is done in one of several 

ways. Three major methods are: peak summing, peak fitting, 

and peak stripping. These methods are reviewed by A. T. Couch 

(1974) where full descriptions and references may be found. 

The methods will be briefly summarized here: - 

Peak summing. The width of a clearly resolved peak is 

measured and the channel contents of all the channels within 

the peak are summed. The background is determined by 

averaging the channel contents in one or two channels each 

side of the peak, multiplying the average by the number of 

channels in the peak, and subtracting the result from the 

total peak. This is equivalent to drawing a straight line 

under the photopeak to remove the background. Where peaks 

are not totally resolved, it is necessary to subtract the 
i 
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contribution of one or more isotopes, basing this con- 

tribution on a 
ýýnown fraction-of another, - clearly resolved, 

peak of that isotope. This method of summing the -peak 

channels does not take full account of Compton edges and 

backscatter peaks, which may interfere with chosen isotopes 

in multi-element spectra, and does not attempt to-smooth 

out statistical variation in peak shapes. 

Peak fitting. A library of pure element, standard 

spectra is built up, using the same counting-conditions for 

all spectra. The peak shapes of these individual isotopes 

are fitted onto the same peaks in a multi-element sample, 

standard spectra being enlarged or reduced as necessary. 

A standard background Spectrum is also fitted. -In'this 

way, Compton edges etc. are knocked off peak areas to give 

extremely well-defined photo-peaks.. The peak areas obtained 

are, used in the normal way, to obtain count rates, and 

compared with the library of pure element standards to_, 

give ppm. In this case it may be necessary to use, flux 

monitors to take into account variations in irradiation, 

conditions between standards and samples. Problems-with. 

this method arise if small changes in counting conditions 

(e. g. amplifier gain, efficiency or resolution) occur 

between thý counting of standar I ds and samples, making the 

standard spectra no longer totally comparable with those 

from samples. 

Peak stripping. In this method a library of standards, 

and constant counting conditions are again required- A 

clearly resolved peak in the sample spectrum is chosen, and 

a statistical shape (for example, gaussian, skew-gaussian., 

or gaussian with an exponential tail) is fitted onto it. 
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The isotope is located in the library of standards, and 

the appropriatei peak fitted 

the relative sizes of peaks 

peaks from that isotope are 

spectrum. This can be done 

spectrum. It is particular, 

of unresolved peaks. 

onto the sample spectrum. Using 

in the standard, all remaining 

"stripped" out of the sample 

in turn with all areas of"the 

ly useful in defining the area 

Statistical shapes may be used to estimate peak areas 

independent of peak stripping routines (e. g. in Routti and 

Prussin, Jqbq). Like peak fitting and stripping, this 

demands sophisticated computer routines. 

2.2.3 other reactions and techniques associated with 
neutron activation analysis 

The preceeding sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 deal with the 

aspects of N. A. A. used in this work: that is, thermal 

neutron activation and n, y reactions,. There are, however, 

a number of other reactions associated with neutron, activation, 

some of which merely complicate our procedure, others which 

offer possibilities of different analytical procedures within 

N. A. A. 

The presence of U in a sample may constitute. a problem 

for thermal (n, y) NAA. U 238 
undergoes spontaneous fission, 

in which the nucleus disintegrates to form two new nuclei 

with atomic weight of ca. 70-160. This mode of decay forms 

only a tiny part of the total decay of U238 (in the ratio 

of 1: 2.2xlO 6; Tite, 1972), and does not present a problem. 

However, U 234 
and U 235 

will undergo induced fission, when. 

placed in a reactor. The cross section for thermal neutrons 
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for fission and neutron capture, for U 234 
and U 235 

are: 
't "- 

234 fission n. capture 
U <650mb. 100.2 b. 

U 235 582.2b. 98.6 b. (Erdtmann, 1976) 

Some of the new nuclei formed from f ission may be those of 
140 95 

analytical interest, for example, La , and Zr 
'; 

These 

would produce y emissions in decay, adding spuriously to 

the y emissions of "bona fide" activated La and Zr. 

Unfortunately, masses of ca. 140 and 95 lie at peaks in the 

mass distribution of U fission products. Though U 234 
and, 

235 form only 0.73% of the total U. content, which may 

itself be only a few ppm, the cross sections for fission 
.4 

are unfortunately large (see above). It has been estimated 

by one laboratory (De Bruin, personal communication, 1975), 

that 1 ppm of elemental U can lead to the production of 

ca. 12ppm of spurious Zr. However, Dr. De Bruin did not 

quote details of neutron' flux or decay time allowed before 

analysis, and it appear likely that these figures do not 

apply directly to our work. In obsidian, with U content 

of, say, 15ppm, Zr should show a base level of 180ppm. 

However, this has not been observed in Zr determination 

made at Bradford University (Warren, personal communication 

1977). In the case of La 140 the U fission forms-first 

140 Ba nuclei, as this has a half-life of 12.8d, 'Providing 

140 
counting for La determinations takes place within a few 

days of irradiation, most of the fission products will be 

held as Ba and will not affect our analysis. (Note that 

the Ba isotope used for analysis is Ba 131 ). 

Our work was based on thermal neutron activation. By 

employing other parts of the neutron energy spectrum it is 

possible to enhance the activity of certain elements, depending 
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on the variation of the cross-section a for different 

neutron energies. In this method cadmium shielding must 

be placed around samples to effectively absorb thermal 

neutrons while remaining transparent to neutron of energy 

greater than ca. 0.4eV. The exact energy cut-off will 

depend on the thickness of the shield. This method has been 

reviewed for geological materials by E. Steines (1970). A 

comparison of epithermal and thermal analysis over a range 

of materials is currently being made at the University of 

Bradford (Warren and Beasley, personal communication, 1977). 

Our work is also limited by the relatively long time 

which elapses between irradiation and counting of samples. 

By examining samples at the reactor site immediately after 

irradiation a much larger number of short lived reaction 

products are made available for analysis. These include 

not only normal short-lived isotopes such as-Al, and Mn 

(see also section 2.2) but a range of "prompt" reactions 

which occur almost simultaneously with irradiation. Work 

of this type is called Prompt Nuclear Analysis. The 

prompt radiation examined is excited by exposing samples 

to an incident beam of charged particles (protons, deuterons), 

or neutrons, or photons (e. g. y). Bird and Russell (1975) 

note many resultant reactions, including-gamma reactions 

(y, n), charged particle reactions (p, -; d, p; ' -, p), neutron 

emission reaction (p, n; d, n; -, n) and neutron reactions 

(n, -; n, y). Other reactions which may form the. basis of 

analysis are p, p (Coote, Whitehead and McCallum, 
_1972), 

and - particle scattering reactions (Eriksson et al., 1972). 

most of these reactions may be used to examine only a limited 

range of elements. 
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I In addition, y emissions associated directly with the 

radioactive isotopes formed on n, y reactions (as opposed to 

the y associated with the decay products of the radioactive 

isotope) may be examined by prompt analysis. The following 

diagram clarifies this: (cf. the earlier example given of 

activation Au 197 ). 

I 

ISOTOPE A+ n' E5 150TOPE C- 
( rad: mccl: Vtc )I 

ýro 

II" 

-1 ý, ý o-xavvýincr. L 

0.5 21 ýCklks -6c. ccmvaAh*0noL 
grouna 

. 5tckta; 

norrnctLýý ocr-, Ars 
;n ro-aclýoir. 

A further reaction, and one which can'cause-difficulties 

in nly work, is the n, p reaction involvAng absorption of a 
24 

neutron and emission of a proton. Na an isotope 
24 

examined in n, y NAA, may be formed in the reactor from Mg 

by this reaction, thus adding to the "real" Na concentration 

detected. In addition, Na 24 
may be formed from Al 27 by the 

n, = reaction. (Fujii et al., 1969). However, high energy 

neutrons (e. g. 14 MeV range) are needed to give a good 

chance of - and proton emission, therefore these reactions 

should not be a serious problem in thermal NAA work. For 

some comment on the contribution of the Al 27 (n, -) Na 24 

reaction to errors in NAA see also section 2.10.3. 

Our work, and most conventional NAA, is-limited by the 

use of a fixed reactor site. To avoid-the necessity, of 

sending samples to a reactor, work has been done on the use 
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of portable neutron sources. Barrandon and his colleagues 

have demonstratVd the efficiency of using, a portable- 

isotopic neutron sources of Cf 252 for activation 

(Barrandon and Debrun, 1975; Barrandon et al., 1976). De 

Beeck and Hoste (1974) have used both Cf 252 
-and beryllium 

and actinium neutron sources. 

The use of different types of standards in NAA provides 

further latitude in the method. In our work, it was found 

most convenient to use a multi-element pottery standard 

(described in section 2.9). However, it is possible to 

use instead a series of pure element standards, a procedure 

knovfn as the mono-standard method. 
-In 

this technique, 

standards are irradiated with flux monitors, and the 

standard count rates are related to those of the monitors. 

Samples are irradiated with their own flux monitors, whose 

count rates are used to calculate theoretical standard count 

rates for that irradiation. The Standards themselves need,, 

not be irradiated again. The counting of standards and 

samples would normally be done on the same detector, but 

scaling factors for variations in detector efficiency may 

be applied if needed, for example if standards and samp - les 

are counted at different heights above the detector, or if 

a change of detector is necessarY. 

2.3 Sample selection and preparation 

2.3.1 Archaeological samples 

In almost all cases archaeological samples had to be 

irradiated whole, since destruction of these museum pieces 

was rarely acceDtable Therefore, wherever possible small 
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samples of masses between 200 and 600 mg were chosen to 

L' 
facilitate irradiation and counting, and to reduce the 

corrections to be applied for variations in sample -shape 

and size (section 2.8). Where obsidians from a site 

showed variation in colour, translucency or surface 

texture, all types were included in the analysis. A few 

samples were cut for irradiation, and this was done with 

a low speed saw, with a diamond-studded saw blade. 

Samples were washed in tap water, cleaned in a bat4 

of 5% hydrofluoric acid in distilled water, then rewashed 

twice in distilled water. Samples were not handled directly 

after this stage. They were weighed, and wrapped, together 

with zinc flux monitors, in aluminium. foil, on which - 

identification numbers were marked. Samples were packed 

for irradiation in standard polythene tubs 3in. by lin. 

diameter. Zinc flux monitors could not always be positioned 

at regular spacing in the tubs due to greatly varying sample 

shapes. 

Internal laboratory standards were packed with each 

batch of samples, in powdered form in small polythene tubs. 

2.3.2 Geological samples 

Geological samples were scrubbed in tap water and 

crushed for analysis. They could then be packed in 

containers of the same size and shape as powdered standards, 

facilitating comparison. Crushing was done in a Fritsch 

Analysette agate ball mill. Crushing time was 3 to 20 

minutes depending on sample size. 

34 

Geological samples varied greatly in size,, from small 
I 
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lumps ca 5mm across, to fist-size pieces (see Chapter 4 

and Appendix 1 for description of material). For larger 

samples, 50 to 100 g was crushed, avoiding any highly 

altered surfaces. Sieving was not found to be necessary. 

The powder was mixed and 200 to 300 mg taken for analysis. 

In the case of smaller samples, some of which were less 

than 300 mg total mass, whole samples were crushed and 

irradiated. 

The powdered samples were packed in small aluminium 

capsules 25 mm by 5 mm in diameter. The capsules were 

wrapped in aluminium foil, with zinc flux monitors placed 

in regular positions next to the samples, and identification 

numbers marked on. The aluminium wrapped samples were then 

placed, with powdered standards, in larger aluminium tubs 

31n. x lin. for irradiation. After irradiation the samples 

were removed from the aluminium capsules, re-weighed, and 

placed in polythene tubs for counting. The powders were 

compressed into cylindrical shapes in the polythene tubs so 

that they were comparable in size and shape to the standards. 

2.4 Irradiation procedure 

Samples were irradiated at the Herald Reactor, Atomic 

weapons Research Establishment, Aldermaston, U. K. Irradiation 

time was normally 24 hours. A few samples which were over 

2g in mass were irradiated for only 8 hours to avoid high 

activity. The irradiation position used in the reactor was 

VT-1, a vertical tube at the edge of the core. Specimens 

were lowered into the tube from above by cable. 

Details of the flux intensity are quoted by Aldermaston 
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as follows: - (Mr. N. Webster, personal communication, 

1977) 

Thermal flux Epi-thermal flux Fast neutrons 
(above 2.5 MeV) 

1.6 x 10 12 
n sec-'cm -2 1.2 x 10 12 

n sec-'cm -2 1.6 x 10 10 
n sec -i an -2 

The cadmium ratio C relates thermal and eDi-thermal 

content of the flux, and is defined by: - 

A ST +A SE 
A SE 

where: 
.0 

actiýittj 
fech-n 

AST =ýthermal flux 
From 

A SE =)piNermal flux 

It is normally determined by irradiating a gram of metal 

foil for a given time and measuring its activity, and then 

irradiating a gram of foil for the same time, but covered in 

Cd shielding, then measuring its activity. Since Cd has a 

high absorption cross-section for thermal neutrons, while 

remaining transparent to epithermal neutrons, the activity 

of the foil after the second irradiation is due to epi- 

thermal neutrons alone. 

In January 1976 the experimental cadmium ratio was 

quoted by Aldermaston 

using 10 thou. Cobalt 

cross-section for epi 

very high figure. It 

thermal flux ratio is 

irradiation can. 

as 22. In this case it was measured 

wire, whose high self-absorption (low 

thermal neutrons) accounts for the 

was also stated that the epi-thermal/ 

constant over the length of an 

The thermal flux density is known to vary over the 
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length of a can, and correction must be made for this 

(see section 2.7). 

2.5 Counting procedure and equipment 

Counting of samples for y ray activity was done at 

the University of Bradford Nuclear Science Laboratories. 

For most of the counting a CanbeixaIndustries Inc. Ge/Li 

crystal detector was usedin association with a Laben 

amplifier, 1024 channel multi-channel analyser, display 

unit, and paper tape output. The detector specification 

are quoted by the manufacturers as follows: - 

i 
Canberra Industries Inc. detector model 7229. 

- crystal shape: - right circular cylinder, drifted co-axially. 

- crystal size: - 38mm diameter, p-core diameter = 7mm 

4Gmm length. 

distance below cryostat: - 8mm. 

resolution: - Full width at Half Maximum (F WH M), keV 

2.76 at 1332 keV. 

- efficiency: - 8.1% (ratio of area under photopeak at 1332 

keV, to that obtained by a 3in. x 3in. Na I detector, where 

source to detector distance is 25cm) 

- peak: compton ratio: - 21: 1 (at 1332 keV). 

- effective mean stopping distance for y, defined on inverse. 

square law: - 2.01cm and 2.67cm below cryostat window, for 

y of 122 keV and 1332 keV respectively. 

Resolution of this detector was checked in the 

laboratory regularly. In practice it was normally less 

good than the quoted value, at about 5keV at 1332keV. 

Efficiency was also measured in the laboratory. (Dr. D. 

13ush, personal communication, 1977), and is shown irý'Figure 

2.1, where % of y photons detected'(out of total disintegrations 
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of a point source situated 6in. above the detector window) 

is plotted against energy. From these measurements at 6in, 

theoretical efficiency at 3in and Oin above the detector 

window were calculated. It may be seen that efficiency is 

worse for y of high energy, and increases for low energy y, 

to a maximum of 0.2% (at 6in above the detector window). At 

energies of less than 100 keV, the efficiency falls off as 

absorption of y in the detector envelope increases. By 

moving the point source onto the detector window, efficiency 

is increased by a factor of 50 to 60. 

Some counting was done using an ORTEC Inc. Ge/Li 

detector in association with Hewlett Packard electronics. 

Specification for the detector are quoted by the manufacturers 

as follows: - 

ORTEC Inc. detector model 8001-1022V. 

- crystal: - coaxially drifted. 

- distance below cryostat window: - not more than 5mm. 

- resolution: - FWHM2.2 keV (at 1332 keV) 

- efficiency: - 10% (ratio of area under photopeak at 1332keV, 
to that obtained by a3x 3in Na I detector, where source 
to detector distance is 25cm). 

- peak: compton ratio: - 30: 1 

- effective mean stopping distance for y: 2.5cm below 

cryostat window, for y of ca. 511 keV. 

Resolution of the ORTEC detector was measured in the 

laboratory in July 1977, as ca. 3 keV. FWHM at 1332 keV. 

Efficiency was measured in the laboratory (Dr. D. Bush 

personal communication, 1977) and is shown on Figure 2.1 for 

a point source 6in above the detector window. It is clear 

from Figure 2.1 that the ORTEC detector efficiency is 
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considerably better than Canberra, for the same distance above 
I" 

the detector window. 

Samples were counted twice, 6 days and one month after 

irradiation. Counting times were varied according to the 

size and activity of samples and standards, and were normally 

between 4000 and 12000 seconds. Samples were counted 3in 

and 61n above the cryostat for short-lived activity, and 

31n above the cryostat, or on the window, for long-lived 

activity. 

Typical statistical errors on peak areas are given in 

Tablj-- 2.1. 

2.6 Data processing 

2.6.1 Typical gamma ray spectra from obsidian 

Figures 2.2(a) and (b) show typical y spectra from 

samples of obsidian, recorded 6 days and 1 month after 

irradiation. The spectra are shown as graphs of y intensity 

against y energy. They were obtained from counting on the 

Canberra industries Inc. detector. Peaks selected for 

analysis are marked with an asterisk. 

Fig. 2.2(a). Short-lived isotopes. The potassium peak 

at 1524 keV, sitting on a relatively high background as a 

result of high La and Na concentrations, has already 

decayed almost completely by the time of recording this 

spectrum, making determination of this element very difficult. 
153 The anomolous shape of the Sm peak at 103 keV, particularly 

on the low energy side, can be clearly seen. This is due 

239 to interferences from at least one isotope (Np ) and in 

40 
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order to avoid these, it was decided to use only a small 

number of channels to define the Sm peak. 

Fig. 2.2 (b). Long-lived isotopes. The Co peak used 

in analysis is badly defined on this spectrum due to low 

concentration in our obsidians (less than 0.5ppm in most 

of the samples analysed). Peaks in the standards used 

were considerably better. 

No peaks of energy less than 100 keV were used in 

analysis because of the high background level at this end 

of the spectrum. 

.0 

2.6.2 Isotope data used 

Table 2.1 lists the isotope data used in this work. 

Data are taken from Erdtmann (1976), except where otherwise 

indicated. Most of the peaks selected for analysis were 

clear of other peaks in the spectrum, and a new assessment 

of the peak widths used was made for this work. In a few 

cases peaks were overlain, wholly or partially, by other 

isotopes emitting y rays at the same, or similar, energies. 

Corrections were made to the areas of these peaks, as 

listed in Table 2.2. 

2.6.3 Spectrum analysis 

Gamma ray spectra were analysed (peaks identified, peak 

areas and count rates calculated) using computer program 

SPECT. The results in ppm were corrected for flux and 

geometry factors using a further program CORTF. 

Program SPECT. SPECT was developed at the University 
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of Bradford by Mr. S. E. Warren and Mr. J. G. Crummett. It 
4' 

was run on a Hewlett Packard 
. 
2116B 16K comjýuter. 

SPECT calculates the area in counts of ay ray peak 

for a particular isotope, using the peak summing method 

described in section 2.2.2. From this it calculates a 

count rate per unit mass of sample, per unit time, or 

specific activity. This must be corrected for a number 

of factors, as follows. 

(i) The activity at time t=0 (time of removal from 

the reactor) must be calculated from the measured activity. 

The, basis for this is the relationship: - 

AC) =Ae 
xt 

where: 

Ao = activity at t=O 

A= measured activity 

X= decay constant for isotope in question 

t= elapse time between t=O and time of counting. 

(ii) Because decay takes place during counting an 

additional correction is incorporated to give: - 

A= XANe X(t+At) 
0 

(e XAt 1) 

where: 

(2.13) 

Ao activity at t=0 

XAN difference in activity at beginning of counting 
and end of counting. (X being the decay constant, ' 

and N the number of radioactive atoms) 

At = counting time 

t= elapse time between t=d and time of counting 

47 
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(iii) activity is scaled to a standard irradiation 

time of 48 houi-5, using the formula: - 

A=A 
(1-e-Xt2) 

21 (1-e- Xtj) (2.14) 

where: 

A standardized activity 2 

A, = actual activity at t=O (A 
0 

in Equation 2.13) 

t2 = standard irradiation time (48 hrs. ) 

t actual irradiation time 

X the decay constant 

(iv) If the irradiation was interrupted by removal of 

the'sample from the reactor the computer corrects for decay 

between irradiations. It assumes that each period of 

irradiation leads to a certain activity on final removal 

from the reactor. Thuý: - 

48 

I-e-'t: Ll)e -ýtl] + 
[(l-e-Xti2)e 

-ýt2] 

activity from activity from 
irradiation 1 irradiation 2 (2.15) 

[(l-e-Xti3)e -"3 1 
+--to tin and tn= total activity X 

activity frcm at end of 
irradiation 3 irradiation 

where: 

ti, = time of first irradiation period 

ti 2= time of second irradiation period. 

ti 3= time of third irradiation period- 

ti 
n= 

time of n 
th irradiation period 

t, = elapse time from end of first irradiation period 
to final end of irradiation 

t2 elapse time from end of second irradiation period 
to final end of irradiation 

t3 elapse time from end of third irradiation period 

to final end of irradiation 
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tn elapse time from end of n 
th irradiation period 

to f7inal end of irradiation. 

As many terms are incorporated as there are irradiation 

periods. The theoretical activity based on a non-interrupted 

irradiation of the same length as the total of ti 1 +ti 2 +ti 3 

etc. is calculated from: - 

e- 
Xti uninterrupted (2.16) 

The scaling factor to be applied for interrupted irradiation 

is then: - 

e- 
Xti uninterrupted 

x (2.17) 
.0 

Where the irradiation period was not interrupted, this 

scaling factor becomes: - 

e- 
Xti uninterrupted 

e- 
Xti actual (uninterrupted) (2.18) 

(v) Counting times are entered into the program as 

live counting times. Correction must be made for additional 

decay during dead time on the counter. Dead times are 

registered on the multi-channel analyser as % of real time 

during which the counter will not accept pulses. Calling 

this % D, then 

D real time - live time 
real time (2.19') 

It has been shown that, taking increased counting time (dead 

time + live time) into account, the activity A at t=O is 

given by: - 

At 
XAN X (t + 

e 1-D * 
XAt 
1 -D (2.20) 

e 
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where: 

D= the del . ad time, assumed constant over period of 

counting 

At = time from beginning of counting to end of (live) 

counting time 

AN = change in number of atoms of an isotope during the 

(live) counting time. 

If D=0 the expression reduces to the correction for decay 

during (live) counting time (equation 2.13). 

The final results in Darts per million are calculated 

using the relationships: - 

PPMSTD Ppms (see equations 2.4, and 

c. r. STD c. r. s 
2.5 for definition of 
terms) 

Practical considerations in the running of SPECT, inputting 

of data etc. are as follows: - 

Spectra are entered on 5 or 8 track paper tape. 

Isotope data is entered on a Data Tape containing information 

on 33 isotopes. Peaks are defined by SPECT as a maximum 

with decreasing channel contents on either side, to a width 

specified by the operator. The total peak width can be 

3,51 7 or 9 channels (see Table 2.1). Background channels 

are also specified, as 1 or 2 channels either side of the 

peak depending on the peak width. A peak must have an area 

of at least twice the error on the background to be accepted 

by SPECT. 

Calibration of the spectrum is done using an internal 

standard, and may be altered or checked at any time during 

operation of the program. Peaks identified are assigned to 

j 



an isotope if they lie within ±5 keV of the y emission energy 
4 

specified on the data tape. Peaks not thus identified are 

listed as "unidentified peaks". Peak area ratios for each 

isotope are incorporated in the data tape, and unless the 

computer finds that the sum of all the peaks for one isotope 

is greater than a preset value (e. g. 95% of the total of 

the ratios), the peaks are not assigned to that isotope. 

For example, Na 24 has 3 peaks, in the ratio of ca. 20: 50: 30. 

If only the first two were found, giving a sum of 70, the 

peaks would not be assigned to Na. 

The peak area correctiom for interfering isotopes 

(Table 2.2) are also entered and determined in SPECT. 

other facilities included in SPECT are calculation of 

minimum detectable levels, and of a theoretical count rate 

per peak area of 1000 counts, for each isotope. 

Program CORTF. The final results in ppm produced by 

SPECT are listed on 8 track paper tape. This is input to 

program CORTF (also on the Hewlett Packard 8k computer) to 

correct the ppm for two factors. 

(i) Geometry corrections. These corrections for 

sample size and shape are described in section 2.8. The 

effective vertical lengths (above the counting po7sition) of 

samples and standards are entered by the operator, and 

CORTF draws the corrections, for the appropriate counting 

system, from a matrix stored on magnetic tape. 

(ii) Flux variations over a can. (See section 2.7). 

Flux factors are entered as (Zinc flux monitor count rate 

per unit mass per unit time at t=O). CORTF scales all the 
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sample results to the flux received by the standard. 

2.7 Flux corrections 

In the reactor facility used in this work the thermal 

flux density of 1. 

over the volume of 

Flux monitors were 

correction factors 

the flux variation 

6x 10 -12 n sec -1 cm -2 is not constant 

a standard irradiation can of 3x lin. 

irradiated with all samples, to provide 

for this variation, and an assessment of 

formed part of the work for this thesis. 

Flux monitors were made of Zinc, which was chosen for 

several reasons: 
Jf 

(i) It has a half-life of 243d (Erdtmann, 1976) which 

means that the standard irradiation period of 24 or 48 hrs. 

would not bring the activity anywhere near saturation point, 

so contributing over much to the activity of the can. The 

long half-life also meant that counting of zinc could be 

left until all samples were counted, without appreciable 

loss of activity. In addition, the sensitive change, in Zn 

activity with length of irradiation could be used as a check 

on irradiation time if necessary. 

(ii) It has a relatively low a for n, y. of 0.78 b which 

also kept the activity down to a reasonable level. 

(iii) Zinc was a readily available and economical 

material to use. 

Thin sheets of zinc were cut into approximately 

rectangular pieces of ca. 5 mg each. These were wrapped 

with samples in Al foil, but not touching the samples in 

case of contamination. Zn monitors could only be placed 

in regular positions in the can in the case of powdered 
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samples of regular shape and size. They were counted on 

either the ORTEC or Canberra detectors for 600 seconds, 

to give peak areas at 1116 keV of at least 10000 counts. 

Zn spectra were analysed by SPECT to give count rates at 

t=O. The concentrations of elements in samples were 

scaled up or down in the ratio of: Zn countrate (standard) 
Zn countrate (sample) 

The size of flux corrections was very variable, 

depending partly on how close the sample was to the 

standard in the irradiation can. Corrections ranged from 

1% to 20%. In our work, the total flux variation in a can 

was 
A 

normally about 10% and never more than 20%. Typical 

correction factors were 2% - 10%. The factors were more 

variable over cans containing archaeological material, where 

artefacts of differing shapes and sizes were packed unevenly. 

A more detailed study of flux variation in a can was 

made using data from 4 cans of geological material. These 

were Runs 611,612,614 and 615. In these cans the 

obsidian and standards were all powdered and packed in 

regular positions in the cans. Flux monitors could therefore_ 

be placed at the base of each sample to provide a more 

regular picture of flux distribution. In 3 of the cans 

samples were arranged in two circular layers; in the fourth 

(612) a partly filled third layer was added. 

Figures 2.3 (a - d) show the flux distribution in these 

cans. Points plottedare count rates for Zn flux monitors 

at equivalent positions in a circular can. Centre 

monitors in each layer are plotted on a vertical axis in, 

the top half of each diagram. "Axial variation" means 

variation between samples which lie on top of one another 
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along the long (vertical) axis of a can. 

It may be seen that in general there is a flux 

gradient from the bottom of each can to higher flux at the 

top. In two cases 615 and 611, the distribution is skewed 

to one side. In 3 cases out of 4 (611,614,615) the flux 

in the centre of the bottom layer is lower than at the 

outside edges of the can. This may be partly explained by 

neutron absorption by the outerý samples. This factor is 

not constant however, since in some cases, particularly in 

can 612, some centre monitors have higher activity than 

outer ones. Samples were irradiated at the edge of the 

Herald Reactor (in VT - 1) and problems of reflection of 

neutrons at the reactor edge, and positioning of other. cans 

nearby, would contribute to the irregularity of flux 

intensity. 

Further work on flux variations in Herald has been 

done by S. E. Warren (personal communication 1977), and a 

summary of results of this work is given in Table 2.3 

below. Samples were packed in polythene tubs 8mm long 

and placed in standard 3xI in. irradiation cans. Flux 

monitors were held next to the polythene in aluminium foil 

wrappings. Four cans were irradiated at Herald, and one 

at the Dido Reactor, Harwell. The flux monitor activities 

were averaged within each layer, and normalized to 

readings for the bottom layer. A distance of 1.5mm 
-I- 

between layers was allowed. 

It 

ýII 



Table 2.3 Variatfon in neutron flux density'in'the 

Herald and Dido Reactors 

(after Warren 1977), 

ýq 

Run No. Reactor 
No. of 
Layers Material 

Ot: her 
SaiTples 
in Can? 

Average 
Variation Variation 

Total in flux in flux 
Mass per layer per am. 

584 Herald 5 Obsidian Yes 5.5g 6.7% 7.1%, 

590 Herald 7 Obsidian No 6.5g 3.9% 4.1% 

626 Herald 8 Obsidian No 5.5g 4.2% 4.4% 

640 H6rald 7 Obsidian No 5. Og 5.6% 5.9% 

579 Dido 8 Obsidian No 7. Og 0.33% 0.35% 

T otal variati on along the l ength of a can (number of 

layers x variation per layer) is up to 3 9%, greater than the 

maximu m axial vari ation seen in our work (runs 611-615), 

which did not exce ed 20%. This is probably due to the larger 

number of samples and polythene in each can in S. E. Warren's 

work. 

The irradiation carried out at Dido, Harwell,, indicates 

a much less variable flux density. 

2.8 Geometry corrections 

2.8.1 Introduction 

Since much of the analysis presented in this report was* 

non-destructive analysis of archaeological specimens, samples 

were of varying shape and size. This meant that even when 

samples and standards were placed at the same height above 

the detector, the differing lengths of samples resulted in 

activity being detected from a variety of distances above the 

cryostat window. y rays emitted from the top of the sair-ple would 

ýl I 

III 
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be preferentially absorbed by the length of the sample. In 

addition, variation in detector efficiency with height above 

the crystal would affect the activity measured from a long 

sample (see figure 2.1 for an indication of the drop in 

efficiency as one moves from detector base (cryostat window) 

to 3 in and to 6 in above). These factors were particularly 

important because a number of the samples analysed were in 

the form of blades up to a length of 29mm. It was necessary 

therefore to determine a set of correction factors which would 

scale the count rate, or ppm, of a sample to a theoretical 

valife equivalent to that of a 'thin' sample of the same 

activity; that is, a sample from which all the activity 

resulted from one height above the detector, in effect the 

height of the bottom of the sample. 

The ideal way to find appropriate factors would be to make 

a model of each sample with a radioactive malleable material 

(for example the clay-based 'Q-compound', made by Apiezon 

Products Ltd., used by S. E. Warren (1973)), cut this into slices, 

count each slice at a chosen height, sum the counts, and 

compare this to a count obtained from the model in its original 

form. This would give a scaling factor to adjust actual 

counts to 1 thin sample I counts. However, it was decided 

that this procedure would be much too time-consuming, and 

instead we carried out the experiments described in the 

next section. This method is based on that described by 

Warren (1973), and makes the assumption of an approximately 

cylindrical shape for all samples. 
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It is worth noting that one may avoid the whole question 

of geometry corrections by normalizing all concentrations to 

an internal standard, for example the accurately determined 

scandium. This was not done in our work as we wished to 

determine absolute values which could be compared at any 

stage with other analyses. 

2.8.2 Experiment to determine geometry correction factors 

Correction factors were first determined for counting 

on the Canberra detector, on the cryostat window (Base 

counting). The procedure was as follows: 
0 

(i) a thin disc sample (ca 1 mm thick) of Th was prepared 

using 'Specpure' Th powder in a polythene container. 

(ii) This was counted on the detector window, then on top 

of cylindrical Al absorbers of lengths 2ý, 5,7ý, 10,12ý1 

20,30 and 40mm. Peak areas were measured for 6 Th energies; 

131,239,463,727,911, and 1637 KeV (energies from 

De Bruin et al. 1973). Those areas were scaled to a standard 

counting time. It was assumed that there was no decay of 

the Th while counting (due to the long Th half-life). Al 

was chosen for the absorbers since it has approximately the 

same absorbing properties as Si, a major component-of obsidian. 

(iii) For each energy, a graph was plotted of peak area 

against length of Al absorber, thus: 
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Fig. 2, ý 

, -,. 239 Wl. 
counýcn3 on 
crjo. sýak wlindinw, 

Canbarro. dzEerkor 

10 20 
lenqýh oý At. oLb-, orbQr Cmm-) 

Ao= ox-Wltj oý I-h. sample- w*tih r\o R. cLb5orbQrl 

The theoretical count from a 'thin' sample of actual 

length 5mm is indicated by the area a+b orx the graph, and 

the actual count for samples of up to 5mm. by area b alone. 

a+b The correction factor F is therefore given by b 
-II 

for 5mm samples. This may be expressed for the general case 

as F=A0.9 (2.21) 
ýAk dY. 

where: Ao = activity at zero length 

k= length of the sample (eg 5mm in the above, case) 

Ak aq = integral of activity as a functiofi of sample 
length (eg over k=0 to k= 5mm) 

dk = change in sample length (o-5mm) 

Corrections for other lengths from 2k-40mm were obtained in 

the. same way from the graph, and this was repeated, for all 

6 energies. 
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(iv) A. graph; ý. as then plotted of correction factors against 

energy, for different sample lengths, thus: 

Fig - 2.4 b. 

For Smm. lesS% 
Samples 

For 2A 
len3ýh somp6 

? -C>o 
Lýoo Goo 900 (To 1600) 

Energy Cke\/) 

I By-eye best straight line fits were drawn through points 

on fig. 2.4(b), and correction factors were interpolated for 

energies 100-1600 KeV at intervals of 100 KeV for each length 

(2ýmm, 5mm ...... to 40mm). 

(v) Computer program BESTL (written by Mr. S. E. Warren 

at the University of Bradford) was used to interpolate 

correction factors for lengths from 0-40mm, at intervals of 

imm, for energies 100-1600 KeV, at intervals of 100 KeV. 

Thus we arrived at correction factors for all sample lengths 

and all energies of interest. Each element concentration 

could therefore be corrected on the basis of the y emission 

energy of the peak used for its determination.. 

The whole procedure described. in steps (i) to (v) 

above was repeated for counting distances of 2,3,6, and 12 

inches above the cryostat. Because of the relatively low 

activity of the Th sample, we used point sources for these-, 

r., ý 
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counts. These were Na 22 (for 511 and 1275 KeV) and Ba 133 

4, 
(for 80 and 350 KeV). The experiments were repeated on the 

ORTEC system by Mr. J. G. Crummett, for counting at 3 and 6 

inches above the detector. 

When measuring the effective lengths of samples (and 

standards) to choose the appropriate correction factor, 

length was defined as shown below: 

sampla confainar 

wt-licLaotol-mmk axUflacL 
5qrnpla. arstnL- 

W% rxcb vi 
BA5E 

dp cf qstaL 

Sample ppm were multiplied by the correction factor. 

2.8.3 Magnitude and error assessment of geometry corrections 

Geometry corrections made a difference of over 100% in 

some final concentrations. They are largest for base counting 

and progressively smaller for greater counting heights, and 

for higher energy. Table 2.4 gives examples of geometry 

corrections. 
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Table 2.4 Typical corrections for variation in sample geometry 

CANBERRA CRYSTAL Sample Energy KeV 
length 100 500 1000 
nun 

Base 5 1.31 1.23 1.19 
counting 

i 

,i 15 1.94 1.78 1.66 

30 2.90 2.61 2.37 

Counting 5 1.14 1.09 1.08 
6" above 
detector 15 1.48 1.30 1.25 
window 

30 1.98 1.61 1.49 
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It is clear that corrections of over 100% will not be uncommon 

in base counting, unless all samples are very short. Even 

for a 5mm sample a correction of 30% is needed for elements 

with y peaks of Ca 100 KeV. Since these factors certainly 

introduce some error into results, base counting was only 

used when absolutely necessary to give reasonable counting 

statistics. The magnitude of geometry corrections drops 

considerably as we move to 6" above the detector. They 

are smaller for higher energy y since these will not be 

so readily absorbed along the length of a long sample. 

A 
We should also note that, since corrections vary with 

y energy, normalizing results for all elements to an internal 

standard, for example Sc, will not compensate totally for 

the effect of sample length. 

series of checks on the geometry corrections were 

carried out in the Bradford laboratories in 1975 (S. E. Warren, 

personal communication 1975). 4 lcm lengths of Q 

compound were cut, to give combinations of lengths of 10, 

20,30 and 40 mm. In addition, pieces of 2mm and 8mm were cut. 

All lengths of Q compound were counted on the Canberra 

detector, on base, and counts obtained for peaks, at 122, 

245,344,1111,1408 KeV (from Eu 152 in the IQ compound), 

and 11 332 KeV (fro .m Co 6o in Q compound). From these , 

specific activities (activity per unit mass) were calculated 

for each sample length and each energy. The sample of 2 mm. 

was regarded as a 'thin' reference sample, and the ratio of: 
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iI 
specific activity of 2mm sam2le 

specific activity of Sample of a 
given length 

provided a figure equivalent to the ratio of: 

activity of sample of given length counted as a 'thin' sample 
activitY Of a SWIple of given length counted normally as a 
10119 saillple 

(the latter being the basis of calculation of all geometry 

corrections). 

The figures obtained from the Q compound ratios could 

then be compared with the ratios of actual geometry corrections 

for, c. g. 
§mm (base counting) for different energies. 2mm 

Real geometry corrections were taken as a ratio to the 2mm 

correction since this was the real length of the 'thin' 

compound sample. 

Similarly, the procedure-was carried out for 3" counting, 

In this case the activity of Q compound lengths at 311 were 

calculated from the base counting figures, using a scaling 

factor of the form: 

where Z is the sample length, and z is the effective'position 

below the sample where y rays are detected and an inverse 

square law can be considered valid. In the case of these 

31' calculations, the 'thin' reference sample was 10mm long, 

and the ratio of: 

specific activity of lomm sample 
Specific activity of other sample of given length 

provided the equivalent figure for a ratio of: 



-r 

activity of sarhýle of a given 
activity of sample of a given 
long scunple. 

th counted as a 10mm sample 
th counted normallv as a 

These were compared with ratios of geometry corrections for 

3" counting, for, eg 
20mm 
loffun 

Table 2.5 compares the Q-compound based correction factors 

With those calculated as described in 2.8.2 and used in 

this work. 
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It will be seen from table 2.5 that for base counting 

agreement between calculated Q-compound ratios and ratios of 

corrections in use is reasonable. Agreement to within 10% 

is regarded as satisfactory in view of the experimental diffi- 

culty in obtaining the data. However, for 311 counting 

there are significant discrepancies between the two sets of 

ratios. At 20mm sample lengththe discrepancy is 12% 

at 122 XeV and 7% at 344 KeV. At 40mm length, the 

discrepancies are 25% at 122 KeV, and 11% at 344 XeV. The 

31' corrections in use are therefore less satisfactory. 

This may be due to the use of high activity (and therefore high 

dead time) point sources for the determination of the 3" 

correction5. It is hoped in the future to undertake new 

determinations of 3" and 6" geometry corrections. 

2.9. Standard materials used 

2 multi-element standards were used in this work: 

i) NPS-1 pottery standard (Bradford University) 

ii) G-2 rock standard (United States Geological Survey) 



Table 2.5 Comparison of ratios of Q-compound specific activities with ratios of geometry 
corrections in use 

a= theoretical correction (based on Q-compound specific activities) 
b= correction in use (ratio to 2mm or 10mm) 

Energy Nev 

BASE CWNTMG 
(activities relatiw 
to 'thin' sarrple 
of 2r[m) 

3" COUNTMG 
(activities relative 
to a 'thin' sarrple 
of 1ORM) 

lengtý 
rrLm 122 

I 

245 344 1332 1408 
b a b a b b a b a b 

a! 1.24 1.34 1.21 1.34 1.22 1.33 1.17 1.27 1.21 1.24 1.21 1.23 

10 
j 
l. 54 1.44 1.48 1.44 1.52 1.42 1.43 1.36 1.50 1.32 1.45 1.31 

20 2.11 2.03 1.95 2.00 2.05 1.97 1.82 1.79 1.96 1.72 1.88 1.70 

30 2.60 2.59 2.35 2.56 2.51 2.50 2.18 2.24 2.37 2.13 2.24 2.09 

40 3.16 3.14 2.84 3.15 3.02 3.05 2.56 2.68 3.05 2.56 2.61 2.51 

20 1.19 1.33 1.21 1.26 1.16 1.23 1.12 1.17 1.14 1.16 1.13 1.13 

30 1.40 1.65 1.39 1.52 1.32 1.47 1.23 1.34 1.37 1.31 1.28 1. 

40 1.58 1.98 1.57 1.78 1.49 1.65 1.36 1.50 1.47 1.47 1.37 1.42 

0 
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4ý 
2.9.1 Standard NPS-1 

NPS-l (Nuclear physics standard-1) was used for the 

analysis of all archaeological and geological samples reported 

in this work. It is a pottery standard prepared at the 

Bradford Laboratories in 1974, by crushing a modern plant pot 

in a hand pestle and mortar. 

Concentrations of 17 elements were determined by NAA 

by Mr. R. Hunter (1975), using a cross-analysis with the 

Standard Pottery of Dr. I. Perlman (University of California 

Reqearch Laboratory, Report No. 18734; Perlman and Asaro 

1969). These determinations were made using 12 analyses, 

spread over 3 irradiations, counted on 2 detector$. They are 

shown in Table 2.6. Further analyses of NPS-1, extending the 

range of elements determined, were carried out at Bradford 

University between 1975 and 1977, using comparisons with 

USGS standard G-2, Specpure single element standards, and 

Perlman Standard Pottery. Values for G-2 used were those 

quoted in Flanagan (1973). In addition, two sets of 

analyses were carried out by other laboratories. All these 

analyses are given in Table 2.7. The values used in this 

thesis are taken largely from the analysis done in 1975 

by R. Hunter. They are shown in Table 2.8. 
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NOTES ON TABLE 2.6 
aI 

1. Mean and a do not include bracketed figures. 

2. N. D. means Not Determined. 

3. Tb in Perlman Standard Pottery is not quoted in 
UCRL Report 18734. A value of I ppm was determined 
by comparison of Perlman Standard Pottery with 
USGS BCR-1, in the Bradford Laboratories (Warren, 

personal communication 1977) 

10 

AI 
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Key to Table 2.7. 

1. R. Hunter cross-analysis with Perlman Standard Pottery, 

irradiated in Herald Reactor, Aldermaston, (Hunter, 1975) 

2. Comparison with USGS G-2, irradiated in Herald Reactor, 

1977 (this thesis) 

3. Comparison with USGS G-2, irradiated in Pluto Reactor, 

Harwell 

4. Comparison with USGS G-2, irradiated in Herald, 

Comparison with Perlman Standard Pottery, irradiated 

in Herald 

6. Comparison with Perlman Standard Pottery, using revised 
data for the Perlman Standard, quoted in a personal 

communication from Dr. Perlman to Mr. S. E. Warren, 1976 

7. Comparison with spec pure standards, irradiated in Herald 

Comparison with Perlman Standard Pottery; irradiated 

in Pluto, 1976 

9. Values from Interuniversitair Reactor Instituut, Delft. 

(Dr. Marcel de Bruin, personal communication 1977) 

10. Values from Bristol Museum Research Laboratory 

(Mr. M. J. Hughes, personal communication 1977) 

Nos. 3-8 personal communications from S. E. Warren and 
J. G. Crummett, University of Bradford, 1977 

Nos. 1-9 determined by Neutron Activation Analysis 

No. 10 determined by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 
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Table 2.8 - Values of NPS-I used in 'this work 
C* 

Element Value used Element Value used 

Na 1273 - Eu 1.76 

K% 3.14 Rb 131* 

La 41.9 Ba 404*, 

U 3.2 Ce 79.4 

SM 6.9 Tb 0.9 

Yb 2.8 Ta 0.92 

Sc 17.1 Hf 5.9 

Fe% 6.04 Th 10.69 

, ca 15.8 Lu 0.42+ 

cs 11.4 Nd 29.5+ ý 

p. p. m. except where stated 

values from comparison with Specpure standards 
(Table 2.7 Column 7) 

+ values from comparison with USGS G-2 (Table 2.7 
column 3) 

All other values from R. Hunter's analysis 
(Table 2.7, column 1) 

In 1976 a test was carried out to determine whether any 

water gain or loss in NPS-1 at normal ambient temperatVres 

would significantly affect its mass. (J. G. Crummett and. 

S. E. Warren, personal communication 1977). A sample of 400mg 

0 of NPS-1 was heated to a temperature of Ca. 200 C and the 

change in mass with loss of water observed. The-water content 

was shown to be 0.3%. Any small variation in this due to 

temperature changes in storage would make a negligeable 

different to analyses. Also, heating in the reactor should 

have little effect on water content. Temperatures in the 
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reactor facility used (VT-1, Herald) are estimated by the 

i, 0 
reactor staff týo be Ca. 70 C. Though this may drive off 

some water, the standard will readily reabsorb it after 

irradiation (unless sealed in an air-tight container). 

2.9.2 USGS G-2 

This standard was used in four irradiation batches 

for a further cross-analysis of NPS-1 (Runs 611,612,614, 

615). The results of the cross-analysis are given in 

Table 2.7 column 2. G-2 is a granite rock standard prepared 

by the United States Geological Survey as an international 

geochemical standard. It has been subjected to a large 

number of analyses, the most important of which are summarized 

in Table 2.9. 

The values used in this work are those published by 
, 

Flanagan (1973) for the USGS. The reliability of these 

values varies with each element, some values being 

'recommended', others 'averages' or only 'magnitudes'. 

Recommended values for G-2 include Si 0 21 Fe 20 31 ýK 2 0, Fe 0 

Ti 02, Ba, Dy, Eu, Nb, Sr, Ta, Tb, Th, Zn and Zr. 

2.10. Precision, accuracy and errors in NAA results 

2.10.1 Summary of possible sources of error 

Both random and systematic errors contribute to the 

spread on analysis shown in Tables 2.6,2.10 and 2.11. and 

many of these are not easily quantifiable. The source of 

error most generally recognized, and often misleadingly quoted 

as if equal to total error, is the statistical error on y 
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Key to Table 219 

1. USGS analyses (Flanagan . 1967) 

2. Analyses from University of California, Dept. of 

Chemistry and Earth Science (Gordon et. al., 1968) 

3. USGS analyses (Flanagan 1969) 

4. USGS analyses (Flanagan 1973) 

5. Analysesfrcm Interuniversitair Reactor Instituut, Delft., 

(Dr. Marcel de Bruin, personal communication 1977) 

6. Analyses from University of Bradford, comparison with 

NPS-1,1975 (S. E. Warren and J. G. Crummett, 
J 

personal communication 1977) 

7. Analyses from University of Bradford, comparison with 

Perlman Standard Pottery, 1976 (S. E. Warren and 
J. G. Crummett, personal communication 1977) 

8. Analyses and data treatment compiled from USGS 

(Katz and Grossman in Flanagan 1976, p. 52) 

9. Analyses from University of Bradford, further comparison 

with Perlman Standard Pottery. (S. E. Warren and 
J. G. Crummett, personal communication 1977) 
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peaks used. Fpwever, many other f actors contribute to total 

error, and are included in the following list. 

1. Peak statistics, shape and background. The error on a 

peak caused by randomly occuring y emissions is assumed to be 

subject-to Poisson statistics. The error on a peak is roughly 

calculated by taking the square root of the number of counts 

in a peak; for example, on a peak of 10 000 counts the 6*rror 

=/10 000 = 100 = 1% of 10 000. However, several other 

factors besides the randomness of y emissions contribute 

to the peak error. These include drift in amplifier gain, 

lack of linearity in the system (see Section 2.2.2) and 

pulses falling 'between' channels and being incorrectly 

assigned. It has been estimated in the Bradford laboratory 

that a more realistic error is 1.5 x the Poisson error, 

(S. E. Warren, personal communication: lq77). In addition to 

this, errors on background determination contribute to peak 

error, as follows (S. E. Warren, pers. comm. 1977). 
. 

The error on the calculated content of a background channel 

under the peak (from interpolation between channels to the 

sides of the peak) is given by: 

2 

-X- Cr Background 
yl 2x yx 

(2.22) 

! 5ý x21 x) 2 
.- Y- -Yy 

where: x= channel number 

y= channel content 

The erroron the peak, therefore, rather than being given 

just by the Poisson error, should be given by: 
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+ Cr totalocontents of channels in peak Background apeak 

(2.23) 

where is over all channels defining the peak. 

For all analyses a total of four similarly determined 

errors are applicable: i) on the sample peak ii) on 

the standard peak iii) on the sample flux monitor peak 

iv) on the standard flux monitor peak. 

In some cases, peaks must be defined on an inadquate 

number of channels to avoid neighbouring interferences 

(eg S, rriat 103 KeV). These incorporate larger peak 
.1 

shape errors, and would be better determined by a statistical 

peak filling method. 

2. Standards used. There is clearly some error on our 

current values of NPS-1, leading to systematic errors in 

analyses. Errors on the determination of NPS-l values 

should be combined with those on Perlman Standard Pottery 

against which it was analysed. These errors are generally 

low (5% on Ce, 1% on La, 2% on Sc; UCRL report 18734). 

The ratios of (count rate for any isotope): 

(count rate for an internal standard, eg. Sc 46 ) sýould 

always be the same for NPS-1, both within and*between 

irradiation, since the composition should be constant. In 

practice these ratios are seen to vary (see section 2.10.2), 

generally by small percentages, but in exceptional cases by 

as much as 40% for good peaks such as La, and 100% for weaker 

peaks such as Na. These ratios of isotope count rates to 

Sc count rates were monitored throughout the analysis, and 
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where anomalous values were found, a new count rate for that 

isotope in the standard was calculated using the average of 

(isotope count rate/Sc count rate) for all preceding runs. 

The variations in these ratios may be due to inhomogeneity 

of the standard, small changes in detector relative efficiency, 

or variations in the epi-thermal: thermal neutron flux ratio 

in the reactor. 

3. Peak area corrections (Table 2.2). Corrections which 

involve a large energy range (eg Ce correction at 145 KeV 

based on the Fe peak at 1099 KeV) were calculated on the 

bagis of counts in the Bradford laboratories, thus taking 

into account variations in detector efficiency with energy. 

However, some corrections involving smaller energy ranges 

were calculated from published data (eg De Bruin et. al., 

1973) and may incorporate errors due to differing relative .. 

efficiency of detectors. This will be a source of systematic 

error in analyses. 

4. Sample preparation. Errors in weighing of samples would 

I be random, if caused by balance instability, systematicIf 

caused by wrong setting of the balance. The weighing was 

accurate to better than + 0.01 mg. 

5. , Geometry correction. It was shown in section 2.8.3 

that geometry corrections for samples counted at 3 in. 

above the Canberra detector window are in disagreement 

with checks run recently, by factors of up to 25%. At 

base counting most are within 10% agreement of the checks; 
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6 in. counting corrections, and ORTEC detector corrections 

ave not been assessed. An example of the error 

incorporated by these factors is as follows: 

Take a 20mm. sample, counted at 3 in on Canberra. 

A Sm concentration of, say, 5 P. P. m. would be increased by 

a factor-of 1.7ý to 8.5. The 1.7 is subject to a possible-"" 

error of ca. 12%. The 8.5 is in fact (5 + (3.5 + 12%), 

that is, somewhere between 8.08 and 8.92. 

Errors incorporated in this way are systematic. it 

should be remembered also that the corrections assume a 

cylindrical shape and constant density in samples, neither 

of which assumptions is totally valid. 

6. Zinc flux monitor corrections. Errors in the handling 

of flux monitors are small. Weighing is accurate to caý 1 irl 

500. Peak counting errors are always better than 1%. The 

main error arises from the positioning of the flux monitor 

next to the sample. Because of the irregular shape of 

samples# monitors could not be spaced evenly for the 

calculation of a flux gradient. The flux variation across 

half the width of an irradiation can (ca. 1.2 cm) may be as 

much as 8 or 9% (figure 2.3(a)). Therefore the arbitrary 

positioning of a flux monitor at one end or the other of a 

12 mm sample lying across the can could make a 9% difference 

on a correction-of, say 5%, applied to the whole sample 

analysis. 

r 
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11 7. Epi-thermal: thermal flux variations in the reactor. 

Variations in thermal neutron flux density over the volume of 

an irradiation can are corrected for by the flux monitors. 

ilowever, variations in epi-thermal: thermal neutron ratios may 

also occur. If the variation in epi-thermal content is the 

same over a can, samples and standard remain comparable, 

and the analysis is not affected. The difference may only 

be detected in variations of ratios of count rates to one 

another, between irradiation$. However, if the epi-thermal 

content varies within a can, this may result in some 

isotopes in certain samples becoming more or less active 

relative to others, depending on the variation of cross-- 

sections of each isotope for neutron energy. This variation 

would be particularly marked for U, and may contribute to the 

spread on our U determinations. 

8. Errors in isotope data used. The isotope data 

used in NAA are subject to experimental error in their 

determination. This is most relevant when half-life 

estimates vary. For examplelmeasurements of the half life 

of Na 
24 

are many, and vary from 14.9h->15.1 h (Lederer et al. 

1967). Errors from this source are only. seen as a result, 

of the difference in the time of counting of, the samples 

and standards. Both are scaled back to time t=o, 

and were they counted at the same time, half-life errors 

would cancel out. In practice, there may be a difference 

of 3 or 4 days between the counting of the standard and a 

sample. Therefore, for Na 24 for example, an error of 1% 

on the 15h half-life can lead to a variation of 7% on the 

ppm calculated (assuming elapse times of 6 and 9 days between 
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t=0 and counting of standard and sample respectively). 
24 

Na is one of the shortesthalf-life isotopes determined in 

this work; for others with larger half-lives errors from 

this source will be smaller. 

9. Reactions taking place in irradiation other than n, y. 

In section 2.2.3 it was noted that reactions other th&n n, y 

could produce spurious amounts of some isotopes examined. 

Perlman and Asaro (1969), in determining Na content for their 

Standard Pottery, apply a 5.1% correction for the Al 

content, which contributes to the Na 24 level through the 

27 24 
reaction: - Al (n, a) Na The correction was estimated 

from Al foils of known weight irradiated with the standard 

pottery. In Standard Pottery the concentrations of Al and 

Na respectively are 15.9 + 0.2% and 0.26 + 0.01%. In 

obsidian, Al is about 7%, and Na 3% (Wright 1969); the 

effect of the contribution Al to Na 24 
would therefore be 

much less than in Standard Pottery. It is more important in 

NPS -1 (Al ca. 9%, Na 0.1%). The size of an appropriate 

correction for this has not been determined, but if Perlman 

and Asaro's figures are applicable to our work, then the 

correction would be of the order of a few percent. 

However, this would depend greatly on the relative_ proportions 

of 14 MeV neutrons (which lead to n, a reactions) in the 

reactor at Herald and the reactor used by Perlman and Asaro. 

Since our Na analyses for 9.2 agree well with other, published, 

values (Table 2-9) we do not believe Perlman and Asaro's 

figures to be directly applicable to our analysis. 
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Na 
24 

may also be formed by an n, p reaction, from mg24. 

This reaction Vlso depends on high energy incident 

neutrons, and Mg is of the order of 0.02% in obsidian 

(Wright 1969). No correction is made for this effect. 

2.10.2 Precision - reproducibility of results . 

The precision or reproducibility of our analyses was 

estimated by analysing standard NPS-l several times over, 

using USGS G-2 as the comparison standard. NPS-l and 

G-2 were packed as powders in small aluminium capsules. 

They were made the same shape and size so that geometry 

correction factors could be ignored. Ten samples of NPS-l 

were analysed, against 4 separate G-2 standards, over 4 

irradiation cans. All counting was done on the Canberra 

detector. Zinc flux monitor corrections were applied. 

The results are given in Table 2.10. 

The precision of results varies considerably from 

element to element. Among the best are La, Sc and Fe with 

precision of 5-8%. The worst is K at 55%. These 

differences reflect largely the variation in statistical errors 

in peaks. Some comments on individual elements are given 

below: 

Potassium. The high a on K results is. due-largely 

to bad peak statistics. Though K concentrations are 

3-4% in both NPS-l and G-2, its relatively short half7life 

Ca. 12 hrs. ) means that peaks are often very small by the 

time counting takes place. Errors on peaks in G-2 are 

also increased because G-2 contains relatively large amounts 

of Na, which emits y rays at energies just above the K peak, 
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for example at 1732 and 2754 KeV, and this produces a high 

background atLEhe K energy (1524 KeV). K peaks in NPS-1 

are often better statistically as this contains less Na. In 

obsidian Na is again high and K peaks therefore poorer. For 

this reason, K concentrations determined in obsidians were 

found to be very variable, and are not presented in this 

report. 

Samarium in Run 615. These results are. high 

relative to the remaining Sm determination. This is due 

to a low Sm count rate in the G-2 standard in 612, leading 

to high ppm determinations (see equation 2.5), , The 
.0 

anomalously low count rate can be seen in a comparison of 

Sm count rate 
Sc count rate 

for G-2 in all four runs, sinceýthis ratio 

of count. rate to an internal standard such as Sc should be 

constant for a homogeneous material. The problem is probably 

the result of a higher than usual background on the low 

energy side of the Sm peak at 103 KeV. Interference 

from U and also from high energy X rays make the 103 

Kev peak a difficult one for analysis. Run 612. Several 

of the determinations in this run, including Na, Np, Sc, 

and Co are relatively high. Again this is due-to 

anomalously low count rates, which may be detected by 

examining the ratios of any isotope count rate, or 
Sc count rate 

isotope count rate for G-2 standards in all four 
Zn flux monitor count rate 

runs. It is possible to scale these anomalous count rates 

on the basis of the mean count rate ratios to sc, or Zn, 

for the remaining three G-2 standards (in, Runs, 611,614,, 615), 



but this would then reflect the precision of the Sc or Zn, not 

of the isotope,, with the anomalous count rates. No sure 

explanation for these low count rates has been established, 

though some possible causes are discussed in 2.10.1, 

Section 2. 

2.10.3 Minimum detectable levels. 

Minimum detectable levels are calculated by program 

SPECT as the count-rate equivalent to a peak area of twice 

the error on the background at that part of the spectrum. 

The errors on such small concentrations are large, due. to 

high statistical peak errors, and precision is much- 

lower than on the concentrations normally detected, in 

obsidians and standards (see Table 2.10 abovp). 

Typical minimum detectable levels (expressed as 

parts per million) in a spectrum from an Oýsidian'szqple 

are shown in Table 2.11 below. 

Table 2.11 

Typical minimum detectable levels. 

PPM 

Na 
. 
98 Fe 78 Th 0.1 1--- 

K 10948 Co 0.05 Rb'. 5 

La 0.4 Cs 0.2 Ta 0.06 

Sm 0.6 Eu 0.03 Ba 27 

u 0.4 Hf 0.08 Tb 0.08 

Sc 1 0.08 Ce 0.3 Yb 0.2 

Sc 2 0.02 

1 Short-lived Sc determination 

2 Long lived Sc determination 
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2.10.4 Accurfýpy of results 

In order to test the absolute accuracy of our analysis, 

a number of samples of USGS G-2 were analysed against our 

standard NPS-1. The results obtained incorporate all 

errors, random and systematic, and any inaccuracy in the 

values which we used are NPS-l concentrations. - We compared- 

our average anlayses of G-2 with quoted analyses (Flanagan, 

1973). If we assume these quoted values are correct, any 

discrepancy between the two sets of results represents a 

lack of absolute accuracy in our analysis, arising either 

from analytical error or errors inherent in the use of 

NPS-1. We recognize that the values for G-2 quoted in 

1973 are not totally 'correct', but are clearly subject to 

errors themselves. La, for example, is quoted variously 

as 96,82 and 100 ppm (Flanagan, 1973, Bruftfelt and Steines, 

1978, and Abbey, 1978 respectively) and Fe as 3.7,3.4 and 

4.0% (by the same authors respectively). Howpver, a' 

comparison of this type will enable any future analyse s to be 

compared with ours by scaling both to G-2 quoted values. 

A total of 8 G-2s were analysed against four 

NPS-ls, over four irradiation cans. All were powdered and 

packed in small aluminium capsules, as described in' 2.10.2 

above. Counting was done on the Canberra detector and 

flux monitor corrections were applied. 

Results of these analyses are given in Table 2.12. 

_ 
The % disrepancy between our values and Flanagan's (1973) 

is the % of quoted values by which ours are 'wrong'. The 

errors on this discrepancy are quoted absolute (not %) and 
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I are calculated from a combination of the error on these 

G-2 analyses (, 'Qa in Table 2.12) and the error on the NPS-l 

values used (%a calculated from Table 2.6). This latter 

error had to be incorporated because the choice of values 

used for NPS-l was effectively arbitrary within the standard 

deviation. The combination of these two errors is given by 
1. 

)2.2 NI(error on our G-2 analyses + (error. on our N )P! j-l anal Ysis) 

Errors on quoted (1973) G-2 values, and on Perlman standard 

Pottery values (used to cross-analyse NPS-1) were not 

incorporated. 

Comment on compard-tive accuracy 

As we would expect, some of the largest descrepancies 

between our results and Flanagan's are on peaks with, baO 

statistics and low precision, such as Ba. Tantalum 
6bere is 

shows an unexpectedly high discrepancy, consideringXa4 error 

of less than 10% on the mean of our G-2 analyses. This 

may be due to our value of 0.92 ppm in NPS-l being too low. 

This is suggested by more recent analyses of NPS-l which 

do not depend on comparison with Perlman Standard Pottery 

(Table 2.7 columns 2 and 9) . The fault probably lies in a 

too-low Ta value quoted by Perlman for his Standard, and 

this is supported by recent analyses of Standard Pottery 

against USGS standards at Bradford University (S: E. 

Warren, personal communication, 1977). Iron shows a dis- 

crepancy of + 11%, which is probably due to our value of 

60409 ppm in NPS-1 being too high. This is suggested by, 

recent analyses of NPS-l (Table 2.9), in which 60409 is 

the highest value obtained. Some re-assessment of the 

values of NPS-l used may now be desirable. Cerium also 
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shows a high discrepancy, but the reason for this is not 

known. It mdý be due to the Fe/Ce peak area correction 

at 143/145 KeV (Table 2.2) being no longer correct as a 

result of change in detector efficiency since the 

correction was determined. 

2.10.5 Discussion 

A large number of errors contribute to the analytical 

uncertainty of our results, but the combination of these, is 

less than may appear at first reading. Both random and 

systematic errors will sometimes operate against, rather 

than with, each other, so that some of the errors cancel 

out. 

Certain systematic errors are self-cancelling within., 

samples or at times within an irradiation can. For example, 

geometry corrections act in the'same direction within one 

sample (either raising or lowering all the concentrations) 

though the factors vary slightly with isotope y energy. 

Different samples are not comparable, being of differing 

lengths. Within a can, errors on geometry corrections 

are partly self-cancelling since they are applied to both 

samples and standards: for example a 10mm, sample irradiated 

with a 5mm long standard, will have its elemental concentrations 

raised by the 10mm. correction factor, but lowered again by 

I the 5mm factor. 

Errors on the compositional values for standards used 

are systematic and all the analyses based on the same 

standard are directly comparable. Analyses based on 

different standards are not directly comparable in terms 

. of errors. 
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Two of the most serious sources of error 

remain the geometry and flux corrections, particularly in 

the placing of flux monitors next to long samples. These 

errors can be eliminated or reduced by means of powdering 

samples. In this way samples and standards may be made 

into pellets or tubs of similar shapes. Geometry corrections 

are unnecessary, and flux monitors can be positioned 

regularly, and flux gradients calculated. 

Table 2.13 below shows a set of results before and 

after flux and geometry corrections, demonstrating the 

degree to which these smooth out analytical variations in 

results. The elements quoted are those with clearly 

resolved peaks and good counting statistics. The sam les p 

shown are irregularly-shaped archaeological obsidians, of 

lengths 2-16mm, all belonging to the same analytical group, 

and believed to originate at the same source. It is 

assumed therefore that they have the same Or very similar 

'true' compositions. (See Chap. 6 and Appendix 4 for 

these samples in context of their parent group). 

Errors are clearly largest in non-destructive 

artefact analysis, when samples cannot be powdered, and 

geometry-and flux corrections (and associated errors) are 

large. They are tolerated because non-destructive analysiq 

has such an important role to play in extending the range 

of museum pieces which may be analysed. In obsidian work, 

the quality of analysis is still high enough to allow 

sucessful discrimination between sources, both where analytical 

differences between sources are large (eg the Mediterranean 
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see Hallam et. al. 1976) and also for more closely 
t, 

related source'groups (See. Chapter 6 of this thesis). 
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TABLE 2.13 

% spread on a Jet of analyses before and after flux and 

geometry corrections 

Element (ppm) 

Ilan No. La. Sc. Fe. 
before after before after before after 
correction correction correction correction correction correction 

588 1 31.8 29.1 3.56 3.25 8242 7530 

2 35.8 ý9.2 3.86 3.13 8878 7180 

3 23.3 30.3 2.45 3.45 5718 7760 

4 28.7 31.7 3.40 3.78* 7486 8330 

5' 35.5 31.3 3.63 3.28 8901 8010 

6 25.0 28.9 3.26 3.94 7584' 9060 

7 25.2 29.3 2.84 3.45 6498 7810 

29.3 30.0 3.29 3.47 761 
1 
51, 7954.1- 

%spread 
on 43% 9% 43% 23% 42% 24% 
analyses 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE GEOLOGY AND GEOCHEMISTRY OF OBSIDIAN 

3.1 Geology of obsidian 

3.1.1 General features and formation 

Obsidian is a totally. or almost totally glassy acid rock. 

it may contain a few phenocrysts, and because it is unstable 

the glass slowly devitrifies by the formation of crystallites. 

Obsidian is formed when an acid lava is chilled at the earth's 

surface very rapidly, so that little or no crystallisation 

takes place and the rock becomes glassy. This rapid cooling 

may occur under water, or on the thinner edges of extrusive 

flows or domes. 

I The glass formed is hard (6 on the Mohr Scale, 

Semeonov, 1964), brittle, and has a specific gravity of 

2.35-2.5 (Semeonov, 1964). 
- Refractive index has been 

quoted as. 1.49 (Stelcl, 1973, for Moravian obsidian), and 

1.45-1.49 (Ulrich in Jangalk, 1935, for Slovakian obsidian). 

obsidian fractures conchoidally to give the characteristic 

pattern of concentriclines when split. It normally has a 

glassy lustre, and in colour is often grey, black, or almost 

i colourless; red, green and brown obsidian also occur depending 

on the composition, degree of oxidation and crystal content 

of the material. Thin flakes of obsidian range in trans- 

lucency from totally opaque to totally translucent. 

Obsidian deposits vary greatly in form, from the narrow 

chilled margins of extrusive domes (for example in the Auvergne 

of France), and small scatters of possibly pyroclastic material 

(for example in the Carpathians), to massive flows such as 
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those on the Lipari Islands, or in Yellowstone Park, 

U. S. A. . 41 

3.1.2 Composition 

. 
Most obsidian is rhyolite in composition although less 

acid trachytic glasses are also termed obsidian. The 

latter have an S'02 content of 60-65%, while the more 

common rhyolite obsidian is composed of 65-75% SiO 21 plus 

a few percent each of Al, K, Na, and Ca; Fe may contribute 

0.5% to several percent. Trace elements are present in 

much more variable concentrations, and this variation is 

discussed in Section 3.2.7. The terms calc-alkaline and 

perallaline are sometime used with reference to obsidian, 

and refer respectively to rocks with a generally high ratio 

of calciums to alkalis, and to those with a molar excess 

of alkalis over aluminium. 

Average compositions for obsidian are quoted in 

Table 3.1 (a and b) below. 

Table 3.1 Average composition of obsidian 

(a) Major elements 
010 

(b) Trace elements 
0/0 

S'02 73.. 84% Rb 0.02 ffý 0.001 

Ti02 0.14 Mg 0.02 V 0.001 

A 1203 13.0 Sr 0.01 Sm 0.0005 

Fe 203 1.82 Zr 0.01 Mo 
. 
0.0004 

Fe 0 0.79 C 0.01 Sc 0.0002 

Mn 0 0.07 La 0.01 Lu 0.0001 

Mg 0 0.49 Nb 
I 

0.005 Ir ý- -6 4xlO 

7 
(a) af ter 
Castiglioni 
et al. 1963 

(b) af ter 
Wright, 
1969 

Continued 
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Table 3.1 Average composition of obsidian (continued) 

(a) Major 
-- 11 

elembnts (b) Trace elements 

Ca 0 1.52 Ti 0.2 Li 0.004 

Na 20 3.82 H 0.2 Y 0.003 

K20 3.92 P 0.06 Sb 0.003 

H20 0.53 Zn 0.05 CS 0.003 

P205 0.01 Ba 0.05 Yb 0.003 

FeS2 0.02 CO 0.03 Pb 0.002 

Total: 99.97 I Mn 0.02 Ga 0.002 

The elements are either dispersec! in the glass, or may 

form sporadic crystals. These are most likely to be 

quartz, or feldspar, both alkali feldspar and the 

plagioclases, since these three are the essential minerals 

I in rhyolites. Other minerals which may crystallize 

include magnetite, mica, and occasionally olivine, pyroxenes, 

garnets and zircons. 

3.1.3 Structure 

As noted above, structurally obsidian is almost totally 

glassy, though a small number of crystals may form on 

eruption and during cooling of the magma. After consolidation 

8 spontaneous crystallization, or devitrification, of the glass 

begins to take place. It is important to differentiate 

between these two types of crystallization which occur in 

obsidian. 

Primary crystallization may occur before, during, and 

immediately after eruption of a lava. Crystals may grow 

while the magma is still largely liquid, either below or 
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at the earth's surface; these crystals are euhedral 

(well-formed), and are termed phenocrysts. Further 

4 

crystals may form as the lava cools on the surface, and 

providing the lava immediately surrounding them is still 

liquid, these too will be euhedral. These, crystals will 

form the minerals listed in 3.1.2. 

96 

Secondary crystallization, or devitrification refers to 

the spontaneous crystallization of solid glasses which all 

glassy material, whether natural or man-made, undergoes. 

Obsidian begins to devitrifY in this way after cooling 

and after primary crystallization is complete. In secondary 

devitrification elements migrcýte in the solid rock, sometimes 

aided by the presence of s olutions or local heating, to form 

crystals, or microscopic micro-crystallites. These 

crystallites do not show the characteristics of primary 

crystals, but grow in irregular shaRL, ý. -es or clusters, often 

concentrating along flow lines in obsidian or along cracks 

(Terzaghi, 1948). They are classified according to their 

shape (Hatch et. al., 1961) the most common types, being 

trichites, margarites, and belonites. Sometimes secondary 
r 

. cLayl. 'fication crystals may form needle-like shapes. 

arranged in'spherical groups; these are termed spherulites, 

and may attain very large sizes (up to six inches across in 

some Arizonan glasses, Simons, 1962). A glass which is 

totally devitrified in termed a felsite. 

Both primary and secondary crystallization lead to 

partitioning of some elements between the glass and the 

crystalline material. This problem is discussed in 

Section 3.3. 
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Obsidian ofýen contains 'banding', sometime visible 

as bands of slightly different colours, or darker lines in 

a transparent obsidian. These bands are due to flow lines, 

where layers of magma of slightly different physical 

characteristics are juxtaposed. As noted earlier, 

crystallites often form along flow lines, adding to the 

opacity of the obsidian at these points. 

Bubbles may occur in obsidian where gases exsolve 

from the material as it cools. These are known as 

vesicles, and may occasionally fill later with secondary 

mineralization, in which case they are called amygdales. 

After consolidation all obsidian begins to take u15 

I water from its surroundings. This first forms a hydration 

layer at the surface (the basis of hydration layer dating, 

see Friedman and Smith, 1960). The rate of water uptake 

varies according to ambient temperature and composition 

of the obsidian. The rate may be between 4.5 and 

6.5 pm 
2 

per 1,000 years for rhyolite obsidian in temperate 

zones. (Friedman and Smith, 1960). Further hydration 

over a long period may lead to cracking of the obsidian. 

Material full of concentric fractures due to hydration 

or thermal stresses on cooling is called a perlite. 
8 

3,1.4 Archaeological use. 

Obsidian is suitable for archaeological use because 

its conchoidal fracture makes it possible to manufacture 

carefully and precisely shaped blades and flakes. The 

edges of obsidian blades can be made very sharp, sharper 

than flint, and for this reason it was often used 
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preferentially for blade tools. (Tringham, 19,66; 

Williams, 1975). Semeonov (1964) notes however that it 

wears more quickly than, flint, being slightly less hard. 

Apart from its advantages as a suitable material for working, 

obsidian may also have been collected for its attractive 

appearance. 

Qbsidian which is too crystalline, hydrated or cracked 

loses its conchoidal fracture and becomes unsuitable for 

working. It follows that 

devitrified obsidians will 

Renfrew (1964) note that o: 

will be glassy. The rate 

unworkable clearly varies: 

in age (Miocene), from the 

older and therefore more 

not-be worlýable. I 
Cann and 

aly Tertiary and later obsidians 

at which obsidians become 

some obsidians of only 12-25 Ma 

Carpathian sources, are already 

almost completely perlitized (Panto, 1968), while others 

from this area, of the same age, have remained glassy, and 

form the archaeological sources discussed in later chapters 

of this thesis. 

3.1.5 Distribution of sources 

The conditions necessary for the formation of obsidian 

occur. -r4rely, and only relatively young sources are of 
I 

interest to the archaeologist. These factors limit the 

number of sources to a. level where the archaeologist 

may hope to find and investigate all the major ones. The 

task of locating sources is made a little, easier by their 

interest to geologists. In addition, obsidians and 

perlites are often guarried, as in Central France, and the 

Carpathians. 
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Obsidian is found in many areas of the world with 
i 

Cenozoic volcanism. In Europe and the Near East there are 

I. eleven major source areas providing good, workable obsidian. 

These are shown in Figure 3.1 (adapted from Cann and 

Renfrew, 1964). In addition obsidian occurs in tiny 

amounts in the French Auvergne (Hallam et al., 1976; 

Williams, 1975); several reputed but unproven sources-of 

obsidian in Italy, Spain and Switzerland are discussed by 

Williams (1975). 

3.2 Geochemical factors determining the composition of 

obsidian. - 

3.2.1 Origin of acid magmas. 

I Acid magmas form in a large-number of volcanic 

associations, within the larger'setting of plate tectonics. 

These include constructive plate margins (e. g. Iceland), 

destructive plate margins (e. g. the Aegean Islands) and 

mid-plate volcanism (e. g. Tibesti). However, most 

obsidians form at destructive plate margins, where oceanic 

crust dips below an island arc(see for example Lipari, 

Section 3.4.2) or continental margin. In this setting, 

acid magmas may be formed by partial melting of a variety 
I 

of continental rocks, or by fractional crystallization of 

a more basic magma resulting from the melting of oceanic 

crust. Applications of these theories to the Carpathian 

obsidians are discussed in Section 4.2. Factors affecting 

the observed composition of an obsidian flow/scatter today 

include: - composition of the magma source as determined by 
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the degree of temperature and pressu3iainvolved in the. 
0* 

melting; crystallization, and sometimes'-settling out, of 

minerals at depth; reaction of the rising melt with. ýthe 

surrounding rock; crystallization of minerals as the'melt 

nears the surface; and alteration of the lava after 

solidification. Element diffusion in very high Si-melts, 

leading to chemical gradients within the magma, has recently 

been suggested as an important factor in determining-the 

composition of rocks subsequently erupted from that magma 

(Shaw et al., 1976) 

3.2.2 Partial melting and fractional crystallization 

These are the two major Processes involved in-the 

formation of acid melts. 

Partial melting of continental or oceanic crust (acid 

or intermediate, and basic respectively) or occasionally of 

mantle material (ultrabasic), can lead to an acid magma. 

A body of for example, basalt, may melt on being heated, 

perhaps due to subduction. The material, will begin to 

melt; the first mineral components to melt with rising 

temperature will be those with the lowest melting points. 

The melt so produced will therefore be rich in quartz and 

alkali feldspar, which have relatively low melting points 
I 

Basic minerals such as olivine and the pyroxenes'will'still 

be solid at this stage. Thus an acid melt will separate" 

out first, and may in some circumstances'separAte: - and rise to 

the surface as rhyolite magma. Sedimentary rocks such as 

shales or sandstones may also partially melt in this way, 

again giving acid melts. 
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Fractional crystallization occurs in the following' 

0 
manner. Partial melting of the peridotite mantle may 

lead to a basic magma. This melt will rise and as it does 

so, begin to crystallize. Minerals with the highest 

melting points will crystallize first. These include the 

basic minerals olivine, pyroxene and'Ca-rich feldspars. 

These minerals concentrate the Fe, Mg and'Ca in'the melt, 

leaving a Si- K- and Na- enriched, Fe- Mg- and Ca- depleted, 

acid melt, which may then be erupted, and if chilled rapidly, 

form obsidian. 

The partial melting and fractional-crystallization 

processes are greatly simplifiea here. In practice other- 

factors are of relevance, including reactions of minerals 

crystallizing out., with the remaining melt' , and the effect 

of volatiles in the melt. , However, in general, -both 

processes are controlled by the melting relationships 

of minerals. Also, the two processes may often be 

combined in the production of-highly acid flows. ' For 

example, a basalt body may partially melt to give an acid 

to intermediate-magma; subsequent fractional brýstallization 

will increase the acidity of the melt. 

3.2.3 Concentration and distribution of elements in 

i acid magma and obsidian. 

Major elements. The amount of any major element in a 

melt at a certain temperature, or'in a solidified melt after 

some degree of fractional crystallization, depends on the 

order, and proportions, -in which the elements are taken up 

by, or melted out of, different minerals. This depends 

on the surrounding temperature and pressure, and is expressed 
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in mineral phase relations diagrams. Major 6lements with 
91 ions of similar size and charge may replace each other in 

I. minerals, for example Mg and Fe in olivine. The ratio of 

concentration of major elements in minerals to their 
-concen- 

tration in the surrounding glass, in a solidified lava 

varies; crystallization concentrating a particular element 

will deplete the immediately surrounding melt of that, element. 

Minor and trace elements: In all rock-forming minerals 

trace elements, exist as substitutions for major elements. 

For example, in the formation of a crystal of olivine 

((Mg Fe) 2 Si 0 4) Ni may substitute for Mg in the crystal 

lattice, if it is available in the melt. Element substitution 

depends on several factors.. Goldschmidt (1958) suggested 

that the main criterion was the. size of the ions involved: 

an ion must differ from the ion which it is replacing by 

less than 15% in its ionic radius. He also suggested that 

smaller ions were taken up preferentially, and that where 

two ions had a similar radius, the one with the higher 

charge was taken up preferentially. Though Goldschmidt's 

premises are generally valid, more recently other factors 

apart from these have been regarded as being of increasing 

importance. These factors include the bonding, charge and 

polarization properties of the ion, variations in the 

structure and composition of the mineral and co-existing 

melts, and conditions of mineral crystallization (Tauson, 

1965). In all ion exchanges the total charge on a crystal 

must remain the same. Thus if replacement of a3+ ion by 

a2+ ion takes place, the charge imbalance must be 

rectified by a replacement in another part of-the crystal. 
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2+ + For example, Ca replaces NcL-in plagioclase, but is 
4+ 3+ balanced by repl-acement of Si by Al 

In a melt which is in equilibrium (i. e. a partly 

crystalline melt at constant temperature and pressure, in 

which the minerals have reached a size and composition 

appropriate to these conditions) the relative concentrations 

of trace elements in crystals in the melt, can be predicted 

using the partition or distribution constant, termed K, where 

K= concentration of element in crystal 
concentration of element in melt 

To deplete the melt of a particular element, that 

element must have aK value greater than 1 in the crystals 

forming. For example, for Da in plagioclase, K= ca. 0.3 - 

3, allowing considerable concentration of Eu in this mineral. 

K values are constant for particular elements for melts 

of a certain. composition, in equilibrium only; one may be 

able to predict the relative concentrations of elements in 

ancL 
crystalsXmelt, or in crystals to glass in solid obsidian, 

but to do this the composition of the melt must be known. 

The concentration of trace elements in a melt will 

clearly depend greatly on the degree of partial melting or 

fractional crystallization which has occurred. For example, 

as a basic melt crystallizes and olivine crystals form as 

one of the first stages, many elements, (e. g. -Rb, K, Cs). 

are concentrated in the melt, since these elements cannot 

enter olivine crystals (i. e. values of K, as defined above, 

'04 are <<l for Rb, K and Cs). As, later, the temperature I 

lowers further and, for example, alkali feldspar-crystals form, 

concentrations of K, Rb and Cs in the melt will increase at 



a lower rate or even decrease, as these elements will- 

substitute for K in the alkali feldspar. 

It is important to note the close relationships which 

some elements of similar ionic radius and charge show. 

For example K and Rb have a constant relationship of about 

250: 1 in continental crust; the rare earth elements, with 

the exceptions of Eu and Ce which can exist in different 

oxidation states, have similar ionic radii and charge, and 

tend to behave in similar ways in rock forming processes. 

A large body of literature deals with this type of relationship 
s 

(see especially Goldschmidt, 1958; Ahrens, 1965; Tauson, 1965; 

and for the rare earths, Haskin et al., 1966). * 

3.2.4 Siting of elements in crystals and glass 

I- Elements may be situated in obsidian in the following ways: 

1. In crystal lattices, atoms sitting in regular positions. 

Both major and trace elements are held in this way. 

2. In glass, the atoms are held in clusters, in, a lessl.. 

regular, and less-well understood form than in crystals. The 

grouping of atoms is not random, but subject to a statistical 

probability. of combinations, depending on. the properties of 

the atom. 

3. Small fluid inclusions may concentrate some elements, 

for example fluorine and chlorine. 

4. Crystal lattices are not perfect but often containý- 

defects - discontinuities or dislocations. Elements may be 
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held in these defects, or adsorbed onto the crystal growth 

plane. 

In obsidian, most of the elements are held in ways 1 and 

2. This allows us to interpret the composition of the 

obsidians studied in this thesis in terms of fractional 

crystalliýation and partial melting (see Section 6.1.10) 

using the principles outlined in 3.2.3. 

3.2.5 Alteration of obsidian after solidification 

Several factors may alter the composition and structure 

of obsidian after it has consolidated. One of the most 

important of these is the presence of water in and around the 

rock. Rain water, ground water and water from hot springs 

can leach out from rocks, lightly-held elements (i. e . those 

.. with low charge and large ionic radius). The alkali and alkali 

earth elements are particularly prone to this process. 

conversely, elements may be added by water percolation. 

Noble (1967) suggested that the halogens may be enriched in 

rocks in this way. Elements in the process of migration 

(during devitrification) are particularly likely to be leached 

out by solution. 

Other processes which take place after solidification include 

changes in ambient temperature, which will affect the rate of 

element migration in the rock, and oxidation of the rock. The 

latter, process, in combination with water percolation, may- 
3+ 2+ lead, to an increase of the ratio of Fe /Fe 

- 
in, obsidian. 

The, uptake of water by obsidians, leading to, the formation of 

a hydration layer, may lead also to changes in composition, 

affecting particularly the alkali content of the hydrated 
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part (see section 3.3). 
0 

3.2.6 Factors affecting homogeneity of flows. 

Homogeneity of flows may be considered on two scales: 

1. Local inhomogeneities, particularly between crystalline 

and non-crystalline parts of the same body. Reasons for these 

have been referred to above in 3.2.3. 

2. Wider variations over a whole flow (or scatter). There 

are several factors which may lead to this. For example, if we 

assume the existence of a magma chamber below a volcano, we 

may imagine the heavy minerals, for example olivine, falling 

to the bottom of the melt, while the light ones such as 

plagioclases remain at the top. As the lava is extruded, 

the lighter, more acid, components will be erupted first and 

be concentrated at the head of the flow, while the extruded 

lava becomes more basic in composition to the rear. Bowman 

et. al. (1973) argued an alternative case, mixing of two bodies 

of magma, to account for the Borax Lake variations. -In 

addition to these factors, alteration on and after cooling 

may vary vertically in a flow. This will include variations 

in devitrification, weathering and water leaching. 

3.2.7 Archaeological relevance 

The above account indicates the complexity of the factors 

which lead to the composition of obsidian sources which are 

sampled and characterized for artifact provenance studies. 
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Two points of importance for archaeological work arise. 

f 
Firstly, it is clear that the chances of obsidian 

I formed at two different localities and from two different 

magma sources being"subject to the same or very similar 

conditions during petrogenesis, are very remote indeed., 

Small differences in degree of partial melting or crystal 

fractionation, temperature, pressure, contamination of the 

melt, and comppsition of the magma on eruption, will all lead 

to distinguishing compositional features. As will be seen in 

section 3.4., only when flows are formed very close together 

in locality and from the same magma body, do similar compositions 

occur. Therefore, the existence of as yet unknown sources 

of archaeological obsidian may pot present the problem of 

possible analytical confusion with other, investigated sources. 

Secondly, the elements which most sensitively reflect small 

changes in conditions of formation, and thus show the highest 

compositional differences, are those*which exist in obsidian 

in trace quantities. While major element concentrations 

are closely related to the rock'type and essential minerals, 

trace element substitution is subject to a large range, of 

controlling factors, and can be more variable within one 

rock type. Thus, within a rhyolitic obsidian, major 

i element concentrations can only vary by a few percent, 'while 

trace elements may vary by factors of 10 or more. Trace 

elements analysis has been shown empirically to be successful 

in discriminating between a large number of obsidian sources. 

The foregoing section indicates some reasons why it is 

successful. 
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3.3 Variations in composition in crystalline and 

glassy rhyolites, and the effects of hydration. 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The aim of this section is to study the changes in 

magma composition which take place immediately after eruption, 

and later on, with secondary devitrification. and, hydration. 

-Of particular importance-are the compositional differences 

between associated glassy, perlitic, and crystalline-rhyolite, 

since examination of these will allow us to assess whether 

the analysis, of a slightly crystalline archaeological- 

obsidian (as, opposed to a totally glassy one) will affect its 

characterization. 

Anew set of trace element analyseslwas carried out, on 

glassy and associated crystalline rhyolites, -since most 

previous studies had, concentrated on major. elements-(for,, 

example, Ewart, 1971; Lipman, 1965; Simons, 196,2; Noble, 1965, 

1967; Noble et. al., 1967,;,. Lipman et. al., r 1969. ) Baker 
. 

and Henage (1977) studied trace element variations but 

concentrated on trachytes-and comendites. Zielinski, 

Lipman and Millard (1977) published a set of analyses of 

trace elements in rhyolitic obsidians, perlites and felsites. 

These analyses will b'e discussed in relation to ours. 

3.3.2 Vrimary cry'stallization 

Trace and minor elements 

A set of 10 analyses was carried out on samples of 

obsidian, perlite and rhyolite, from three different flows 
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near Guadalajara#, Mexico, to evaluate compositional variation 

between glassy and crystalline material. The samples 

were provided by Dr. G. P. L. Walker, and came from the following 

localities: Santa Isabel flow (28,700 + 8,100 and 

27,400 + 5,200 years BP); El Colli(31,900 + 4,100 and 30,100 

6,600 years BP); and 'near Guadalajara' (possibly 

7.3 + 0.09 Million years BP). Ages were determined by 

G. A. Mahood at the University of California, Berkeley, by 

K/Ar. (Mahood, personal communication, 1977). 

Latitudes and longitudes of the localities are included in 

Table 3.2 below. The samples were collected in groups of 

3 and 4, each group including a glassy, perlitic and 

crystaline rhyolite. The, samples in each group werecollected 

close together in each flow: therefore we are comparing 

adjacent parts of flows; we are not comparing individual 

phenocrysts with the glass immediately surrounding them. 

All the rocks are relatively young, and'the crystallinity 

of samples is due mainly to primary crystallisation not to 

devitrification (Dr. G. P. L. Walker, personal communication, 

1975). No hydration was visible on samples, and the 

perlitization is therefore assumed to be the result of 

cracking under thermal stresses during cooling. 

I 
A representative sub-sample of each rockr of 200-300 

mg, was analysed by neutron activation using the procedure 

described in Chapter 2. Irradiation periods were 24 hours, 

and 17 elements were determined. The results are given in 

Table 3.2. 
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One of the clearest trends in these resUits is seen in 

the Na, which is depleted in the perlites, by 30% in one 

case (564/5). The depletions are significant in terms of 

the precision of our results (See Table 2.10) and although 

the ppm are not. corrbcted for variation in water content 

(perlite may contain up to 5% by weight water; Zielinski 

et. al., 1977) the variations are, much larger than any 

effect this would have. In the glasses and crystalline 

rocks Na concentrations are approximately the same, except 

for 564/6, where the rhyolite is depleted. Na is readily'' 

soluble in ground-water by ion-exchange processes at low 

temperatures (Lipman, 1965; Lipman et. al., 1969) and'it is' 

probable that the depletion in perlites and rhyolites is due 

to this process since groundwater would more readily perolate 

through fractures in perlite and crystalline rhyolite, than 

through the more structurally homogeneous glass. Zielinski 

et. al., (1977) also found relative depletion of Na in perlites, 

though Lipman (1965) reported that ground-water leaching led 

to relative depletioný in the glass not the crystalline material. 

Our K figures. are generally subject to large errors, 

and we quote a precision of 55% in Table 2.10., However, the 

K determinations in Table 3.2 are more reliable than this, 

due to much better peak statistics. 
_ 

The K figures suggest an 

enrichment in the rhyolites. (By call%-for 564/1-3, 

and over 50% for 564/4-6). This-is in agreement wit4-thp 

findings of Zielinski et. al. (1977). K is not lost as 

I 

I 
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readily as Na from perlites and rhyclites by leaching, due 

to its slightly'larger ionic size (Noble 1967), and may 

even be enriched in crystalline rocks by K-rich fluids moving 

through cracks (Simons, 1962). 

The other alkali metals (Rb, Cs) and alkali-earth 

element (Ba) analysed may be expected to follow the pattern 

of Nal with which they have some chemical similarities. 

Thus, all three of these elements show depletion in the 

perlitesand rhyolites, the most significant in terms of the 

precision of our analyses being Cs with changes of up to 

20%. Cs depletion in perlites, rhyolites and crystalline 

comendites, relative to their glassy equivalents, has also 

been noted by Zielinski et al (1977) and by Baker and Henage 

(1977) . 
I 

Th and U show a slight relative depletion in perlites and 

rh3plites. Hf, Sc and Fe-all showyariations which fall 

within or near our limits of, precision, (Table 2.10)., and 
L 

are not therefore regarded as significant.,, Co figures 
P 

show a depletion in perlites and rhyolkes in two groups of 

samples (564/1-31 and 564/7-10) but the concentrations, are ve_ry 

low and errors accordingly high., 

i 

The rare earth elements (REE) will be considered-as a 

group since they behave chemically in a very similar way. 

There is a general trend in all the REE's-except for EP, - 
towards slight depletion, in the perlites and crystalline 

rhyolites, and relative enrichment in the glassy obsidian. 
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This is shown clearly in Fig. 3.2, where concentrations in 

perlites and rholites are normalized to those in the glasses. 

I This relative enrichment in the glasses may have occurred 

when elements easier to accommodate in crystal structure 

(e. g. Si, Al, Na, K, Fe) were taken up in primary 

crystallization, leaving the less easily substituted REE's 

concentrated in glassier portions of the flow. The Eu 

anomaly in the youngest 21 groups of samples (564/1-3; 

564/7,8 and 10) is clear in fig. 3.2: in these groups, 

the Eu is concentrated in the perlites and crystalline 

rhyolites, not, as are the other REE, in the glass. This 

may be due to the formation of plagioclases and alkali 

feldspar (common in obsidian), which take up Eu in its 2 

form and deplete the glass of this element. This 

partitioning of REE's may have taken place while the magma 

was still molten. 

Trends of the same type and magnitude, and in some 

cases the Eu anomaly, are seen in the REE data presented 

by Zielinski et. al. (1977). Baker and Henage's recent 

study of comendites (1977) shows a larger variation 

(up to 45% in La) between glassy and crystalline rocks, with 

both depletion and enrichment observed in different 

i crystalline facies relative to the glassy rocks. However, 

it is important to note that they found that relative 

proportions of REE remain constant in both types of rock-,. 

therefore a study of ratios of REE concentrations would not 

I 

be affected by the degree of crystallinity of the rock. 
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Major elements 

Major elements were not determined in our analyses of the 

Guadalajara samples discussed above. However, a number of 

earlier studies indicate some of the variations which occur 

during primary crystallization. Lipman (1965) notes 

relative increases in a crystalline material of Na 2 0, 

Fe 0, and Si 0 ed 23 21 while these are depleted in associat' 

glasses. Conversely, K0 and Al 0 are depleted in the 223 

crystalline material. The changes are considered to be 

the result of ground-water leaching during crystallization. 

The halogens may also be depleted in crystallizing rhyol'ites 

(Noble et al., 1967; Zielinski et al., 1977), and ýCi and 

may be lost almost totally from the crystalline parts 

of the rock. 

3.3.3 Secondary devitrification. 

A number of studies have assessed the movements of L 

major elements in glassy rocks during secondary devitrification, 

though not of trace elements. 

Certain elements may become depleted in crystallized 

rhyolites relative to glassy parts of the same body. These 

include Na2 0 (Lipman, 1965; Simons, 1962), and Ca 

(Simons, 1962). K20 on the other hand may be enriched 

(Lipman, 1965; Simons, 1962), as may Si 02 (Ewart, 1971; 

Simons, 1962). However, Ewart reports contradictory 

results in his study of small movements of elements between 

spherulites and surrounding glass (1971), as he notes that 

Ca 0 and Na20 are enriched in crystalline relative to 

glassy material, and K20 is depleted. Alteration due 
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to ground-water leaching and weathering continues to take 

place in association with secondary devitrification leading 

to depletion of Na in the more crystalline parts (Noble, 1965) 

and increase of ferric, relative to ferrous, Fe, again in 

crystalline rock portions (Ewart, 1971). 

3.3.4 Hydration 

This process affects mainly the alkali concentrations-in 

hydrated portions of glasses. Na is commonly lost 

(Lipman, 1965; Aramaki and Lipman, 1965; Noble 1967; 

Kochhar, 1977), while K may be added (Lipman, 1965), or it 

may be added and later lost again as hydration progresses 

to give an overall depletion (Noble, 1967). Fe 203 

proportions increase as Fe is oxidized (Noble, 1967) and 

the halogens may be either lost or added (Noble eL al., 

1967) . 

3.3.5 Summary of effects of alteration on trace element 

characterization of obsidian 

Some of the largest variations between glassy and 

crystalline rhyolites occur in the alkalis, which are 

affected by a combination of hydration, leaching, and 

crystallization (see also Kochhar, 1977). For these reasons 

they should not be relied upon in characterization studies, 

or alternatively only used in analysis of glassy unaltered 

rocks. Similarly the halogens are unsuitable for 

characterization work. 

The REE show little variation in our study of rhyolites 

(Table 3.2) with the exception of Eu; this element may be 

unreliable if comparing obsidians of differing amounts 

'A 
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of crystallinity. The larger variations found in the REE 

by Baker and Henage (1977) have not been shown to apply to 

rhyolites; our work suggests that they do not. However, 

we noted above the point that ratios of REE concentrations 

do not vary and may therefore be used safely in 

characterization studies. 

Two further points of importance for archaeology emerge 

6 

from the above discussion. Firstly, all the variations 

considered above refer to difference between totally 

crystalline, devitrified or perlitized rhyolites, and totally 

glassy ones. Since completely crystalline rhyolites, and 

perlites, are not workable, the variations seen in 

archaeological work will be much smaller. Secondly, the 

variations between different types of rhyolite from one 

source, are, for trace elements, much less than those 

observed between different sources, where changes in 

concentrations of individual trace elements are often much 

greater than 100%. (see, for example, for the Mediterranean, 

sources, Hallam et. al., 1976). Therefore, the inclusion 

of slightly crystalline obsidian in a program of trace 

element characterization, though it may add to the analytical 

scatter observed within sources (Hallam et. al., 1976; 

Chapter 6 of this thesis), will not invalidate the source 

assignment of artefacts. 

3.4 Composition of obsidian flows formed close together; 

Lipari and Vulcano 
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3.4.1 IntroduFtion 

The aim of this section is to examine the compositional 

variations of obsidian flows formed very close together 

geographically, but at different times. Lipari and, - 

Vulcano were chosen for this purpose for the following 

reasons: 

1. large number of flows are found here. - 

2. The area is well-known and has been the subject of 

considerable geological study. 

3. Several of the flows have, been dated. 

4. Samples from several different flows, and parts of 

flows,, were available for analysis. 

5. The island is a well-known archaeological source. it 

is assumed at the present time that the archaeological material 

was taken from the'Gabellotto -flow. If this assumption is 

wrong, and other flows now covered by vegetation or'. later- 

volcanism were used, we should be able to useýthis study to 

assess the likelyhood of this-causing mis-assignment'ofý 

artefacts. 

In some cases samples were taken from different parts of 

the same flow (e. g. Rocche Rosse, and Forgia Vecchia flows). 

These provide a basis for some comment on intra-flow 

compositional changes, but were insufficient for detailed 

flow homogeneity tests, and the emphasis of this section 

remains on variations between flows. 
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Some analysis of Liparian geological material has been 

carried out previously by Cann and Renfrew (1964) and Hallam 

et al. (1976). These studies suggest a compositional 

homogeneity of obsidian over both Lipari and Vulcano. 

As will be'described below, a, finer pattern of compositional 

variation can now be discerned. 

3.4.2 Geology and description of obsidian flows on. 

Lipari and Vulcano 

Geological history. 

The geology of the Aeolian Islands is discussed in many 

papers (especially Jacob, 1958; Keller, 1966; 1967; 

1974; Pichler, 1967; 1968; 1970hand 1970b; Bzkrbieri et 

al., 1974; Boccaletti et al., 1976) while the wider develop- 

ment of the Tyrrhenian Basin has also been widely stpdied - 

(e. g. Selli, 1970; 1974; Finetti and Marelli, 1973; 

Boccaletti and Guazzone, 1972). 

The Aeolian Islands are considered to be an island arc 

(Boccaletti et al., 1976; Caputo et al., 1972; Ninkovich and 

Hays, 1971). An island arc is a series of volcanic islands 

in arcuate pattern, formed where oceanic lithosphere (i. e. 

i oceanic crust - sediments, basalts and gaý)bros - together 

with underlying mantle) descends into the mantle at an angle 

of, commonly, Ca 45 0; melting of the ocean crust, overlying 

peridotite mantle and, possibly neighbouring continental 

lithospheke, leads to the production of magmas_,, which rise 

to form an island arc. The rocks formed are characteristically 
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cale-alkaline anqesites, though more or less acid rocks may 

occur. 

The oldest volcanism observed in the Aeolian Arc is 

Early Pleistocene; this reached a maximum within the 

Middle Pleistocene, and then ceased until the later part 

of this period. (Pichler, 1968; Keller, 1974). Volcanic 

activity then began again and continues in some parts today. 

The islands were basically formed in two stages (Pichler, 1968; 

1970OL; dating after Pichler 1968), though further eruptions 

have taken place in some areas after the periods mentioned 

below: 

1. The eruption of Panarea in the Ganz-Mindel interglacial 

Ca. 300,000 years B. P., followed by Lipari, Salina, Filicudi, 

Alicudi in the Mindel-Riss interglacial. The rocks of this 

stage are mainly calc-alkaline ( with K20: Na 20<0.75) in 

character (see Pichler, 1967; 1970a; Boccaletti et al., 1976) 

and include high Al basalts, andesites, dacites and 

rhyolites. Some shoshonitic rocks (i. e. with high K and 

K20: Na20 : -- 1) also appeared in the later eruptions on Lipari 

(Klerkx et. al., 1974). 

The eruption of Stromboli, Vulcano and Vulcanello. 

These islands are formed originally in the Riss-Wurm, 

periods but have remained active up to the present time. 

They are of a different character to the first group, having 

rocks of both calc-alkaline and shoshonitic types including 

trachybasalts and trachytes (Keller, 1974). 
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Two different origins for the magmas of the mainly calc- 

alkaline first grouý, and the calc-alkaline and shoshonitic 

second group have been suggested. Pichler (1967; 1970a) 

suggested melting of the lower crust to form the first group, 

and a combination of lower crustal and upper mantle melting 

to account for the second. Barbieri et al., (1974) 

considered both groups to be the result of partial melting 

of the mantle around the subduction zone below the island arc, 

while Klerkx et al. (1974) corrected this to melting of 

either mantle and crust, or of just the lower crust, to form 

the second group, basing their conclusions largely on Sr 

isotope ratios, whose variation in crust and mantle with 

depth is known. They also pointed out the necessity of 

postulating some crystal fractionation to account for the 

compositional variation within the calc-alkaline group. 

On the main island of Lipari four separate periods of 

volcanic activity can be defined. 

1. Mindel-Riss eruptions of andesites (forming the basis of 

the island). 

2. Riss-Wiirm formation of Monte S. Angelo, 'one of the 

highest mountains on Lipari, mainly from andesites-and rhyodacites. 

3. WUrm eruption of rhyolites and rhyolites with pumice. 

4. Post-glacial eruptions of alkali rhyolites'and pumice, 

including the major obsidian flows. (Time scale after Pichler, 

1968; 1970a). 

Obsidian occurs on Lipari and Vulcano. The flows have 

been dated by the following methods: 
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I 
1. Examination of relative positions of Pleistocene 

eustatic coastlinL (Pichler, 1967; 1968; 1970d). 

2. Radiocarbon dating of organic material. associated with 

eruption (Keller, 1967; 1970; Pichler, 1968). 

3. Fission track dating (Bigazzi et al., 1971; Arias-Radi 

et al., 1972; Bigazzi and Bonadonna, 1973; Belluomini, 1973). 

4. K-Ar dating. (Bigazzi et al., 1971; Belluomihi et. al., 

1970; Belluomini, 1973). 

Description of obsidian flows 

The following localities were all visited during 1975, 

as part of the work for this thesis. Samples were collected 

from all localities except m. Fig. 3.3. 'shows the surface 

I geology of Lipari, and sample locations, and Fig., 3.4 the 

location of material collected on Vulcano. All the 

obsidians and pumices described are, rhyolitic. 

Monte Guardia 

Locality a is a small pumice quarry on. the eastern side of 

mte. Guardia, 10 m. across, 3-4 m. high. The pumice 

contains small pieces of slightly crystalline obsidian. This 

is black, only slightly translucent, and sometimes inter- 

# layered with pumice. The exposure is not dated, but mte. 

Guardia belongs to Pichlers' 3rd (W'urm) volcanic period of 

40,000 to 10,000 years B. P. Pieces of glassy obsidian, not 

in situ, may be found scattered all over the_east side of 

Mte. Guardia, in the areaof locality b. 
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Monte S. Angelo 

Locality c is nearer to the Summit of Mte Pelato 

than Mte. S. Angelo, but the exposure lies in pyroclastic 

126 

deposits erupted from the latter volcano. The locality is 

a quarry some 20m across, 5m high. Light, very vesicular 

pumice contains small pieces of black translucent obsidian, 

sometimes inter-layered with the pumice. The exposure 

belongs to Pichler's 2nd period, the Eem interclacial down 

to the Wurm glacial, dating to approximately 110,000 to 

40,000 years ELP. A Carbon-14 date from a palaeosoil horizon 

associated with the latter part of the Mte. S. Angelo 

eruptions gave an age of 39,400 + 2,000 years B. C. 

(Pichler, 1968) . 

Locality_g is a pumice quary on the north side of Mte. 

S. Angelo, some 30m across and 6m high. The pumice contains 

small pieces of grey/black, translucent obsidian; some pieces 

have a slight brown tinge in transmitted light. The exposure 

may belong, like locality c. to Pichler's 2nd period. 

Forgia Vecchia 

This large source in the east of Lipari is a rhyolite 

lava flow, containing obsidian and pumice; it forms part of 

$ the eruptions of mte. Pelatq, falling into Pichler's 4th 

period (post-glacial). 

Locality h is at the head of the flow, a small exposure 

only 1-2 m across, of black, translucent obsidian. 

ii Locality__ý, is a pumice quarry at the bottom of the 

Forgia Vecchia, about 15m high, 30m wide at its base. 
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At the outer edges of the quarry the material merges into 

a 
obsidian. Surprisingly, the obsidian here is less glassy, 

and more crystalline and vesicular, than the material at the 

top of the flow (normally, the reverse is expected in glassy 

A fission track date for the Forgia Vecchia"gives flows). 

an age of 1600 + 380 years B. P. i. e. 350 A. D. Bigazzi 

and Bonadonna (1973). ) Keller (1970) has dated it at 

500-550 A. D., by Carbon-14 dating of archaeological remains 

underlying the tuff which was erupted immediately prior to 

the latest large obsidian flow from Mte. Pelato. 

Aquacalda 

Locality j is a raised beach lkm west of Aquacalda 

village, where small pieces of ob, sidian (less than 2.5cm 

diameter) are found in a water-deposited bed of pumice. 

The pumice was erupted from the main crater of Mte Pelato 

about 100 years before a secondary crater erupted the well- 

known Rocche Rosse obsidian flow(Dr. G. P. L. Walker, personal 

comnunication 1975). The Rocche Rosse has been dated to 

1400 + 450 years B. P. (Bigazzi and Bonadonna, 1973), so the 

pumice at Aquacalda should be about 1500 years B. P. However, 

the obsidian pebbles have been dated to 21,000 + 4,000 years 

(Belluomini, 1973; Bigazzi et al., 1971). There are two 

a possible explanations for this discrepancy. Either the 

pumice eruption of 1,500 years B. P. took with it older 

obsidian from the edges of the crater, or the pumice, was 

erupted later than the obsidian, and mixed with it during 

later deposition. 
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At the eastlend of Aquacalda beach, there are three 

further localities. Loca: lity K is a small exposure (Ca 0.5m) 

of devitrified obsidian in rhy6lite, in a cave at the extreme 

east end of the beach. Locality k, a large boulder of 

spherulitic obsidian, detached but clearly local, lies Ca. 30m 

S. W. of K. Locality_m is an overhang of rock containing an 

exposure of brown obsidian about 0.5m across. It lies about 

10m west of K. Localityml also consists of dark brown 

obsidian, exposed in a cutting 0.5 km above Aqqacalda village, 

on the road to Porticello. Localities K to m are not directly 

dated, but form part of the post - glacial mte, Pelato eruptions. 

Rocche Rosse 

This large flow covers several obsidian localities. it 

was erupted from Mte. Pelato, not from the present main crater, 

which did not produce obsidian', but from two secondary craters 

C Dr. G. P. L. Walker, personal communication, 1975). The 

Rocche Rosse obsidian has been dated at 1400 to 450 B. P. 

C. Bigazzi and Bonadonna, 1973). Locality d is at the head 

of the Rocche Rosse, just below the crater from which it was 

erupted, and is a small exposure (about 2x 2m) of black 

slightly devitrified obsidian grading into rhyolite. 

Localities e and f are scatters of black translucent obsidian, 

not in situ, - on the Southern slopes of Mte. Pelato. 

Localities n, o, and p are three large pumice quarries up to 

300m across, all containing in situ blocks and masses of 

black glassy, translucent obsidian. 

Gabellotto 

This flow was also empted from Mte Pelato, but is now 

largely covered by the later Mte Pelato pumices. The. 
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Gabellotto is exqQsed on the sea shore 1 Km north of the 

town of Canneto. It is also exposed in parts of the hillside 

above Canneto, before it is overwhelmed by later pumices. 

The Qabelloto obsidian has been dated at 11,400 + 1,800 years 

B. P. (Bigazzi and Bonadonna, 1973; Arias-Radi et. al., 1972), 

and between 4,800 and 12,920 years B. P. (Keller, 1967; using 

carbon-14 dating of associated archaeological material). 

Locality r is an exposure at the north end of Canneto 

beach. Brown, devitrified and fractured obsidian is found 

in masses several cm across, grading into rhyolite; the 

exposure is fairly small, some 6m across. The obsidian is 

not workable archaeologically, and presumably more glassy 

material exists under the more recent pumices. -Locality s 

consists of scattered glassy black obsidian, not in situ, 

below r on Canneto beach. Localities q and t are scatters 

of obsidian lumps lossely buried in pumiceous soil on the 

hillside and near the road 0.5 Km north of r and s. Though 

in situ obsidian is exposed in this area (Dr. G. P. L. Walker, 

personal communication 1975), it was. not found during the 

fieldwork carried out in 1975. 

Vulcano (Fig. 3.4) 

Obsidian is found on Vulcano on the north west side 

of the main crater of the island. Here, a rhyolite flow 

was erupted about 1780 A. D. from a cone built inside an earlier 

(Riss/Wurm interglacial) caldera. Parts of the flow still 

show fumarole activity. Obsidian was collected from two 

localities. Locality vi is at the bottom of the flow, where 

quarrying has formed a cliff face ca. 10m high and 200m across. 
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In parts the rhyolite grades into devitrified, fractured 

obsidian, black dnd opaque. Locality vii is about half way 

up the flow, where devitrified obsidian is again found, 

though of a slightly glassier quality than Locality vi. None 

of the Vulcano obsidian seen is workable. 

In addition to the sources described above, several other 

localities are re, ferred to by Cann and Renfrew (1964); these 

include 'west of Monte Rosa' (this could be obsidian from the 

Forgia Vecchia), La Forbica and Mte Chirica. Hallam et al. 

(1976) also refer to three samples from a source at Campo 

Bianco. 

Note on archaeological use of Liparian obsidian sources 

The Gabellotto f low was clearly used in prehistoric 

times, since archaeological remains have been found on it 

(Keller, 1970). Several other sources are old enough to 

have been used by prehistoric man. These include the 

pebbles at Aquacalda (locality j), Mte S. Angelo, and Mte 

Guardia. The analytical arguments for and against the use 

of particular sources are discussed below. 

3.4.3 Analysis of obsidians-from Lipari and Vulcano 

Ten samples were selected for analysis. These were 

from the Rocche Rosse (localities d and n), Forgia Vecchia 

(h and i), 'Mte S. Angelo (two from locality c), Gabellotto (r), 

Aquacalda M and Vulcano (vi and vii). The locations are 

shown in figs. 3.3 and 3.4. 

Samples were prepared at the University of Leeds 

Department of Earth Science. A fist-sized piece of 'each- 

sample was cut in a jaw crusher, pounded in a hardened steel 
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pestle and mortar, and crushed in an agate-barelled tema 

to reduce it to a grain size of about 170p. (note that this 

procedure is not that used for Carpathian geological material, 

described in Chapter 2 of this thesis). 150-200 mg was 

taken for analysis. The samples were analysed using the 

procedure described in Chapter 2. They were irradiated for 

24 hours. Powdered samples and standards (NPS -1)were packed 
II 

in tubs of the same size and shape, so that geometry 

corrections were not needed. 

A contamination test on the crushing proceclure was run, 

by preparing a pure quartz standard, provided by the University 

of Leeds Department of Earth Science, in the same way as 

the obsidian. Both the crushed quartz, and a piece of 

uncrushed quartz, were analysed. Since the crushed quartz 

and obsidian were irradiated and counted in polythene tubs, an 

empty tub was irradiated and analyzed to check for trace 

element levels. The results showed negligeable contamination 

(Table 3.3) and no correction was made for this. The highest 

contamination is seen in Pe values (96 ppm) but this is still 

less than 1% of the levels found in obsidian. 

The results of obsidian analyses are shown in Table 3.4. 

A Discussion 

Samples 467/2-4,8-11 form one analytical group. 

However, some minor variation can be seen. In the 2 Rocche 

Rosse. samples there is a trend, small but consistent, for the 

REE, except Eu, to be slightly higher in the glassy obsidian 

at the bottom of the flow (467/2) than in the more 

crystalline material at the top (467/3). This phenomenon 
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may be explained by concentration of Eu (only) in primary 

feldspar crystals'which may have separated out while the 

lava was still liquid, leaving other REE concentrated in 

glassy parts (cf. 3.3.2 above). There is a slight increase 

(by an approximately constant factor) in all element 

concentration in 467/11; this may be due to a change in the 

Si or H'O content of the obsidian matrix, or to an untraced 2 

systematic error. The %a for 467/2-4 and 8-11 fall, 

for most elements,, within the limits-of our precision 

(Table 2.10) and the overall spread on the results is less 

than that seen on previous Lipari analyses (mainly - 

archaeological), e. g., Hallam et al., 1976; Williams, 1975. 

Therefore the four sources, Rocche Rosse, Forgia Vecchia, Mte 

S. Angelo and Aquacalda, form one group, despite differences 

in age and appearance, and seem to have been erupted from 

the same or very similar, magma source. 

The Gabellotto sample, 467/7, is distinguished from the 

8 

above sources on the basis of lower La, Ce and Sc concentrations. 

The hand sample analysed was very devitrified (since only 

divitrified material was seen in situ) but similarly-low 

values in most archaeological obsidians (Hallam et. al., 1976) 

suggests that these figures apply also to the glassier parts 

of the Gabellotto flow. Gabellotto materiAl may also be 

distinguished from other Lipari obsidians by its M6ssb&uer 

parameters, particularly in its high Fe3 04 content, 7% 

by weight of total Fe content, as opposed to 0.5% in 

other Lipari flows and 2% in Vulcano. (Longworth and_Warren, 

in press). This high Fe 304 content is not detected in 

archaeological obsidian from Lipari (where it is less than 

0.5%). This does not necessarily mean that the archaeological 
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material is not fI rom the Gabellotto; the high Fe 304 levels 
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may well be due to the heating of the flow by post-pr"ehistoric 

deposition of Mte Pelato pumices. 

The correspondence of the majority of archaeological 

analyses with the Gabellotto composition, rather than with_ 

the higher La-Ce-Sc Mte S. Angelo and Aquacalda, suggests 

that the Gabellotto provided most if not all of the'obsidian 

used in prehistoric times., However, occasional. archaeological 

pieces do have higher La-Ce values (e. g. La and Ce of, 

respectively, 67 and 150, or 66 and 141; Hallam et al., 1976 

and Williams, 1975), and the possibility of some prehistoric 

collection of obsidian from the older sources cannot be ruled 

out. 

All the Vulcano obsidians are clearly different from 

Lipari in both appearance and composition, with 'much higher 

Sc, Fe and Col and Eu values. This is to be expected- 

since Lipari 
, 

and Vulcano are believed to belong to two 

different rock series with different origins(Section 3.4.2 

above). The recent age and crystalline state of th , ese 

obsidians means they were not used in prehistoric times. 

It is important to note that in terms of compositional 

variation between sources (e. g., between Mediterranean 

sources, see Hallam et al., 1976) the Gabellotto analysis 

remains close to the main Lipari group. Normalization to an 

internal standard such as Sc would bring them even closer 

together (see Table 3.4). The overall homogeneity of the 

Lipari sources is very satisfactory from an archaeological 
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point of view. It means that if prehistoric man was utilizing 

a source on Lipari now unknown to us, we may suspect that it 

Iý would have a similar analysis, so that artefacts would still 

be assigned correctly to Lipari. Similarly, if a source on 

Vulcano now unknown or destroyed was used, its analysis 

should show the characteristics of the flow studied in this 

work (up to the present time, no artefacts with the 

characteristic high Co, Fe and Sc of Vulcano have been 

reported). The distinctive nature of Vulcano obsidian also 

supports the conclusion drawn above (3.2.7) that flows 

derived from different magmas are most unlikely to have 

totally similar trace-element composition. A final warning 

must be added that this similarity of sources on Lipari 

relates to flows all formed within the Middle and Upper 

Pleistocene. Larger intervals of time may result in 

differentiation of the magma (perhaps seen on Lipari on a 

very small scale in the distinction of the Gabellotto). 

Though Lipari represents a case where obsidian flows formed 

close together from the same magma source are very similar in 

composition, this conclusion cannot be applied to other areas 

without close examination of their geological and 

magmatological history. 



3.5 Summary of conclusions 
1.3 

1. Obsidian is'formed by the interaction of complex 

processes; this explains the distinctive compositions of 

different sources, which provides the basis for obsidian 

characterization studies. 

2. Because of their greater potential for variation 

between sources, trace elements are more suitable, than 

major elements for obsidian characterization. .- 

3. Crystallization of obsidian on cooling, and 

subsequent devitrification and hydration, will lead to 

changes in composition, particularly in alkalis and 

halogens; these changes are small in trace elements in 

rhyolites, and should not invalidate the characterization 

of archaeological obsidians of varying crystallivity and 
I 

devitrification, though they may account for some, of the 

scatter on analyses of a single source. 
I 

4. In support of points 1-3 above, obsidians"from 4 

closely related geological localities on Lipari Island 

were shown to have very similar trace element compositions; 

obsidian from Vulcano, geographically close to Lipari but 

belonging to a different rock series, can be clearly 

distinguished. 



CHAPTER 

GEOLOGICAL SOURCES OF OBSIDIAN IN THE CARPATHIANS 

4.1 Introduction 

46.139 

Within the Carpathian region sources of obsidian 

are known in Central Slovakia, Eastern Slovakia, 
'North- 

East Hungary, and the Western, USSR (Fig. 4.2). The 

possibility of archaeologically useable sources of 

obsidian occurring in Rumanian Transylvania was investigated 

in 1974 by Dr. J. G. Nandris. Dr. Nandris made a thorough 

investigation of the literaýure on East European sources, 

and visited many localities in Transylvania, as well as 

Hungary, which are reputed to be sources of obsidian 

(Nandris, 1975). He found no archaeolog"lcal'ly useable 

obsidian sources in Rumania. In some cases literature 

references referred mistakenly to obsidian-like material, 

for example the black opal of Mount Harghitta, or"the 

tachylite (basaltic glass) of Perpani. At other localities, 

for example, Orasu NO'Juj perlites were found, 'but no workable' 

obsidian. Dr. Nandris concluded that the sources he 

visited in Transylvania do not show any evidence of providing 

useable obsidian, and that many reported sources in South 

East Europe are "literary rather than geological-in origin". 

These Rumanian sources therefore are not considered further 

in this thesis. 

4.2 Geological history of the Carpathians.. 

A brief history of volcanism in the Carpathians is 

given below in order to place the obsidian sources in their 

geological cont6xt. A large body of literature on the 

Ji 
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development and structure of the Carpathian mountains and 

associated Pannonian Basin exists (for example, PantO, 1967; 

1968; Juha'sz, 1969; Koned"ny" eýt al. , 1969; Szenas, 1972; 

Boccaletti et al., 1973a, 1973b, 1976; Radulescu and 

Sandulescu, 1973; Stegena et al., 1975; Peccerillo and 

Taylor, 1976; Crawford, 1977). PantO"IS' publication of 1968 

refers specifically to many of the Hungarian localities 

dealt with in section 4.3. There are also a large number 

of older more provincial studies, within'Hungary, almost 

exclusively in East European languages and very difficult of 

access to the English reader (for example, Liffa, 1951; 1953; 

Pant6,1965; K6r6ssy, 1940). 

The following account is based largely on the following 

studies: - Boccaletti et al. (1976); Konec"ný et al. (1969); 

Peccerillo and Taylor (1976); Birkenmajor in Spencer(1974); 

Stegena et al. (1975), and using the plate tectonics frame- 

work outlined by Radulescu and Sandulescu (1973). The 

discussion concentrates on the volcanic activity which 

included the obsidian sources described later in this chapter. 

it is important to note that obsidian formed only a tiny part 

of the volcanic material of the Carpathians. 

Table 4.1 shows the relevant part of the geological time 

scale and figure 4.1 shows the main structural zones of the 

Carpathians (after Boccaletti et al. 1976). The Carpathians 

consist of a C-shaped segment some 650km long, 150-250km 

wide. The area lies near the Southern border of the Eurasian 

plate and has experienced several cycles of sedimentation 

culminating in orogenic activity in association with 

volcanism. The Carpathians consist of two concentric 

sections, an "inner zone" formed in the Cretaceous and an 
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TABLE 4.1 The Geological Time Scale 

(Triassic to Pleistocene) After: Harland et al., 
1964 

Age, million Era and Subdivisions Further subdivisions used 
years* in the text 

2 1 Quaternary: Pleistocene 

7 1 Pliocene Pannonian = Lower Pliocene 

26 1 Miocene Sannatian = Upper Miocene 

Tortcnian = Upper Middle Miocene 
38 2 Tertiary: Oligocene 

Helvetian = Lower middle Miocene 
55 ± 2 Eocene Burdigalian = Upp. Lower Miocene 

65 ± 2 Paleocene 

Mezozoic 

135 ± 5 Cretaceous 

190 ± 5 Jurassic 

225 ± 5 Triassic 

Paleozoic 

*Age at beginning of subdivision 
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"outer zone", largely covering the inner, consisting of 

flysch sediments formed following the building of the inner 

zone, and of the products of Miocene volcanicity. The 

present day relief of the Carpathians is largely the result 

of Miocene orogenic and volcanic activity. 

In the Miocene an important deformation took place in 

the outer zones of the Carpathians (flysch sedimentary 

deposits), associated with subduction of the crust in the 

area of the Eastern Carpathians. Continental crust in the 

outer zones beneath the flysch, moved beneath the rigid inner 

Carpathian zone. This event is of some importance to 

obsidian studies since the movement of the continental 

crust was related to subduction of fragments of oceanic type 

crust, which remained from the floor of a much earlier, 

Triassic, inter-continental basin which closed during the 

Cretaceous (to lead to the raising of the East Carpathian 

Inner Zone). Together the two types of crustal material, on 

reaching sufficient depth, may have formed the magma which 

was later to rise as a younger volcanic arc within the 

Carpathians; the intermediate and acid rocks of this arc 

include a range of andesite and rhyolite rocks and a small 

proportion of these rhyolites cooled as obsidian. This 

theory was proposed by Radulescu and Sandulescu J1973); more 

recent theories on the origin of parts of these magmas are 

described later in this section. 

The formation of the young volcanic arc therefore began 

in the upper part of the Lower Miocene period. The following 

description is based on the chronology proposed by Kon, ed"'ny 

et al. (1969) and adopted by Peccerillo and Taylor (1976). 

Calc-alkaline volcanism began at the we'st end of the arc, in 
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Central Slovakia and Northern Hungary, withýeruption of 

andesites, rhyolites andxhyodacites, in the Burdigalian to 

Helvetian (see Table 4.1). It continued, in the central 

part of the arc (the Tokaj-Pregov region of Hungary and 

Slovakia, the Vihorlalt area and the Oas-Gutlimountains-of 
. 3. 

north west Rumania) in the Tortonian with andesite and 

rhyolite activity. PantO (1968) notes continuing volcanism 

in Tokaj and neighbouring areas (Mad, Tolcsva, Telkibanya) in 

the succeeding Sarmatian, characterised by a large proportion 

of pyroclastic activity. This Tortonian and Sarmatian 

volcanism included the obsidian sources discussed in this 

thesis. The third and final stage of the volcanism occurred 

at the South-east end of the arc, in the Calimani-Harghita 

mountains of north-central Rumania, beginning in the 

Pannonian and continuing through the Pliocene and into the I 

Pleistocene. The lavas in this area include andesites, 

basaltic andesites and rare acid rocks such as dacites and 

rhyodacites. Towards the end of the formation of the 

Carpathian magmatic arc Plio-Pleistocene basaltic volcanism 

on a smaller scale was occurring to the South in the 

Apuseni mountains (Fig. 4.1). 

The eastern and southern portion of the Carpathian 

volcanic arc - the Rumanian Calimani-Harghita area - was 

partially formed in a submarine environment in the 

Pannonian (Boccaletti et al., 1973), and has been regarded as 

a volcanic "island-arc" formation, of the type to which the 

Lipari Islands belong (see Chapter 3). In 1976 Boccaletti 

and his collaborators referred to the whole of the 

Carpathian magmatic arc as an island arc. 

Several theories regarding the origin of the magmas 
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of the Carpathian volcanism have been proposed. These 

theories are developed within a framework of plate'tectonics 

and are based on the present occurrence of andesites and 

rhyolites in island arcs and at destructive continental 

margins (cf. Ringwood, 1975). Peccerillo and Taylor (1976) 

derived a model based on REE analysis according to which the 

rhyolites and high K andesites were formed'from primary melting 

of descending oceanic slab (cf. Boccaletti et al. 1973, 'and 

SzAdeczky-Kardoss, 1971) and thd"less acid andesites, dacites 

and basalts were produced by partial melting of garnet 

pyroxenite bodies which formed from reaction between the 

undergoing oceanic slab and peridotite mantle. In contrast, 

Radulescu and Sandulescu (1973) argued that melting . of*both 

oceanic'and continental crust occurred'. 

Another group of theories depends on the existence of 

a mantle diapir (a section of partially melted mantle rising 

I through the lithosphere towards the surface) beneath the'' 

Carpathiarsand what was later to become'the'Pannonian Basin 

(Stegena et al., 1975). This diapir may have formed as the 

result of Miocene lithospheric subductioh and, been the 

primary source of magma for the Carpathian volcanic arc 

(Lexa and Konecn'y'.. 1974; Slegena et al., 1975; Boccaletti 

et al., 1976). 
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4.3 The sources 

In 1975 a number of localities in Northern Hungary were 

visited with the aim of examining known obsidian sources, 

locating new ones, and obtaining samples for analysis. This 

enabled an earlier account (Nandris, 1975) to be supplemented. 

The sources of South East Slovakia were not visited, but 

were discussed with Slovak geologists, who also provided 

samples for analysis. The Central Slovak sources are not 

believed to produce workable obsidian, and material provided 

by the British Museum (Natural History) and discussion with 

Dr. Rozloznik of Kosice University both support this 

conclusion. Little information is available on sources in 

the Western U. S. S. R., and no samples were obtained from this 

area. Investigation of sources in this region should be 

given priority in future work therefore. 

Some of the information presented in this section has 

been published by the writer in collaboration with 

Dr. J. Nandris (Williams and Nandris, 1977). The locations 

of all sources are shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. 

4.3.1 North Eastern Hungary 

General Comment 

The Hungarian obsidian sources lie in the Zemplen 

Mountains, or Zempleni-Hegyseg, to the north-east of Miskolc. 

The Zempl4n mountains extend from BodrogkeresztUr and Mad in 

the south, through the Czech border to the Pres"ov area some 

80km to the north, in Slovakia (where further obsidian sources 

are found). The mountains contain remains of the Ldiocene 

(Tortonian-Sarmatian) volcanism described above, and are nOW 

covered by thick forest of mixed deciduous and pine trees, 
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and in some areas by'cultivaýted'Vineyards'. ` The sources have 

been the subject of much research by both archaeologists and 

geologists of the 18th - 20th centuries (see section 4.3.1.7. 

below) but little work has been done in more recent years, 

and the Zemplen mountains are currently being surveyed by the 

Hungarian Geological Survey (Dr. Perlaky,, personal communication 

1975). The most detailed topographical map of the area 

available is the A. Zempleni Hegys6g Turistaterkepe (1974). 

Geological obsidian in this area has, two different forms: 

massive perlite and obsidian flows (e. g. Tokaj, Telkib6nya), 

and smaller redeposited scatters of material in which obsidian 

is found as scattered pieces which may be either volcanic 

, ejecta from pyroclastic activity (see Pant'0,1968, and above), 

or glassy pieces weathered out of a glassy rhyolite lava. 

These secondary deposits are often difficult to locate in 

thickly wooded areas. Also, archaeologically collected 

obsidian may consist of scattered lumps,,,. and wherethere is 

no other obvious evidence-of prehistoric settlement-, (e. g,. 

flint implements, pottery)-may be mistaken., for a geological 

source. This means that literature references to sources 

must be regarded critically until checked in the field. The 

problems of dense vegetation, small sources, and also the 

fact that the Zempl6n is cut by the Czechoslovak-Hungarian 
I border (effectively preventing fieldwork in certain areas) 

make it difficult to present a definitive list of sources at 

present, and further fieldwork may well reveal more obsidian 

sources. However, the following list includes the source's 

known in Hungary at present: - 



.0 Tokaj (= Bodrogkeresztur Lebui-Kanjar) 

*Erdbb6nye (Liget Major) 

Telki-banya 

*Csepegb__Forras 

Other sources near Tolcsva: *Bel'lo' Field 

*Patko Hill 

: 1.150 

*Roman Catholic Cemetery 

other sources sited in 18th 20th Century literature 

(not checked by recent fieldwork except for Olaszliszka) 

KirAlyhegy, Pkh6Lza, Fdze'rkomlos, Mad, Olaszliszka, 

Abadjsza'ntýo Szanto), Tallya 

Names underlined = samples collected for analysis 

obsidian known to be archaeologically useable. 

Thd sources are described below, and locations shown in 

Fig. 4.3. 

4.3.1.2 Tokaj 

I 

The Tokaj source lies at the southern end of the 

Zemple'n mountains about 2km south of Bodrogkeresztdr. It 

is exposed on the south side of the road, on the northern 

slopesof mt. Tokaj. 

PantO (1968) de'scribes the perlite/obsidia'n expos'ure 

at Tokaj as a Sarmatian perlite intrusion, later intruded 

by dacite. Some of the perlite', he believes, was origi nally , 

consolidated as obsidian, but has since become heavily 

hydrated and devitrified. Nandris (1975), describes an out- 

crop of red and green perlites with small pieces of glassy 

obsidian up to 8mm in diameter. The obsidian appears in two 

bands in the perlite. one some metres above the other-, with 

the upper one containing more obsidian than the lower 
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(J, A. Pearson, pers. com. 1977). Both bands were sampled by 

Dr. Nandris and Miss Pearson, and are referred to in later 

chapters of this thesis as the upper exposure and lower 

exposure at Tokaj. 

The Tokaj obsidian is not archaeologically workable, 

since the pieces are too small, but is important as one of 

the few primary obsidian sources of the areav Hand 

specimens of perlite (Containing lumps of obsidian) are grey/ 

green in colour, break easily into pieces several cm in size, 

and have some iron staining along joint faces. The obsidian 

occurs as sub-rounded pieces 3-8mm in diameter, within the 

perlite matrix. They sometimes have grey, matt hydration 

layers, but are always black and shiny inside, opaque except 

in very thin (less than ca. 0.5mm) pieces. Phenocrysts of 

feldspar are occasionally visible. Samples from the upper 

and lower exposure are identical. 

A standard thin section was prepared, and examined with 

a petrological microscope. The section shows phenocrysts in 

a glassy groundmass in which flow lines are defined by 

secondary crystals. Phenocrysts, up to Imm in size, include 

pyroxene, plagioclase, and Fe-Ti oxide. The groundmass 

consists of clear glass containing many crystallites 

(margarites, belonites) which are preferentially concentrated 

along flow lines. The flow lines can be seen to bend around 

the phenocrysts. 

Major element analysis of acid, rocks from Tokaj (not- 

stated specifically to be obsidian) are given by Pant6 (1968). 

obsidian analyses are given by Van Hochstetter in-Jans"'a'k, 

(1935),, and in'Chapter 6 of this thesis. 
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4.3.1.3. - Erd6b6nye 
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Erdo'b6nye, (also called Liget Major after a nearby farm), 

lies ca. 3km N. W. of Erdobenye village, and was visited and 

sampled by the writer in 1975. Dr. Nandris had previously 

visited the source in 1974 and gives a brief description of 

the locality (Nandris, 1975). The obsidian at Erd6bdnye 

occurs as a scatter of irregular pieces redeposited amongst 

hydrothermal products (Nandris. 1975) on a rainwashed hill- 

side. The lumps are up to 7cm across, have weathered, pitted 

surfaces excepý where freshly broken,, and some. are rounded in 
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shape. The density of scatter is about 1 piece of obsidian 

in every 2-3 square metres. An unretouched blade of flint 

found at Erdbb6nye may indicate visits of prehistoric man 

for obsidian collection, or it may have been found out of 

context due to the erosion on the hillside at Erdbbenye, and 

not be associated with the obsidian scatter. 

Pantý) (1968) describes Erd6b4nye Liget Major as a 

lacustrine basin formed in the Upper Sarmatian period (later 

than the Tortonian volcanism of the area). He does not 

relate this to the obsidian occurrences, but his description 

suggests that the scatter lies on the eastern margin of the 

basin, where the rocks consist of rhyolite tuffs, and 

siliceous material deposited by hot-springs. This fits in 

well with Erdo'benye in its present form: yellow rhyolite tuffs 

above the obsidian scatter lying among hydrothermally altered 

rhyolite, including chalcedony, agate and chert. 

The obsidian at this locality is suitable for tool 

manufacture. The chief problem is that the date of 

redeposition is uncertain and could in fact be very recent, 

particularly in view of the large amount of rain-washing to 

which the hillside is exposed here. (Note that an 

archaeological site only ca. 100m from the source - see 

Fig. 4.4 - has no obsidian in its surface finds, perhaps 

suggesting even an historic date for the obsidian deposition 

at Erd6b6nye). 

The obsidian pieces range in size from 0.5-7cm, are 

grey and matt and all have a surface patina except where 

freshly broken. The surface patina is of two types: 

a) grey with fine strie. tions 
b) grey with striations and pitting up to 2mm deep. 
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Freshly broken pieces'are black and shiny with good 

conchoidal fracture. ' One sample seen is grey with 

lighter striations. Occasional phenocrysts and clusters 

of"Phenocrysts up to 2mm in size occur and one well-formed 

grey spherulite was seen. The obsidian is opaque except in 

very thin pieces, as in the Tokaj material. 

A thin section of this obsidian shows phenocrysts in 

a glassy groundmass, similar to Tokaj. Phenocrysts include 

one crystal of Fe-Ti oxide 0.5mm long, and a plagioclase 

crystalý, flow lines may be seen to encircle the phenocrysts. 

Microphenocrysts include greenish pyroxenes (probably Naý 

rich augite pyroxene or aegirine). The groundmass, is glass 

containing many crystallites (trichites) formed along flow 

lines; ' 

Major element analysis of Erd6benye obsidian is 

included in Chapter 6 of this thesis. 

4.3.1.4 Telkibanya 

This source was also visited during field-work in 1975. 

The village of, Telkib6nya lies in the north west of the 

Zempl6n. Perlite. outcrops extend 2.5-3km south of the 

village, forming massive cliffs of grey devitrified material 

up to 18m high, quarried in parts. The structure of the 

material varies from completely devitrified or perlitic, to 

fairly glassy, but still containing many phenocrysts. None 

of the material studied is suitable for working. The rare 

less altered material occurs at the northern end of the 

deposit. 

Some of the perlite samples taken from Telkibanya were 

--- zI 
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seen on breaking to contain small rounded lumps of glassy 

obsidian, as at Tokaj, but not exceeding 4mm diameter. The 

pieces are too small to work., As at Tokaj, the perlites may 

have consolidated partly as obsidian and have since become 

hydrated except for the small remaining obsidian lumps 

(cf. PantO, 1968). 

Hand specimens of perlite are grey or black with a dull 

glassy lustre, and vary considerably through the exposure 

from very friable, to fairly hard homogeneous glass. The 

small lumps of unaltered glass contained within it haýre 

similar features to the Tokaj obsidian, being black, glassy, 

opaque and with a few phenocrysts. Hand samples. from the 

glassier parts of the quarry are black and shiny, opaque)and 

contain phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar. None show, - 

conchoidal fracture. 

A thin section was made from a sample of TelkibanYa 

perlite (not the porphyritic glass or small unperlitized 

pieces). It has very few phenocrysts (altered feldspars, 

and one microphenocryst of Fe-Ti oxide) in a groundmass of 

highly altered and cracked glass containing flow lines. No 

crystallites were seen. 

Major element analysis of Telkib6nya perlite is given 

by Salat and Oncakova (1964); of "obsidian" by Van Hochstetter 

in JansMk (1935). 

IIe 4.3.1.5 Csepego Forras 

This source, also visited in 1975, lies between the 

villages of Erd6horva'ti and Tolcsva, on the northern. sýopes 

of the Terhegy Mountain, a few metres below the point where 

the spring of CsepegO' Forras rises in thick pine forest. 
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Nandris (1975) notes that this source corresponds to the 

I'T4rhegy source" described by szade'czky (1887). I; ike 

Erd6benye this is not a primary geological source, but 

consists of small lumps of obsidian up to 2cm diameter, 

redeposited. The scatter extends over an area of at least 

20m 2, 
and the obsidian is found both on the surface and 

several cm. down in the loose peaty soil. The fact that some 

obsidian found here, is buried in the soil suggests that its 

deposition at this point is not likely to be as recent as 

that at Erdbb6nye (cf. earlier). The obsidian is good quality 

and could be used for the manufacture of microlithic tools. 

--The obsidian lumps are rounded and have a grey matt 

hydration layer. The surface patina is smooth and does 

not show the striations characteristic of Erd'Ob6nye. Freshly 

broken pieces are black shiny obsidian with strong conchoidal 

fracture, and rare phenocrysts. The obsidian is opaque except 

in pieces of less than ca. 0.5mm thick. 
I 

A thin section shows a few phenocrysts in a glassy 

groundmass, with many secondarTcrystallites. The 

phenocrysts include feldspar, an amphibole (? ), and grown 

onto this, a small zircon. The secondary crystallites are 

randomly orientated margarites and belonites. Flow lines 

appear to be absent. 

Major element analysis is given in Chapter 6 of this 

thesis. 

4.3.1.6 Other Sources near Tolcsva 

The village of Tolcsva is quoted by many authors as 

an obsidian source (von Fichtel, 1791; Beudant, 1818; 
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Richthoven, 1860; Popescu-Voitesti, 1925; Roska, 1925). 

Dr. E. Ba/cskay of the Hungarian Geological Survey, Budapest, 

investigated three localities in Tolcsva and kindly sent us' 

samples from these: - 

1. Bellb field (quoted as a source by Roska, 1925 

and SzAdeczky. 1887). 

2. Patko/ Hill (quoted as a source by Beudant, 1818 

and Szadeczky, 1887). 

3. Tolcsva Roman Catholic Cemetery. 

These localities are all natural scatter of obsidian, not in 

association with archaeological material. Their exact position 

and that of samples collected by Dr. Bdcskay at Olaszliszka 

(see below in section 4.3.1.7) are shown in,. Fig. 4.5. 
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J., Bello 6 Field. 
-ý The obsidian pieces from this 

locality'are 1-2.5cm in size, ýLpd of two types. First, 

rounded pieces with a smooth grey hydratiqn layer, with 

black opaque obsidian inside showing a strong conchoidal 

fracture, and rare phenocrysts. These pieces are very 

similar to material from Csepegb Forras. Second (one 

piece only), good glassy obsidian with a deeply pitted and 

striated patincL .' This piece, unlike all the other 

Hungarian geological obsidian examined, is slightly 

translucent even in pieces 1cm thick, and appears cloudy 

in transmitted light. 

Patk6 Hill. The obsidian lumps are 1-2kcm in 

size and are again similar to Csepegb Forr4s material, with 

a grey patina covering black opaque obsidian with rare 

phenocrysts. 

3. Tolcsva Roman Catholic Cemetery. obsidian from 

this locality is again of the same type as Csepeg6 Forr6s_, 

material. 

Major element analysis of obsidians from Tolcsva are 

reported in, Salat, and Onc*akova (1964) (quoted also by S'telcl, 

1973) and in Chapter 6 of this thesis. 

4.3.1.7 Other possible sources of obsidian in Hungary 

A large number of other sources of geological 

obsidian in the Zempl6n have been reported by authors 

both archaeologists and geologists - writing between the 

late 18th and 20th centuries, and by geologists curre ntly 

working on the area. These have not yet been checked in 

the field, and the following list summarizes our present 

state of information on them, supplementing the review 
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reported by Nandris (1975). All the localities are marked 

on Fig. 4.3, except for names included. under the heading 

"Note on Sz6deczky, 1887" below. 

(a) KirA'lyhegy. Old finds of geological obsidian are 

reported here (personal communication, 1975; Mr. I. Lazar). 

(b) Palhaza. Dr. L. Rozlozýnik (Kosice University) re- 

ports obsidian here, (pers. comm., 1975). In their study of 

perlites and obsidians in this area, Salat and On6akova (1964) 

mention perlite at Palhalza but give no details. Pant6 (1968) 

however describes a rhyolite and perlite quarry south of 

Palhaza, on the south-west slopes of Som-hegy, with, "inflated 

pumiceous volcanic glass" in bands several metres thick. Also 

noteworthy is a locality on the north side of the Som-hegy 

called Perlit-bAnya (see the A Zempleni Hegyseg Turistaterkepe 

map referred to above) whose name suggests it may be worthy 

of investigation. Palhaza was visited during fieldwork in 

1975, but only archaeological obsidian was found (one piece in 

association with flint and pottery), at the south'side of 

1 4 

Palhýaza village. It now seems that our search was made too 

far north of the perlite/obsidian deposits. 

(c) Fýzerkomloý. This locality was quoted as a source 

by Dr. Rozloz"n - ik (personal communication, 1975). 

I (d) Mad. Mýd is refe=red to by SzAdeczky (1887) as a 

secondary source and by Roska (1925) as a source of greenish 

obsidian. It is also reported by Mr. LAzAr as a source, now 

completely removed by quarrying (personal communication, 

1975). Panto_(1968) refers to perlite and pumice. Major 

elements analyses of obsidian from M6d (exact context. not. 

described) are given by Salat and Ondakova (1964) and by 

Vendl (1927), quoted by S"telcl (1973). 
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I- (e) Olaszl'i'szka. The village of Olaszliszka is 

referred to as an obsidian soiirceby Beudant, (1818), 

Sz4deczky (1887) and Roska (1925). Roska refers to 

greenish obsidian, as at Ma"d. Dr. Perlaky of the Hungarian 

Geological Survey states that obsidian here is washed to 

this point by the Bodrog River which flows through Olaszliszka 

(personal communication, 1975). Dr. Bcicskay investigated this 

locality in 1975 and provided some small pieces of obsidian 

of the same type as CsepegO' Forra's material, (1cm in size) 

from the valley of Holt Creek, just north of Olaszliszka. 

(See Fig. 4.5). The samples were not in association with 

archaeological material, and may represent a further source 

scatter. 

(f) Abaujszýntcý or Szant6. This village, in the west 

of the Zempldn, is mentioned as a source by Sze(deczky (1887), 

Richthoven (1860) and von Fichtel (1791). Only perlite is 

now found here. (Dr. Perlaky, personal communication , 1975). 

(g) This locality is referred to as a source 

by SzSdeczky (1887), and FantO (1968) refers to vitric , 

rhyolite tuffs. . 

Note on SzSdeczky, 

ý, In his report on extensive fieldwork in the Zemplen 

mountains, Sz6deczky states that obsidian can be found in 

small quantities all over the rhyolite areas of the Tokaj 

mountains. In fact, scatters of obsidian are often 

associated with archaeological material, and it is possible 

that Szaldeczky may sometimes have confused geological and . 

archaeological obsidian. However, the following localý. ties, 

mentioned by him as rhyolite and obsidian areas, may repay 
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investigation: - Hollohaza; Pusztafalu; Kajata; between 

Pusztafalu and Filkehdza; between Telkibinya and Abaujvar 

at the quarry of ZO'ldmaj tanya; Nagypatak, Valley; Osvapatak 

valley; Vash6gy. 

Several other localities mentioned by Sz, 4deczky are 

now in Czechoslovakia and will be referred to in the next 

section. 

4.3.2 South East Slovakia 

4.3.2.1 General comments 

Týe Slovakian sources lie within the'same range of 

mountains as those of north-eastern Hungary (the Zemplbn 

mountains) and were formed as part of the same volcanic 

event, that is the intermediate and acid volcanic rocks of 

the Tortonian and Sarmatian periods. A geological map of 

the CSSR is available at a scale of 1: 1,000,000 (Geologicka 

Mapa 6SSR (Odkryea), published by the Ustiedni ustav 

geologicky, Prague, in 1966) and shows areas of rhyolite and 

rhyolitic pyroclastic rock in the source region, but does 

not specify obsidian. 

, The following list includes the sources known or 

believed to exist in south eastern Slovakia: - 

*Sz6ll6ske Selesýka, Vini6ky, S616ske) 

By6ta 

*Streda nad Bodrogom 

*Mala Toroha 

Cejkov 

*"South-east Slovakia perlite periphery" 

names underlindd = samples obtained for analysis. 

obsidian known to be archaeologically useable. 
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rThe sources'are described below, and except for ' 

, "South-east Slovakia perlite Periphery" are located'in 

Fig., 4.3. 

4.3.2.2 Szolloske (= S616ske, Selesýka or Vinic"ky the 

modern village name)) 

This'locality lies near the village of Zemplin in 
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, Slovakia,, south of the confluence of the Ondava and Bodrog 

rivers,,, at the'southern end of the Slovak Zemplinske Vrchy. 

Jansak (1935) quotes it as a primary source in his work on 

Slovakian obsidians. Salat and Onc'akova (1964) refer to 

Vini6ky or Sele6ka, as the richest source of obsidian in 

the area, with lumps up to 7cm in size in perlite. 

Szadeczky (1887) refers to obsidian in perlite, saying that 

there are "fist-sized nodules" in what is almost an 

"obsidian soil" at the "vineyard of Count Gyula Andrcissy". 

Stelcl (1973) notes that obsidians from the geological 

occurrence, near Vini6ky are "polyhedric, smooth, grown into 

perlite"., Archaeological material including obsidian is 

also found at or near Sz6ll6ske (jans"ak, 1935; R6mer, 1878). 

However, the relationship of this to the geological source is 

not clear. Source material from Sz6116'ske was obtained from 

the, Department of Geology, University of Koýice. It has 

good. conchgidal fracture and is suitable for tool manufacture. 

Obsidian from this source has been dated at 11.1 ± 0.8ma 

v (Repcok, 1977). 

Three hand specimens were examined, varying in size 

from-2 to 4 cm. One is rounded with the whole of the surface 

area hydrated, while the other two are parts of irregular- 

lumps with-weathering or hydration on some surfaces. The 

surface patina on these samples is black and slightly matt, 
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but is much less marked than on the Hungarian samples from 

Erdob6nye, Csepegb Forras or Tolcsva. When broken the 

pieces show black, shiny, slightly transparent obsidian, 

cloudy in transmitted light, with phenocrysts up to 2mm 

long. 

A thin section of Sz6ll6ske obsidian shows rare 

phenocrysts in a glassy groundmass, with flow lines defined 

by secondary crystallites. Phenocrysts include clusters of 

twinned plagioclase, feldspars, several brownish pleochroic 

biotite mica (? ) crystals and accessory zircon. Secondary 

crystallites, formed preferentially along flow lines, include 

belonites and margarites. 

Major element analyses are reported by Rosický (1934), 

v (quoted by Stelcl 1973); S'alat and Onc`akovýL (1964); Ulrich 

in Jansak (1935); and Chapter 6 of this thesis. 

4.3.2.3 By9ta 

This locality, a village just inside Slovakia at the 

north east side of the Hungarian Zempldn, produces perlitic 

material (Dr. Rozloz'nik, personal communication 1975). ýalat 

and On6akova (1964) refer to volcanic glass of unknown 

quality from Bysta. Jansak (1935) includes the name in his 

list of archaeological obsidian find spots. I 

Major element analyses of perlite from Bys'ta are given 

by Salat and Oncakov (1964). 

4.3.2.4 Streda nad Bodrogom 

Streda, in the east of the Zempldn area is believed to 
I 

(Dr. Rozlozýnik, pers. comm., be a geological source of obsidian 

1975). However, it also covers several archaeological find 
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spots (Jansak 1935). A sample of obsidian was provided by 

Dr. Rozloýzn'ik. 

The hand specimen is a rounded piece 1 cm in diameter, 

of brownish/grey obsidian, with a slightly matt hydrated 

surface. The obsidian is fairly transparent, with no 

phenocrysts, and in transmitted light the brown colour is 

particularly apparent. 

4.3.2.5 Mala Toron'a 

Mal& Torona is mentioned as a source by Ulrich in 

Jansa"k (1935). Dr. G. Timd'a"k of the Department of Geology, 

University of Kosice, also described it as a source (personal 

communication, 1975), and provided a sample of good glassy 

obsidian, suitable for working. Archaeological obsidian is 

also found in this area'(Jansak, 1935). The hand specimen 

examined is an irregular piece 6x 4cm in size. On one side 

the surface is hydrated, on the other, shiny black obsidian 

is visible. The material is slightly transparent, cloudy in 

transmitted light and contains several phenocrysts up to imm 

in size. It shows strong conchoidal fracture. 

A thin section shows several phenocrysts in a ground- 

mass of clear glass containing poorly-defined flow-lines, 

some defined by secondary crystallites. The phenocrysts 

include feldspar, biotite (? ) and Fe-Ti oxides. Secondary 

crystallites include belonites, some clustered along flow- 

lines. 

4.3,2.6 Cejkov 

Cejkov is known for its archaeological remains (for 

example Banesz,, 1959) but in addition to this Jansak (1935) 
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lists it as a secondary source, and Banesz (1974) refers to 
I 

a source 5km from Cejkov. 

4.3.2.7 "South-east Slovakia perlite periphery" 

In 1976,5 samples of obsidian were received from 

Dr. A. Zeman of the Ustr'edni (istav geologicky", Prague. These 

were desdribed as coming from "1966 collections from perlite 

periphery, south-east Slovakia". It has not proved possible 

to obtain a more detailed location for this source. The 

samples are still of some value, as they appear from the 

description to be geological in nature, and to come from the 

same type of perlitic context as other geological obsidian in 

this area and in the Hungarian Zemplen. The samplesrounded 

pieces of 1 to 2.5cm diameter, are archaeologically useable, 

and interesting in being the same brownish colour as the 

sample from Streda nad Bodrogom. It is possible that these 

two sources may be the same locality. 

The obsidian pieces have a slightly matt hydration layer 

except on freshly broken parts. They are grey/brown in 

colour, slightly transparent, and appear very cloudy in 

transmitted light. They contain a few phenocrysts, up to 

2mm in size, and have good conchoidal fracture. 

Major element analysis of this material is given in 

Chapter 6 of this thesis. 

Note on Szadeczky, 1887 

Sz, ideczky refers to several rhyolite/obsidian areas 

which are now within the 6SSR. These include: Kolbasa (or 

Brezina), Kozrnci (or Kuzmice) and Harsashegy. 
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4.3.3 Central Slovakia 

These sources, which lie at the western end of the 

Carpathian volcanic arc, do not contain archaeologically 

useable obsidian. The following localities provide highly 

devitrified and friable material: - 

Baýsk6 Sýtiavnica 

Hlinik nad Hronom 

Sklene Teplice 

Kremnitz, -(= Korm6czbanya) 

Names underlined mean that material from that source was 
i 

examined. The localities are shown in Fig. 4.2. Dr. Rozloz"nik 

confirmed that no non-crystalline obsidian is found in 

Central Slovakia (personal communication, 1975). 

4.3.4- The U. S. S. R. 

Several obsidian sources in the central section ofýthe 

Carpathian volcanic arc lie within the USSR (Fig. 4.2)., These 

were-formed-at the same time as the north-east Hungarian and 

South-east Slovaki. an sources (Tortonian). The area was not 

visited and at present no material is available for analysis. 

The information available, however, suggests that these 

sources are again scatter of obsidian, not massive flows. The 

localities where obsidian may reputedly be found are as 

follows: - 

Gertsovtse - Fedeleshovil--se (= Gercovce-Fedeles'ovce) 

Must 

muka(5evo 

Beregovo 
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4.3.4.1 Gertsovtse-Fedeleshovtse 

Bobrijevich (1952) (summarized in Williams and Nandris, 

1977) describes this locality as a source of liparitic, 

2 
glassy obsidian occuring over an area of 6km Stelcl 

(1973) also refers to it but may be quoting Bobrijevich. 

B6brijevich describes three types of material: pinkish 

obsidian; black spherulitic glass; and black glass with 

flow structure. From the large area of scatter, the source 

seems to represent volcanic ejecta, or pyroclastic material, 

rather than a flow. 

Major element analyses of obsidian are given by 

Bobrijevich (1952) and quoted by ýtelcl (1973). Sal4t and 

Ondakova (1964) quote analyses-of perlite from this source. 

4.3.4.2 Khust, Beregovo and Mukacvevo 

Perlite and obsidian sourcesAreported at these localities 

in the Western USSR. (Sala't and Onc'akov'a. 1964; Dr. Rozloz"nik,, 

personal communication, 1975). At present no details of the 

range of material found here are known. 

Major element analyses of perlites from near Khust Are 

given by Salat and Onc'akova (1964). 

4.3.5 Tektites 

Tektites are pieces of glassy material whose origin is 

still in doubt, but which may be formed by melting of 

terrestrial material in comet or meteorite impact, or may 

originate on the Moon (O'Keefe, 1963; 1976). They occur in 

several well-defined 'areas, and a group is known occurring 

in Bohemia and Moravia. These are known as Moldavites 

(O'Keefe, Op. cit.; Rost, 1972). They often resemble obsidian 
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in appearance, and tektites have sometimes been confused with 

obsidian (O'Keefe, 1976). They also occur very rarely on 

archaeological sites (Palliardi, 1897; Bayer, 1918). S"telcl 

(1973) includes Moldavites in his study of obsidians from 

Moravia, and notes that in refractive index and specific 

gravity tektites and obsidians are very similar. It is 

necessary therefore to consider other methods of distinguishing 

the two materials. 

Two physical properties distinguish tektites: first, 

they do not contain crystallites or any inclusions (O'Keefe, 

1976); and secondly, they contain no water, resulting in 

explosive behaviour on heating. 

In trace element composition, tektites bear some 

similarity with obsidians; for example, concentrations of 

, Eu, La, Sc, and Rb are similar in moldavites and obsidians. 

However, certain other traces may be used in discrimination 

and are shown in Table 4.2 below. 

Table 4.2 

Comparison of anaivses of Moldavites and Cari: )athian Obsidian 

Concentrations in p. p. m. except Na(%) 

Element Moldavites Carpathian obsidian 
Group 1 Group 2a Group 2b 

Na %- 0.20 - 0.69 OK 2.38±0.04 2.70±0.17 2.78±0.02 

Co 2.34 - 6.86 B 

Th 4.80 - 14.90 B 

15.40K 

Yb 1.15 - 1.80 BR 

0.44±0.15 0.55±0.08 1.46tO. O2 

25.3ý1.4 26.3±1.0 

2.50±0.07 2.89tO. 15 3.09tO. 11 

(see next, page for sources of data) 
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Obsidian analyses all from this thesis (means and s. d. of 

archaeologically-used source groups; see Chap. 61 Section'l). 

B= Bougka, 1972 (based on 39 samples) 
BR = Bous'ka and kanda, 1976 (based on 4 samples) 
OK = O'Keefe, 1976. 

We conclude therefore that any occurrence of 

Moldavites amongst the samples analysed in this work would 

be distinguished from the obsidians using the above criteria. 

4.3.6 Discussion 

The obsidian sources of the Carpathians all form part 

of the same broad volcanic province, and all appear to 
I 

share the same characteristics. They are not obsidian flows 

of the type which may be seen on Lipari or Melos, but consist 

of either small lumps of obsidian remaining in perlitized 

matrices (for example Tokaj; Telkibanya; "S. E. Slovakia 

perlite periphery" ? ), or redeposited scattersof generally 

hydrated obsidian pieces (Tolcsva; Csepego' Forrhs; Erd6benye; 

Gertsovtse-Fedeleshovtse? ), or sometimes perhaps a mixture 

of both as descriptions of Sz6lloske suggest. This is 

consistent with the type of activity of the young (Miocene) 

Carpathianvolcanic arc, which was explosive rather than - 

effusive in nature (perhaps in proportions of approximately 

9: 1;, Mahel' and Buday et al., 1968). This would give rise 

to pyroclasts and tuffs (Pantol, 1968) which may have 

included the glassy lumps redeposited at sources like 

Tolcsva and Erd6benye. The perlite/obsidian bodies on I the 

other hand were clearly the result of the smaller amount of 

effusive activity. These flows would be much less subject 

to redeposition during subsequent geological events than the 
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pyroclastic material. Since the glassy flows which we, 

know of have now largely degenerated to perlite due to the 

age of the lavas, 'and bearing in mind that the later, Plio- 

Pleistocene, activity in the Carpathians was less acid in 

nature (see section 4.2 above) it is most unlikely that any 

solid obsidian flows of workable quality exist in the 

Carpathians today. 

The subject of the colour of Carpathian obsidian has 

been much discussed, many authors quoting finds of red, green, 

red-yellow and pink obsidian (Roska, 1925; Jan's4ak, 1935; Cann 

& Renfrew, 1964; Bobrijevich, 1952) in both geological and 

archaeological contexts. Despite these references no 

obsidian of these colours was seen amongst the hundreds of 

pieces examined in the course of this work (three from 

Istria in N. West Yugoslavia are yellow-brown, see Chapter 6). 

This contradiction may be partly explained by early confusion 

between obsidian and other visually similar materials (see 

Nandris, 1975). 

It is interesting that obsidian from the Hungarian 

sources studied in this work is almost exclusively black, 

!I 

and 9paque except in very thin pieces, while obsidian from 

Slovakia is grey or brownish and semi-transparent. This 

division of types is discussed in relation to archaeological 

samples in Chapter 7. 

The Russian sources remain an unknown quantity at 

present. However, since over 970/o of our analysed 

samples may be clearly accounted for in terms of known 

sources (see Chapter 6) and since the chance of analytical 

confusion betwben sources is small (see Chapter 3), this is 
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not regarded as a serious problem for this work; nevertheless 

the investigation of these sources should clearly be a 

priority in future studies in this area. 
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CHAPTER 5 

id 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL OBSIDIAN IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE AND 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL MATERIAL ANALYSED 

*1 '72 

The aims of this chapter are to give an account of the 

distribution of archaeological obsidian in central and eastern 

Europe, and a summary of the archaeological samples obtained 

for analysis. 

5.1 Distribution of obsidian in archaeological sites in 

central and eastern Europe. 

5.1.1 Geographical distribution 

Figure 5.1 indicates the wide extent of obsidian use in 

prehistoric central and eastern Europe. The distribution 

stretches east to the Black Sea, west to Austria (though 

apparently not into Germany), north-west to central Poland, 

and south to southernYugoslavia and Macedonia. The main use 

of obsidian was in Czechoslovakia (particularly Slovakia, 

with rather less in Moravia, still less in Bohemia), Hungary, 

especially the north east and down the Tisza and Danube valleyg, 

and north-west Rumania. It is found more rarely in Poland, 

Yugoslavia, Austria and Macedonia. The distribution is 

largely a riverine one, with concentrations of obsidian finds 

on the Tisza and Danube, and along the Muresul and kbrbs 

into Rumania. There is also a concentration of Rumanian sites 

with obsidian around Sf. Gheorghe on the Oltul. Further 

north, the distribution is most dense along the Vistula and 

its southern tributaries, and in the Morava/Dyje area of Moravia. 11 

Obsidian distribution corresponds particularly well with 

that of Linear pottery culture sites, both early and middle 
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phases (cf. Tringham, 1966; Maps III and IV). 

Figure 5.2 shows the relationship of central and eastern 

Europe and the Carpathian sources with surrounding sources of 

obsidian and their known distribution (after Cann and Renfrew, 

1964; Aspinall et. al., 1972; Williams, 1975; Hallam et. al., 

1976). Mediterranean obsidian from Lipari reached northern 

Italy, Melian obsidian reached Nea Nikomedeia in Greek 

Macedonia, while obsidian from qiftlik in Anatolia was found 

at Sitagroi in Macedonia Therefore, the south west, 

southern and south east edges of the central/eastern European 

obsidian distribution bojýder on other known source 

distributions. In these areas we may look for a border, or 

overlap, between the trade networks of neighbouring sources. 

To the west and north west, on the other hand, there are no 

proven obsidian sources, and in these areas --: Poland, Austria, 

Germany, we should look for a point of total cessation of. 

obsidian use. The eastern and north eastern edges of 

the Carpathian distribution remain a problem, because of the 

existence of little known sources in the Khust/Beregovo area, 

and our present ignorance of the northerly extent of the 

Armenian obsidian distribution. 

The relationship between sources at the southern edge of 

the Carpathian distribution will be considered later with 

reference to analytical evidence (Chapter 7), but the limits 

of obsidian distribution to the north and west may be 

discussed here. 
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As indicated in Fig. 5.1, obsidian is found sporadically 

in north-eastern Austria, in Hungary west of Lake Balatonjand 

up the Vistula as far north as Plock (north west of Warsaw). 

These form the limits of distribution known at present. 

No, indications of obsidian use in south afid west, Auptria, 

or in Germany, were found. There is no obsidian in the 

collections of the Landesmuseum, Linz (Dr. H. Kohl, personal 

communication 1975), the Landesmuseum Joanneum, in Graz 

(Prof. Dr. W. Modrijan, personal communication 1976), or in the 

Institut filr Klassische Archaeologie at Graz University 

(Dr. G. Schwarz, personal communication 1975). It is absent 

from collections in Stuttgart and Vibingen (Drs. Hartmann and 

Rdttlander, Widrtembergische Landesmuseum, and University of 

Vibingen respectively, personal communications 1976/77), and 

is reported as absent from the German Linear Band Keramik 

(LBK) and other neolithic phases. (Dr. A. Zimmermann, 

University of K61n, personal communication 1977; Dr. C. C. Bakelsj, 

Instituut voor Prehistorie der Riksuniversiteit Te Leiden, 

personal communication 1977). 

The possibility remains-that obsidian may at some time be 

found in Germany or south-west Austria. However, given the 

present evidence against obsidian use in these areas, the 

distance from the nearest sources, and the availability of- 

flint from Poland, Germany and the Low Countries, it 

remains a small possibility. 
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5.1.2 Chronological distribution and amount. of obsidian 

in use. 

Figure 5.3 shows the variation in use of obsidian 

through time, in central and eastern Europe. Little , 

information is available for the USSR, Macedonia and Yugoslavia,! 

and for North--rnItaly, and di. scussion must be based mainly 

on those areas with more abundant finds of obsidian 

Hungary, Rumania, Poland and the 6SSR. (Fig. 5.3 a-d). 

The histograms must be interpreted with caution since each 

section of each histogram covers a relatively long period 

of time and the distribution of finds within these periods 

is not known; also for each country there are many sites 

whose date is unknown. Details of the chronology and 

finds of the sites on which Fig. 5.3 is based, are given in 

Appendix 5, and site locations are shown in Appendix 6. 

Obsidian use is first in evidence in the middle Palaeolithi, 

(at Mousterian Subaljuk in Hungary) and increases in 

frequency in the upper Palaeolithic Aurignacian and the 

Gravettian, in Polandthe CSSR, Hungary and Rumania. 

Interpretation of obsidian finds in the Palaeolithic is 

difficult due to the limited amount of information available 

*on the amount of obsidian at each site. For example in 

the 6SSR (Fig. 5.3b), approximately equal numbers of sites 

using obsidian are shown in the Aurignacian and Gravettian. 

However, at the Aurignacian sites of Tibava'and Barca 

obsidian formed only 19% or much less than 19% of the stone 

work, while at Gravettian Cejkov obsidian was easily the 

most important stone material on the site (see references in 

Appendix 5.2), suggesting that obsidian may have actually 
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Key to Fig. 5.3 

Periods and cultures are given as in literature 

references to obsidian occurrences 

POLAND 1. Aurignacian 

2. Tardenoisian 

3. Linear Pottery 
Cultures 

4. Middle Linear 
Pottery; Bakk 

b) CZECHOSIDVAKIA 1. Aurignacian 

2. Gravettian; 
Epi- Magdalenian 

3. Mesolithic 

4. Middle Linear 
Pottery; Bukk 

131 

5. Later Linear Pottery 

6. Lengyel; stichband 
KeramiY, 

7. Zlota 

5. Later Linear Pottery 

6. Lengyell Stichband 
Keramik; Moravian 
painted ware 

7. Copper Age' 

8. Bronze Age 

c) HUNGARY 1. Mousterian 5. Middle Linear Pottery; 
Bakk; Alfbld ware; 

2. Aurignacian, Szilmeg; Vinca 
Proto-Solutrean 

6. Later Linear Pottery; 
3. K6r6s Tisza; Herpaly; 

Csbszhalom 
4. Early Linear 

Pottery 7. Lengyel 

8. Copper Age 

9. Bronze Age 
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7 

d) ROMANIA 1. Aurignacian 6. Vinc'a; Turdas; Tisza; 
I Later Linear Pottery; 

2. Gravettian Dudesti;, Vadaýtra 
5 

3. Romanello-Azilian 7. Boian; Cucuteni- 
Ariuýd; Petreqti 

4. Tardenoisian 
8. Bodrogkeresztur 

5. Star6evo-Cris; 
Early Linear" 9. Cotofeni 
Pottery 

10. Bronze Age; O-EoMani 

U. S. S. R. 1. 

2. 

Early Neolithic 
Danubian I 

Boian 

Later Neolithic 

Tripolye B 

Bronze Age 

f) YUGOSLAVIA 1. Mesolithic 4. Vinc'a Plo6nik; Danilo 

2. Star6evo 5. Copper Age 

3. Vinda Tordop 6. Bronze Age 

g) MACEDONIA 1. Early Neolithic 4. Neolithic/Bronze 
Age Transition 

2. Middle Neolithic; 
Bitolj 5. Bronze Age 

3. Late Neolithic/ 
Eneolithic 

h) NORTH 1. Neolithic 
EASTERN 
ITALY/ 2. Danilo 
ISTRIAN 
PENINSULA 3. - Copper Age 
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been more important in the later pprio4, 

By the Mesolithic obsidian was known in Poland, the 

CSSR, Hungary, and Yugoslavia, and in Rumania formed an 

important part of the stone assemblages at at least two 

sites (Pasune and Valea lui Mihai, Tringham. 1966; 1971). 

The major occurrence of obsidian was in the Neolithic, 

with a marked rise in the Middle Neolithic in Poland, týý 

CSSR and Hungary (Fig. 5.3 a-c). In Rumania, obsidian use 

was more constant, even into the later Neolithic and Copper 

Age. Tringham (1966) has noted the importance of obsidian 

iii the early and middle Linear Pottery Cultures in Hungary, 

particularly for the making of unretouched blades, and the 

correspondance of obsidian distribution with that of 

Linear Pottery sites was stated above. Fig. 5.3 (c) 

indicates a rise in obsidian use in the middle Linear Pottery 

BUkk culture, but shows it to be relatively less important 

in the early Linear Pottery (section 4 on the histogram for 

Hungary). In Poland, where obsidian had been known since 

the Middle Aurignacian (at Zwierzynice Hill near Cracow; 

Jaidiewski, 1965) the number of sites using this material 

increased in the middle Linear Pottery culture (section 

4 on the Poland histogram) as expansion of the Býikk culture 

across the Carpathians took with it the use of obsidian 

(Kulczycka and Kozlowski, 1960). 

In the late Neolithic and Copper Age there was a sharp 

decline in the use of obsidian in the ý'SSR and'Hungary 

(Fig. 5.3; b, c), though this decline did not appear to include 

7 
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Rumania (Fig. 5.3, d). In Slovakia, while obsidian had been 

used almost exclusively in the earlier part of the Neolithic, 

in the later Linear Pottery groups, and the Lazn'any and 

Tiszapolgar Cultures, it became rare, as it was almost totally 

replaced by flint from the Wolhyn district (6i'ska, 1968; 1972a; 

1972b). Paralleling this, Neustupny (1961) notes that 

obsidian is found in the Early Lengel of the'6SSR, but. that 

'later its export to the west ceased'. In Bohemia and 

Moravia however, where obsidian was always lessýimportant 

than in eastern Slovakia (see Appendices 5 and 6, and 

Fig. 5.1) Schranil (1928) reported 'rare, ' obsidian, ýin thp, 

Stichband Keramik, but more in the South Moravian painted 

ware culture. A sharp drop in Polish obsidian in the late 

Neolithic in Little Poland, -paralleling the situation'in'. ' 

Slovakia, is reported by §iýka (1972a) and Kozlowski (1969)-; 

while obsidian was used much in the Early Lengyel, it was 

replaced by other materials in the Middle Lengyel Plesz6w 

Group. This decline is not, however, reflected in Fig. 5.3(a) 

(where obsidian use is seen to decline only later, in the 

Copper Age) be, 

periods within 

The reason for 

known, but may 

a breakdown of 

material. 

cause Lengyel finds 

this culture in the 

this late Neolithic 

be due to depletion 

the trading network 

Eire not allotted to specific 

literature sources used. 

decline in obsidian is not 

of the sources, or to, 

which disseminated the 

There was a decline in obsidian use in the Copper"and 

Bronze Ages all over central and eastern Europe, probably 

partly due to the discovery of the alternative, raw materials 

of copper and bronze, but also continuing the earlier, late 

Neolithic, drop in obsidian use discussed above. *The, 
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Copper/Bronze Age decline is most marked in Hungary, and 

Poland (Fig. 5.3 c and a); other areas, Rumania, Slovakia, 

and Yugoslavia, were still obtaining obsidian at these later 

periods, though always in smaller quantities than in the 

Neolithic (Fig. 5.3 b, d, f). 

Fig. 5.3 shows only the m4ýer of sites-With obsid. iarý for 

each period; however, the amount of obsidi. an, or proportion 

in the stone assemblage, found at each of these sites is also 

relevant. This information is summarized in Table 5.1, Which 

shows the number of sites with more than 50% obsidian in the 

stone assemblage, and less than 50%, >for each period and for 

each of five countries. It is based on the site list contained 

in Appendix 5, and includes only sites for which reliable 

information on the amount, or proportion, of obsidian found, 

is available. The USSR, Macedonia and north east Italy do 

not appear in this table as insufficient data are available. 

it may be seen that out of a total of 26 sites with a large 

proportion of obsidian (greater than 50%), 20 fall within the 

Neolithic period, and of these, 11 fall within the Middle 

Neolithic (Sites quoted as 'Middle Linear Pottery', Bakk, 

Tisza, Vinc"a Tordo: 9). This preponderance supports the 

conclusion drawn from Fig. 5.3 that the climax of obsidian 

use was during the middle part of the Neolithic in central 

and eastern Europe. 

Figure 5.4 shows the chronology of sites with obsidian, 

related to their geographical distribution. In the area 

immediately surrounding the Carpathian sources, north-east 

Hungary and south east Slovakia, obsidian is found at all 

periods from the Upper Pa-laeolithic to the Bronze Age (the 
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middle Palaeolithic obsidian at Subaljuk lies to the south 

west; see Appendix 6.1, map of obsidian finds in Hungary). 

Palaeolithic obsidian is found in southern Poland, (pointing 

to trade across the Carpathians at this early period), 

in the Maramures in north west Rumania (where obsidian was 

used much throughout the prehistoric period), at Cuina 

A Turcului Dubova in southern Rumania on the Danube, and at 

Sagvar near Lake Balaton in Hungary. Mesolithic finds of 

obsidian are rare, most of them being in Polaild. However, 

this may reflect a chance distribution of research rather than 

the true obsidian distribution. By the early. Npolithic, 

obsidian is found as far south as the Danube in Yugoslavia, 

in south and east Rumania, and up into Moldavia. No early 

Neolithic sites are marked in Poland, but several sites-, . 

recorded as 'Linear Pottery', period unspecified, may fill this 

gap. The extensive middle Neolithic use of obsidian noted 

above is reflected in the high proportion, of sites of t4is 

period on Fig. 5.4. In the later Neolithic and Copper and 

Bronze Ages geographical grouping of sites may be-seen*. '' 

for example, the Lengyel sites around-P6cs in south-west 

Hungary, a group of late Neolithic sites in the dip of the 

Oltul in Rumania, and a Cotofeni group between the rivers 

-Somesul and Somesul Cald, again in Rumaniaý These may 

indicate small areas of more intensive inter-site trading 

of obsidian at these periods. 

An important point emerging from this distribution is 

that obsidian appeared all over central and eastern Europe 

at a relatively early date, with Palaeolithic and Mesolithic 

finds as far apart as the Vistula and the Danube. 

ý --i 
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If the distribution does originate in the Carpathian 

sources (the nearest available natural obsidian except for sites 

at the edges of the distribution in Macedonia and on the 

Adriatic) then there was no gradual spreading of obsidian 

from early occurrences near the source area in the Zempl6n moun- 

tains, out to later finds at the edges of the distribution-,, ý 

This fact, and the groupings of sites in later periods 

noted above, suggests a more complex pattern of distribution 

than a simple expansion from the sources throug .h time. 

I 
Figure 5.5 shows the amount of obsidian founý at"sites 

during the prehistoric period, and their geographical 

positions. The information included is taken from the, 

site list in Appendix 5, and, like Table 5.1, includes only 

sites with -a reliable estimate of the amount of obsidian 

found. The categories A, B and C mean respectively: 

obsidian very important; obsidian known but not a major part 

of the stone industry; obsidian a rarity. It is clear that 

most of the sites near the Zempl6n source relied on obsidian 

for a large proportion of their stone work, (sites marked A), 

and the extensive use in north west Rumania can be seen. 

It is interesting that the only sites in these two areas 

with lower proportions of obsidian (marked B and C) are either-, -, 

very early (Aurignacian) or late'(late Neolithic to Bronze 

Age). The amount of obsidian, in use-gradually decreases as 

one moves away from the Zemple/n area; this pattern suggests 

that all this area lies within the Carpathian source 

distribution, an assumption which will be tested by analysis 

in the next chapter. Obsidian is still in moderate use 

some 400 km from the Zempl6n, but beyond this falls off 

ti 

a 
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to C grade rarity. TheDanube forms a southern boundary 

beyond which obsidian occurs only rarely. In Yugoslavia, 

the site of Potporanj, near Vrsac, is exceptional in having 

a large proportion of obsidian (marked 'A or BI). On the 

edges of the distribution, Poland, Macedonia and the Adriatic 

coast, all sites have insignificant amounts of obsidian 

regardless of period. It is qlear that the amount of 

obsidian in use at a particular site is dependent on both 

geographical position and period or culture. 

5.? Archaeological obsidian analysed 

293 samples of obsidian from archaeological sites. ýqere 

analysed for trace elements. They ranged in date from the 

ALLrtgnacian to the Bronze Age, and came from sites in 

Hungary, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Poland, Italy, 

Austria and Macedonia. A summary of the samples analysed 

is given in Table 5.2, and the site locations are shown in 

'Fig. 
5.6. Full details of sample loan's and descriptions 

are given in Appendix 2. 
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Table 5.2 

Summary list of archaeological obsidian analysed. 

Hungary 

site Cultural context No. of samples 

Asz6d Lengyel 5 

Babarc Lengyel 3 

Bask6 Early BUkk 6 

Berretty6szent- Herpaly 2 
Marton 

Bodrogkereszt r jEarly Linear Pottery 5 

Boldogk6vgralja ýBukk 1 

Boldogk6varalja j'Neolithic 1 

BorS'od iBiAk 2 

Cs6szhalom iiate Neolithic 1 

Diozgydr-Tapolca lPalaeolithic 1, 

Erd6horvati' Szelek iýBýikk 8 
pej 

Fancsal 
i 
I'Neolithic 1 

Furta-Csato jKor6s 2 

G6nc jLate Neolithic 1 

Lebb Halom ITisza or Lebo 8 

M6htelek Korbs 35 

Mikoh, iza ? 2 

Nagyecsed Late Kor6s ý 3 

Nagyrozvagy Bronze Age 1 

Olaszliszka 
! Linear Pottery? 3 

Erd6hdgy 

Palhaza 

Panyok ? 1 

Pecsvarad- ILengyel 2 
Aranyhegy 

Sarospatak Csdszhalom 3 

Scitoraljaýijhely 
INeolithic 

B; ikk? 3 

Sonkad ! Szatmair 1 

Szeleveny Szakalhat 2 

Szentes Besenyhalo iLate K6r6s or Early Bronze Age ý 1 

Szerencs Copper Age 1 

Szilmeg (=Folyas) Szilmeg 3 

Site scatter below 
Te'rhegy Mt. ? 4 

6 
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Site Cultural context No. oý sýLmples 

Tiszacsege Early Linear Pottery 

Tiszakarad- Neolithic 
Tisacsemerly 

Tiszasziget Early Vinca 
(=6szentivan) 

Site scatter ? 
between Tolcsva 
and Erd6horviti 

Toronya-FurdO' ? 

Villcinyk6vesd Lengyel 

zeng6va'rkony Lengyel 

Rumania 

Balta Sarata Vinca B 

Cluj ? 

Ghirbom Petresti 

Gornea Vin6a A 

Gura Bacuilui 
'Cris 

Rasoltu Mare Vin6a. B 2/C or Tiszapolgar 

Ruginosu Vind'a TordoS 

Sincrai ? 

CSSR 

Bohdanovce Bukk 

Boýitov Early Aurignacian 

Cana Bronze Age 

Cejkov Gravettian 

Cejkov ? 

Cejkov vr. ch Tokaj ? 

Dolni Ve6tonice Gravettian 
Kop6any Bukk 

Kop6any Later Linear Pottery 
Kopdany Raskovce 
Kalna Epi-Magdalenian 
Kaýov 

Kaýov Copper Age 

7 

2 

3 

17 

5 

1 
2 
2 
3. 
1 
1 

3 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
5 
3 
4 
1 
1 
2 

11 
ý5ý vi 
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Site Cultural context 

Nový D6dina Aurignacian 

Pres'ov Linear Pottery 

Piýibice Mesolithic 

Ruskov Bakk 

Sady Late Palaeolithic 

Smol n 'A' Mesolithic 
ICI Smolin Mesolithic 

Sirnik ? 

Somotor Bukk 

Tesetice-Kyjovice Lengyel 

Tibava Aurignacian 

Vel'ka Toron'a ? 

Yugoslavia 

Banjica Vin'ca 

Beljin Ravnica Vin('-Ia Plo6n! k 

Divostin ? 

Gornja Tuzla Copper Age 

Horgos-Kamoras Copper or Bro: 

Klakar Middle Neolit] 

Kovago Bronze Age? 

P6r6s I Bronze Acre? 

Potporanj- 
Kren-enjak 

Selevac 

Veliki Popovid' 

vin&a 

Copper 

Copper 

Middle 

Bronze 

Bronze 

Vin6a 

Age 

or Bronze Age 

Neolithic 

Age? 

Age? 

Tordo's 

Vin6a TordoS' 

Vinda Tordo6 

Vin'ca 

Iýo. of samples 

1 

5 

1 

2 

1 

1 
1 
2 

1 

5 

1 

1 

1 

1 

5 

6 

1 

2 

3 

4 

12 

12 
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Site Cultural context 

North East Italv and the Istrian Peninsula 

Abri de Roccia Neolithic 
di Monrupino - 

Grotta dell'Ansa Copper Age 

Grotta Lonza ? 

Grotta della Neolithic 
Tartaruga 

Grotta Zingari Copper Age 

San Quirino Neolithic? 

Vlasca Jama Danilo 

Istrian Peninsula ? 

Macedonia 

Servia Late Neolithic 

Servia Middle/Late Neolithic 
transition 

Servia Early Bronze Age? 

Austria 

Wetzleinsdorf Early Lengyel 

Poland 

Olszanica Linear Pottery 

196 

No. of samples 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

3 

3 

1 

1 

2 

5 
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Key to Figure 5.6 
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19 
20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

38 

39 

San Quirino 
Vlasca Jama 
Grotta Zingari 
Grotta Tartaruga 
Grotta Lonza 
Abri de Roccia di Monrupio 

Istrian Peninsula 

T69etice Kyjovice 

Ktilna 

Boritov 

Doln ,I Ve9tonice 

Wetzleinsdorf 

PiHbice) exact positions un- 

Smolin ) known; these sites are 

Sady ) known to be in Moravia 

Nova 
'dina De 

Olszanica 

AszOd 

Presov 

Cana 

Bohdanovce 
Fancsal 

Bor! ýod (position after Jansak 
1935) 

Diozgo'r -Tapolca 
Tibava 

Kopc'any 

Cejkov * 

Sirnik * 

Ka! ýov * 

Vellka Torona 

Somotor 

Pýnyok 

G6nc 

MikohAza 
PýLlhaza 
Satoraljaujhely 
pcirospatak 
Site between Tolcsva and 
Erdbhorvati 
Erd'ohorvati 

140 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 
71 

72 

73 
74 

75 

76 

Site scatter below Terhegy 
Mountain 

Boldogkbvaralja 

BaskO' 

Olaszliszka 

Bodrogkeresztur 

Szerencs 

Cs6szhalom 

Szilmeg (=Folyas) 

Tiszacsege 

Szeleve"ny 

Szentes Besenyhalom 

Lebb Halom 

Oszntivan/Tiszasziget 

Horgos Kamoras 

P6rbs 

K6vago 

zeng6varkony 

Pecsvarad - Aranyh6gy 

Babarcs 

Villanyk6vesd 

Klakar 

Gornja Tuzla 

Beljin Ravnica 

Banjica 

Vinca 

Selevac 

Divostin 

Veliki Popovic 

Potporani Kremenjak 

Balta Sarata -approximate positjjý 
only 
Ruginosu 
BerettyOszentmarton - approximat 
position only I 

Furta Csato - approximate positicl: 
only T 

Rasoltu Mare 
Nagye 

% 
s(6d - approximate position. 

'111ýý' 
c 

only 
Me'htelek 

Gura Baciului 
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Key 

77 

78 

79 

80 1 

to Figure 5.6 (continued 1) 

Cluj 

Ghirbom 

Sincrai (= Sincraiu.? see catalogue 
of obsidian fincls, AppendixS3; position 
marked is Sincraiu, from Paunescu 1970 
and Corma 1969) 

'Servia 

Position shown more accurately in Appendix 6.2 
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TRACE ELEMENT COMPOSITION OF GEOLOGICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL 

OBSIDIANS FROM CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE 

6.1 Geological obsidians 

Introduction 

46 samples of geological obsidian and perlite*from. 

Slovakia and Hungary, and one piece of perlite from Rumania,, 

were analysed by N. A. A. The sources are described in 

Chapter 4, and full details of samples are given in Appendix 

1. one sample, from Erdbbýenye in Hungary, was cut into 

three pieces, and each piece analysed separately as a test 

on the small scale homogeneity of the material. 

Samples were powdered using a Fritsch agate ball mill, 

and irradiated for 24 hours. Spectrum analysis was carried 

out following the procedure described in Chapter 2. Geometry 

corrections were not needed since both samples and standards 

were powdered. 

6.1.2 Contamination test on crushing procedure 

A contamination test was carried out using a quartz 

standard provided by the Department of Earth Sciences, 

University of Leeds. One piece of quartz was crushed in the 

agate ball mill under the same conditions as the obsidians, 

irradiated, and analysed. Another piece of quartz was 

irradiated and analysed whole as a control. The results are 

shown in Table 6.1. The uncrushed quartz showed very low 

concentrations of some elements. Additional concentrations 
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in the crushed quartz were negligeable, and therefore no 

corrections were made for contamination in crushing. 

6.1.3 Trace element composition of geological samples 

Table 6.2 summarizes the analyses of geological samples, 

giving means and standard deviations of all the analytical 

groups piesent. These groups, some incorporating samples 

from two or more sources, were defined initially by visual 

assessment of the data. The full analyses of all geological 

samples are given in Appendix 3. 

6.1.4 Discrimination between the Carpathian sourcesand 

archaeologically-used sources in the Mediterranean 

and Near East I 

It is clear from an examination of the figures in 

Appendix 3 and Table 6.2 that several distinct groups are 

present in this data. However, before considering the 

different groups or sources within the Carpathians, it is 

necessary to find out if they can be distinguished as a 

whole from the other major obsidian sources of Europe and 

the Near East. One of the most successful discriminatory 

methods for the Aegean and Anatolia was devised by Aspinall 

et al. (1972), using NAA and plotting a 2-dimensional graph 

using a combination of 8 elements. This study also included 

6 pieces of central European obsidian, successfully 

distinguished analytically from the other samples. By 

adapting this method slightly - adding Co to the elements 

used, and using a log. /linear scale - successful discrimination 

can be extended to the Mediterranean sources and the 

Carpathian obsidians analysed in this thesis. This 

discrimination is shown in Figure 6.1 
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The analyses incorporated in Fig. 6.1 are taken from 

the following sources: 

- Sardinia A, B, C; Pontine Isles, Lipari: Hallam et al. 

1976, (because of large errors in Co determinations for 

Sardinia A, B and C, the mean Co analysis for each 

group was used in calculating Sc ). 

- Acigol; Giali, Antiparos; Melos: Aspinall et al., 

1972, and Mr. A. Aspinall personal comminication, 1976) 

Ciftlik: Aspinall et al., 1972, and Mr. A. Aspinall 

personal communication, 1976; McDaniels, 1976; 

Epstein, 1977. 

- Carpathian obsidian: analyses in tHs thesis; Mr. A. 

Aspinall personal communication, 1976; Miss J. A. Pearson 

personal communication, 1976. 

All groups contain both geological and archaeological 

obsidians. The Carpathian-groups 1,2a and 2b are groups 

of archaeological obsidian which correspond to source groups 

(i), (iii) and (iv) in Table 6.2. They will be defined more 

closely in section 6.2 

Pantelleria is not included in Fig. 6.1, because 

analyses of obsidian from this island would be well above 

the top of the graph, due to the very high REE content, 

which immediately distinguishes this source from the other 

European and Anatolian sources. (Hallam et al., 1976; 

Williams, 1975). 

It may be seen from Fig. 6.1 that there is an overlap 

between Carpathian obsidian and Sardinia group B. Although 
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they are analytically similar, these groups may be 

distinguished on the basis of absolute concentrations of 

several elements. This as shown in Table 6.3. (Sardinian 

analyses from Hallam et al., 1976; Carpathian analyses from 

this thesis Table 6.2). 

Table 6.3 Discrimination between Carpathian and Sardinia 

group B obsidian 

Source group No. of 
samples 
in group 

Fe% Ta Cs 

M 4 0.90 1.15 10.7 
Archaeologically 0.07 ± 0.08 ± 0.48 

-used Carpathian 
(iii) 22 1.21 1.03 10.7 

source groups + 0.05 ± 0.12 0.71 
(Table 6.2) Uv) 3 1.52 1.04 11.1 

± 0.04 ± 0.07 ± 0.81 

So_rdLnI(x groLLP 55 15 1.08 2.5 8.0 
± 0.10 ± 0.4 ± 0.7 

Ta and Cs in ppm 
Fe in % 

6.1.5 Discrimination between sources within the Carpathians 

Eight groups were initially defined as described above 

and shown in Table 6.2. These divisions can be supported 

by two dimensional graph plots of selected elements. 

Fig. 6.2(a) shows all the source groups plotted using 

the same parameters as were used to distinguish them from 

other European and Near Eastern sources (Fig. 6.1). Orasu 

N-ou is not plotted on this, and later graphs)since it is 

perlitic and comes from an area where no glassy obsidian is 
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known. The sources of Tokaj, Telkibanya, and one of the 

Erdo'benye groups, are clearly distinguished, but the 

remainder of the Hungarian and the Slovak sources are 

grouped close together. This is because, while absolute 

values of elements differ between these groups (see Table 

6.2), several of them rise or fall between groups by 

approximately the same factor (e. g. Sc, Fe, Co, Th and 

several REE all rise by approximately 20-30% between groups 

(i) and (iii) on Table 6.2). Therefore by normalizing to 

Sc on Fig. 6.2(a) many of the differences are hidden. It 

is necessary to use some absolute values of elements to 

obtain discrimination between all groups for comparison 

with archaeological samples. 

Figure 6.2(b) shows a more successful grouping, using 

La plotted against Eu. Both Tokajand the "S. E. Slovakia 

perlite periphery" plus Streda nad Bodrogom group. show a 

strong Eu anomaly which separates them from the linear 

distributions occupied by the other source groups. These 

anomalies were seen'in glassy fresh obsidian, and are not 

therefore due to compositional changes taking place with 

crystallization or alteration (see Chapter 3, section 3.3). 

Telkib6nya cannot be separated clearly on this graph, and 

its scattered distribution reflects the mixture of glass, 

perlite and devitrified glass which composed the samples. 

This is not a serious problem since TelkibAnya obsidian is 

not archaeologically useable. 

Figure 6.2(c) takes advantage of the few elements which 

are negatively correlated: Cs and Sc; and Ta and Sc. 

Telkibanya, one Erdo"benye group, and the Csepeg6 ForrAs 
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group are well separated but the Slovakian sources and 

Tokaj are not distinguished from one another. 

Because of the wide spread on the groups shown in 

Fig. 6.2 (a-c) it was decided to use Cluster Analysis to 

define the groupings present. This is described in the 

next section. 

6.1.6 Cluster analysis 

6.1.6.1 Introduction: cluster analysis, aims for this work, 

methods used. 

Cluster analysis refers to methods for dividing varied 

data into groups, the significance of which can be tested 

statistically. It was hoped, by using this method, to 

obtain a tighter grouping of the Carpathian obsidian source 

analyses and thus provide a better basis for comparison with 

archaeological samples. An advantage of cluster analysis is 

that it can make use of any specified number of variables in 

forming groups. 

The clustering program used was the computer package 

CLUSTAN IA, based on Wishart (1969), and adapted for use at 

the University of Bradford by Dr. Atma D. Trasi (1975). The 

programýý-, was run on an ICL 1900 series computer. A set of 

47 objects (source samples) was considered, using 8 variables 

(element determinations) for each object. The elements 

chosen were those which accounted for much of the separation 

of the data described above in Section 6.1.5: - Lai Eu, Sc, 
enlexec-On Iht T(c, ýMn 

Fe, Co, Th, Cs and Hf. Fe was 'as a percentage, the rest 

as ppm. The elements were all given equal weight in the 

cluster analysis. 
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Four methods of hierarchical agglomerative clustering 

were tried, all using a distance coefficient measure and 

standardised data. The methods were: Nearest Neighbour; 

Furthest Neighbour; Group Average; and Ward's Method; (see 

Everitt, 1974). The methods which proved most successful 

in terms of producing tight clusters, and supporting the 

groupings suggested earlier in this chapter were Ward's 

method and Group Average. 

Ward's Method: This method fuses individual objects 

into groups, and then fuses the groups, in a hierarchical 

fashion based on a distance measure between objects/groups, 

to form a "tree". The resulting clusters can be presented 

in the form of a dendrogram, which is a two-dimensional plot 

showing the successive fusions of clusters. Fusion of 
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objects or groups is done in the following manner: at each 

stage of the analysis, the sum of the squared deviations (or 

distance) of each object from the centre of its parent cluster 

is calculated (= error sum of squares, or ESS). Fusion 

of every possible pair of clusters is considered, and the 

two clusters whose fusion results in the least increase in 

the ESS are combined. At the first stage of the analysis 

each cluster consists of one object; at the last stage all 

clusters are combined to form one cluster containing all 

objects. 

Data was standardized for the analysis using the 

formula: - 

ik = (Z ik) 
/ (ak) (6.1) 

where: Xik is the new value for variable k in object i, 

z ik is the old value for variable k in object it 

CY k is the standard deviation of the k th variable. 
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The distance measure between objects/clusters used was 

the Squared Euclidean Distance. The distance between objects 

and j, denoted Dij is given by: - 

pz 

D ij 'y 
(Xik - Xjk) 2 (6.2) 

k=11 

where: Xik is the value of the k th variable for the i th object 

x jk is the value of the k th variable for the j th object 

and the summation is over a series of variables from I to p. 

This distance is used to calculate a matrix of "similarity 

scores" between all objects or clusters, and these scores 

are used to calculate the ESS, as follows: - 

ESS x2x2 (6.3) 
n 

where: xi is the score of the i th object in a series 1 to n. 

(Equations 6.1 to 6.3 after Everitt, 1974). 

Group Average: For this method standardized data and 

the squared Euclidean Distance were again used (see Equations 

6.1., 6.2). The distance between two groups at any stage of 

-the analysis is defined for this method as "the average of 

the distances between all pairs of individuals in the two 

groups" (Everitt, 1974,15). At each stage of-the analysis 

the two most similar groups are fused. Thus, like 'Kard's 

Method, the analysis begins with each group containing only 

one object, and ends with one group containing all objects. 

The results are presented in dendrogram form. 
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Determination of the number of 'meaningful' clusters 

present in a dendrogram is normally done by accepting only 

clusters formed below a sharp change in fusion level 

(Everitt, 1974). Since this involves some degree of 
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subjective judgement cluster analysis is best used to support 

or test existing hypotheses of data separation, rather than 

generate new ones. In the case of the Carpathian obsidian, 

data groups had already been suggested (section 6.1.5). 

6.1.6.2 Results and discussion 

Figure 6.3(a) is a dendrogram of geological source 

samples produced by Ward's method. Fusions at or below a 

distance coefficient of 3.2 (marked with a dotted line) are 

regarded as significant: this allows each object to be 

grouped in its own source, and is the last fusion before a 

sharp rise in level of fusion. The groups formed at this 

stage are: - 

1. Tokaj (a = lower section, b= upper section) 

2.3 ErdO'bbnye. samples (run no's 615/7,8,9) 

3. Csepeg6 Forrds, Tolcsva sources, Olaszliszka, 
2 Erdbbbnye Samples (run no's 615/6,10) 

4. Telkibanya 

5. "S. E. Slovakia perlite periphery" and Streda nad 
Bodrogom 

6. Sz6ll6ske and Malh Toronla 

Orasu Ndu 

This clustering shows excellent support for the grouping of 

sources suggested in 6.1.5. Orasu Nou is analytically 

similar to the Sz6llbske group and is clustered with it; 

fortunately the perlitic character of the Orasu Wou sample 

46 
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obviates the possibility of confusion between the two in 

archaeological samples. 

Figure 6.3(b) is a dendrogram, of source samples using 

the Group Average method. The last fusion allowable is 

taken at 0.7 on the distance scale, at which point,, 7 out of 

8 of the, Tokaj samples are fused together, and before the 

final Tokaj sample is mis-assigned to another group. At 

this level the following groups are formed: - 

1 Tokaj 

2. Erd6b6nye (615/7,8,9) 

3. CsepegO Forrhs, Tolcsva, Olaszliszka, ErdbVenye 
(615/6,10) 

4. Telkibdnya 

5. IIS. E. Slovakia perlite periphery" and Streda nad 
Bodrogom 

6. Szbllbske and MalA Torofia 

Orasu N(Su 

However, Telkibanya is divided into two sub-groups, and one 

Tokaj sample is not, assigned at this level; it is mis- 

assigned at a later stage to the Sz6ll6ske group. Group 

Average* therefore also shows good support of-the source 

groups discussed above, but is slightly less successful than 
II 

Ward's Method. 

It will be seen in section 6.2 that only three of the 

source groups appear in the archaeological samples ahalysed. 

These three were therefore run separately on the cluster 

analysis program. Very good grouping was obtained using 

both Ward's Method and Group Average# Dendrograms are shown 

in Fig. -6.4 (a and b) where the groups are numbered as: - 
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1. Erdbb6nye (615/7,8,9) 

2. Csepegb Forrhs, Tolcsva, Olaszliszka, Erd6b6nye 
(615/6,10) 

3. Sz6llbske and Mala Toroh'a 

6.1.7 General comment on geological source groups 

It is clear from both the graph plots and cluster 

analysis shown above that 6 major source groups can be 

distinguished. In addition, Tokaj may be divided into two, 

and Orasu Nou, though analytically similar to Sz - 61lbske and 

MalA Torolfia, may be separated from the rest of the sources 

on the basis of its appearance and origin. This gives the 

total of 8 groups shown in Table 6.2. 

Several of the groups contain more than one source. 

Szbll: bske and MalA Torona group together; I'S. E. Slovakia 

perlite periphery" and Stredagroup together; and in Hungary 

Csepeg6 Forras, the three Tolcsva sources, Olaszliszka, and 

two samples from Erd6benye form one large group. Each group 

contains only sources very close together geographically. 

Two of the sources, Erd6b6nye and Tokaj, each contain 

two analytical types of obsidian. Erd6Venye is divided 

clearly into two groups on the basis of all methods of 

discriminations used. Tokaj is divided into two groups by 

graph plots (Figs. 6.2(a) and (b)) but the division is less 

clear than at Erd6benye and is not supported by cluster 

analysis. 

An interesting feature of the discrimination between 

Hungarian sources and Slovakian sources is that it is 

supported by a difference in the colour and transparency of 
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the obsidian (see Chapter 4). All the Slovak sources produce 

semi-transparent obsidian, either grey or brownish, while 

the Hungarian sources have black opaque obsidian. There is 

one exception to this amongst the geological obsidian 

analysed: one piece from Tolcsva in Hungary (Run No. 614/6) 

is semi-transparent. 

Lastly it should be noted that the analytical distinctions 

between sources in the Carpathians are not as great as those 

between sources further apart geographically, for example 

between the sources of the Mediterranean or those of the 

Near East (Hallam et al., 1976; Wright, 1969; McDaniels, 

1976; Epstein, 1977). Though the Carpathian sources do not 

show an analytical homogeneity such as is seen for example 

on Lipari Island (Chapter 3), they were all formed as part 

of the same geological event (Miocene volcanism). Analytical 

differences of only 20-30% between most groups (Table 6.2), 

and positive correlation of many elements (suggesting close 

petrogenetic relationships between some sources; see section 

6.1.10 below) make spurce discrimination more difficult for 

this area. 

6.1.8 Trace element homogeneity of a single obsidian sample 

and a single source 

A_single sample 

One sample from Erdob6nye was broken into three pieces 

and each piece analysed separately (run no's 615/10-ý-12). 

The %a on these sub-samples, and the overall spread are 

within or near the limits of precision for the analysis 

(Table 2.10), except for Eu; for this, the spread is over 

20%, and the precision 11% . 
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This larger spread may be due either to the relatively 

low concentrations of Eu in the sample, or partially to 

variation in the degree of crystallinity or devitrification 

of the sub-samples. These results suggest that a single 

hand sample is homogeneous, within the limits of our 

precision, for all elements analysed in this work, except 

for a possible small variation in Eu. 

A single source 

The geological source groups defined above show a high 

degree of internal homogeneity. The standard deviation for 

each group is shown in Table 6.2, and the % standard deviation 

in Appendix 3. Several elements including Na, La, Eu, Fe, 

Sc and Cs have a %a on the major source groups which is with- 

in the analytical limits of precision. The problems which 

arise in demonstrating clear discrimination between the ' 

Carpathian groupsýparticularly in the assignment of 

archaeological artefacts (section 6.2), and which necessitate 

the use of computer techniques for this, arise from the 

relatively small absolute differences between the groups as 

noted above, which are due to the geographical proximity of 

the sources and their geological relationships (see section 

6.1-10). 

The homogeneity of the Carpathian source groups compares 

well with that of the major Mediterranean and Near Eastern 

sources; this may be seen on Fig. 6.1 where the analytical " 

spread on all these sources may be compared. 

6.1.9 Major element and normative analyses of Carpathian 

obsidians 

Major element analyses for 7 samples from Carpathian 
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obsidian sources are shown in Table 6.4. These were 

determined by standard X-ray fluorescence procedures at the 

I 
Department of Geology, University'of Edinburgh, by Dr. J. 

- Dixon. A part of each sample had been previously analysed 

by NAA at Bradford. Fe as determined by NAA is shown in 

Table 6.4 for comparison. 

Normative analyses (calculated hypothetical mineral 

compositionst see Kelsey, 1965) were calculated from major 

elements using standard procedures, and assuming that Fe 2+ 

3+ Fe equals 3: 1. These are given in Tables 6.5. 

All the samples are very similar in composition and 

normative analysis. All are rhyolitic with 

I si 02= 74-77%, Na 20=3.3-3.7% and K20=4.2-5.3% 

and all are peraluminous. These data are consistent with 

the occurrence of these obsidians within the calc-alkaline 

Tertiary volcanic island arc of the Carpathians (Peccerillo 

and Taylort 1976; Kone6ny et al., 1969). 

Neither the chemical nor normative analyses allow the 

clear discrimination of Carpathian source groups shown by 

the trace element analyses. Samples no. 1 and 2 from 

Sz6llbske and S. E. Slovakia show the greatest similarity 

(though they are very different in trace element concentrations, 

see Table 6.2), and sample no. 7 from Tokaj is the most 

distinctive# having lowest Na 2 0, Mg 0, Ca 0 and highest 

K2 0. Fe values from XRF allow discrimination of the Slovak 

sources from the Hungarian, and between the two Erdobenye 

groups. The Fe results from XRF analysis are consistently 

lower than those obtained by NAA. It is clear that, as 

suggested above in Chapter 3, major element concentration 
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TABLE 6.4 

Major element composition of Carpathian obsidians 

from: Dr. J. E. Dixon, 
Dept. of Geology, 
University of Edinburgh. 

Results in percentages 

Edinburgh. 
Sample No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Bradford 
Run No. 611/1 611/6 612/1 612/11 615/6 615/7 612/7 

sio 2 76.81 75.27 75.25 75.16 74.69 73.73 76.40 

T102 0.07 0.01 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.16 0.08 

Al 203 12.99 14.33 13.57 13.61 13.66 14.05 12.89 

Mn 0 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.03 

Mg 0 0.13 0.12 0,17 0.15 0.15 0.24 0.09 

Ca 0 0.94 1.27 0.96 0.90 0.96 1.15 0.64 

Na 20 3.49 3.50 3.69 3.73 3.73 3.71 3.32 

K20 4.37 4.24 4.67 4.71 4.71 4.84- 5.26 

P205 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.01 

Fe 203 1.10 1.10 1.45 1.46 1.49 1.80 1.16 

Fe 203 
by NAA (1.32) (1.30) (1.73) (1.76) (1.77) (2.15) (1.47) 

L. O. I. 0.67 0.96 0.69 0.39 0.40 0.68- Zero 

TOTAL 99.98 99.96 99.96 99.88 99.54 99.79 
1 

99.188 

1. Szooll6ske 
2. "S. E. Slovakia perlite periphery'" 

3. Csepeg6 Forrhs 

4. Tolcsva Patk6 Hill 

5. Erd6bdnye (low Co, Fe and Sc group) 

6. Erdbb6nye (high Co, Fe and Sc group) 

7. Tokaj 

Loss on Ignition 

All results based on sample after ignition at 1100 0 C. The 
two Erdbbenye samples represent the two types of obsidian 
found at this source; see Table 6.2 (groups iii and iv). 
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show much less variation between sources than the trace 

elements. 

6.1.10 The geochemical relationship between the Carpathian 

source groups 

In this section the relationship between the Carpathian 

obsidian sources is discussed, and the question of whether 

or not they originated in a common magma source considered. 

The major element and normative analysis (6.1.9) show a 

high degree of similarity between the 7 samples analysed, 

and these data cannot therefore be used to discriminate be- 

tween origins of magmas. It is necessary therefore to 

return to the trace element compositions (Table 6.2 and full 

analyses in Appendix 3). Of these, the REE determined - La, 

Ce, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb and Lu - are the most useful since. they 

form a coherent chemical group, within which changes in 

overall abundance and pattern can be used to infer the 

chemical and petrogenetic process which occurred during the 

formation and crystallization of the magma. 

For geological interpretation REE analyses are commonly 

divided by abundances in chondrite meteorites, and plotted 

against atomic number in a chondrite-normalized plot (e. g.. - 

Haskin et al., 1966). Figures 6.5 a to g, show chondrite- 

normalized plots of REE for representative samples from 

each of the Carpathian source groups. Of these, Sz6ll6ske, 

Csepeg6 Forrdst Erd6bbnye and TelkibAnya (a, c, d and g) have 

similar patterns suggesting similar processes involved in 

the origin of these rocks, while Tokaj (e and f) is 

distinguished by large negative Eu anomaliesand'S.. E. Slovakia 

perlite periphery" (b) by lower REE abundances and relative 

depletion of the heavy REE. 
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Eu anomalies, enrichment or depletion of Eu relative 

to neighbouring chondrite-normalized REE abundances, are 

considered to be an important indication of, petrogenetic 

processes (Haskin et al., 1966) and are commonly expressed 

as Eu/Eu* where Eu* is the chondrite-normalized Eu 

concentration determined by interpolation between Sm and 

Gd. Since Gd was not determined in our analyses, Eu 

anomalies are measured as Sm/Eu, and plotted against Sm 

(Fig. 6.6a). The samples-considered here are all of similar 

glassy structure except for Telkibanya which is perlitic; 

with the exception of this source, therefore, Eu'values 

represent true magmatic concentration, unaffected by large 

variations in degree of crystallization. 

Figure 6.6a supports the suggestion above that the 

I'S. E. Slovakia perlite periphery"/Streda nad BodrQgom group, 

and Tokaj were formed by different mechanisms from the 

other Carpathian sources. Obsidians from Szo'116ske, MalA 

Toron'a, Csepeg6 ForrA, Tolcsva, Olaszliszka and Erdbb6nye 

and also Telkibahya, lie along one line and form one group, 

though the range of values for Sm and Eu suggest some 

gradual depletion of Eu (increase in Sm/Eu ratio) in the 

magma between the eruption of these sourceý. 

The major mineral which has Eu/Eu* exceeding 1, i. e. 

a positive Eu anomaly, is feldspar; therefore magmatic 

crystallization and removal of plagioclase from the parent 

magma might be responsible for the gradual depletion of Eu 

(positive correlation of Sm/Eu with Sm) seen on Fig. 6.6a. 

Three samples ftom Sz6llbske and one from MalA Toroha lie 

-a little apart from the main group on Fig. 6.6a;. a further 

Sz6lroske sample, marked 611/1, lies nearer the main group. 
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due to a slightly higher Sm concentration. It is suggested 

that the Sz6lloske and Malh Toron'a obsidian, though erupted 

from the same parent magma as the Csepego Forras group, 

Erdobenye, and possibly Telkibanya, was formed at an earlier 

time, before the removal of much feldspar from the magma. 

The position of Telkibanya is more uncertain, since its 

perlitic nature may affect Eu values (see Chapter 3). 

The "S. E. Slovakia" group may possibly have come from 

the same parent magma, erupted at an even earlier stage, 

before any Eu depletion took place; however, this would 

require the removal of very large amounts of plagioclase to, 

arrive at the composition necessary to form the Sz6ll6ske/ 

Malci Toron"a/Csepegd Forrcis/Erd6b6nye/Telkibanya group. In 

view of this, and the distinction of the "S. E. Slovakia" 

group on Chondrite-normalized plots (Fig. 6.5b) and in both 

light (Ce) and heavy (Yb) REE abundances (Figs. 6.6 b and 

c), it is suggested that the "S. E. Slovakia perlite 

periphery" plus Streda nad Bodrogom obsidian was erupted 

from a different parent magma. 

Tokaj also must be postulated to originate from an 

independent magma source, since its origin in the same 

magma as the Sz6ll'6ske, Malh ToroAa, Csepegd Forr9s group 

would require the removal of enormous amounts of Plagioclase 

(>50%) to reach the Eu anomalies (i. e. high Sm/Eu) seen in 

the Tokaj group (Fig. 6-6a). In addition, the removal of 

plagioclase would lead to relative enrichment in the other 

REE, for example 
I 

Sm. However, Sm concentrations in Tokaj 

are similar to the other Carpathian sources. Therefore it 

is suggested that the Tokaj obsidian magma derivea from a 

separate source. 
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There is some correspondance between the geochemical 

groupings derived above, and the geographical locations of 

the sources (Fig. 4.3). Erd6b6nye, Csepeg6 ForrAs, Tolcsva 

and Olaszliszka all lie very close together in the Hungarian 

Zemplen, and may represent remnants of the same_lava flow 

or pyroclastic deposit. SzOllbske and Malh Torona, considered 

to be closely related to the Hungarian group, lie a few 

kilometres to the north. Tokaj, erupted from a separate 

magma, is the southernmost'of the sources, situated on 

the side of the relatively isolated Tokaj Hill. Streda nad 

Bodrogom, however, though deriving from a third magma (the 

same as the "S. E. Slovakia perlite periphery" source whose 

exact location is unknown) nevertheless lies close to SzO*110ske 

and Mala Toronva. 

In conclusion therefore, three geochemical groups, of 

sources may be distinguished in the Carpathian Zempldn area; 

the variation within these groups may be accounted for by ý, 

crystallization and removal of -Dhenocryst minerals (including 

plagioclase), but such a process would not easily explain 

the differences between the three groups. This suggests 

the existence of three different sources of magma from 

which the obsidians were erupted. 

6.2 Archaeological obsidians and their relationship with 
the geological sources 

6.2.1 Introduction 

293 samples of archaeological obsidian, from 87 

different sitesl. were irradiated for either 8 or 24 houýs, 

depending on sample size, and analysed following the 

procedure described in Chapter 2. Flux and geometry 
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corrections were applied. Samples were normally irradiated 

whole, though in a few cases a smaller piece was broken off 

for analysis. The samples are described in Appendix 2, and 

full analytical results given in Appendix 4. Means and 

standard deviations of each analytical group within the 

archaeological samples are given in Table 6.6. 

6.2.2 Relating of archaeological samples to sources 

Lipari and Melos 

9 samples (Appendix 4, pp. 12-13) were assigned to 

Lipari on the basis of direct comparison of our analyses 

with the data in Hallam et al., (1976). 2 samples were 

assigned to the Melos Adhamas source, and 3 to Melos 

Demeneghaki by calculation of the formulae 

1 (Cs + Ta + Rb + La + Th + Ce), 
100 10 

and 
Ee- 

, for each sample, and comparison with data in Sc 

Aspinall et al. (1972). 

Carpathian groups 

3 groups within the archaeological samples were defined 

initially on the basis of visual assessmený of the data; 

these were called groups Carpathian 1, Carpathian 2a, and 

Carpathian 2b. A comparison of the means and standard 

deviations of these groups with the geological source groups 

(table 6.6), clearly suggests the use of certain sources in 

prehistoric times. 

These are: 

Szbll6ske, MalA Torofia. (ý-' Carpathian 1). 

Csepeg6 Forrds, Olaszliszka, 

Tolcsva sources, and 2 

Erd6benye samples. Carpathian 2a). 
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:" : 236 

The other Carpathian sources are not seen in the 

archaeological record. These include: "S. E. Slovakia 

perlite periphery", Streda nad Bodrogom, Telkibanya and 

Tokaj. It was noted above (section 6.1.7) that in general 

Slovakian obsidian is semi -transparent, and Hungarian opaque. 

This correspondance is reflected in the archaeological 

samples: Carpathian 1 samples are generally semi-transparentlf_ 

Carpathian 2a and 2b, opaque. Only three exceptions to 

this rule were found during the analysis. 

Several methods of data assessment were used to 

support the groups suggested above. The parameters used 

to obtain overall discrimination between the Carpathians and 

other European and Near Eastern sources (Figs. 6.1 and 6.2a) 

were shown above to be inadequate for discrimination of 

groups within the Carpathians, and even more overlap between 

groups is produced by incorporating the analytical spread 

on a large number of archaeological analyses. A graph using 

La and Eu was more successful with geological groupings 

(Fig. 6.2 b) and is shown for archaeologiccýl and geological 

samples in Figure 6.7a. Source samples are marked with IIS11. 

Carpathian 1 and 2a are largely separated, but there is a 

small area, not of overlap but of transition between the 

two groups, in which discrimination is uncertain. Carpathian 

2b lies close to 2a, but this distinction may readily be 

seen by examining Sc, Co and Fe figures which clea rly 

distinguish the two groups (Table 6.6). The "S. E. Slovakia 

perlite periphery" groupTelkibanya and Tokaj are not 

plotted ) as the first is very distinctive on REE concentrations 

(Table 6.2) and the latter two are not workable. The lack 
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of clear separation between Carpathian 1 and 2a is due to 

the large spread on each group, and to the approximately 

linear increase in both elements both within and between 

groups. The positive correlation between many elements 

noted above (section 6.1-5) means that a similar-or greater 

overlap is obtained using most other elements determined7 

including the REE. Figure 6.7b uses the negatively 

correlated Cs and Sc, and Ta and Sc, to give good separation- 

between Carpathain 2a and 2b, but still showing a small area 

of ambiguity between Carpathian 1 and 2a. 

Cluster analysis of archaeological samples 

Archaeological samples were clustered with all the 

geological samplest using Ward's Method and Group Average 

(see section 6.1.6). Figure 6.8e shows the analysis using 

Ward's Method. This was only partially successful in 

supporting the groupings suggested earlier in this section. 

in order to leave the source samples in their separate 

groups, the last fusion level permissible is at +2 on the 

Ess scale. At this level then, at the far right of the 

dendrogram, archaeological samples of group Carpathian 2a 

are clustered with the Csepego Forrýs source group, as 

suggested above. Moving left, Tokaj is clustered together 

with no archaeological assignments. Further left, 

archaeological 2b samples are clustered with 3 Erd6býnye 

samples again as suggested above. Telkibanya is clustered 

together, with no archaeological assignments. To the left 

of this, "S. E. Slovakia perlite periphery" and Streda are 

grouped together, with no archaeological-samples. UP to 

this point the method has worked well and supported our 

groups. However, the problem lies with the allocation of 
f-*Fias. 6.8a and b are in the wallet at the back of this thesis. ] 
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samples from Carpathian 1. At the last. permissible fusj-on 

level, Carpathian 1 is still split into 8 sub-groups, which 

are not fused together until a much later stage; further, 

some of the sub-groups are fused to Telkibanya, or to "S. E. 

Slovakia perlite periphery" before they are joined to each 

other. This cannot be accepted in view of the chemical and 

visual distinctions of these sources noted above. Source 

obsidians from Sz6ll6ske and Malaý Torona are in two 

different sub-groups of Carpathian 1, not fused together 

until level 10 approximately. This may suggest the 

possibility of discrimination between, these two sources, 

though further sampling would be necessary for this. The 

reason for the failure of Ward's Method to successfully 

cluster Carpathian I may be related to the large weighting 

of number of samples in this one group. 

Group Average on the other hand, was completely 

successful in allocating archaeological samples to the 

source groups as suggested in Table 6.6. The dendrogram of 

this analysis is shown in Figure 6.8b. * The last permissible 

fusion level, to retain source groupings., is at +1 on the 

ESS scale. The groups clustered at or below this-level are 

from right to left of the diagram: 

Carpathian 2a plus the Csepeg6 Forrgs/Olaszliszka/ 

Tolcsva/Erd6b&nye sources. 

Tokaj 

Carpathian 2b plus-three Erd6b6nye samples. 

Telkibanya 

"S. E. Slovakia perlite periphery" and Streda nad 
Bodrogom. 

Carpathian 1 plus Sz6llbske and Malh Torona. 

See wallet at back of this thesis] 
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Several samples are not assigned to any source groups at ', 

this stage: 

591/2 - from Bor"itov 

591/17 - from Szentes Besenyhalom 

587/2 - from Zengbv&rkony 

497/3 - from Wetzleinsdorf 

All these samples have more or less anomalous compositions 

(see Appendix 4). 

The only problem with the Group Average method is that 

the fusion levels all appear very close together, and no 

enlargement of the diagram can be achieved when-over 300 

samples are to be analysed together. 

6.2.3 Anomalous sample analyses 

(i) Samples tentatively assigned to Carpathian groups. 

Six samples had slightly anomalous concentrations of some 

elements, but could be assigned to one of the Carpathian 

Groups on the basis of graph plots and cluster analysis. 

These samples are listed separately in Appendix 4. Three 

of them, no's 587/2,631/7 and 390/3, from, Zengbvhrkony, 

Tiszacsege and Erdbh6rvati respectively, are regarded as 

very uncertain assignments, since all have anomalously high 

Co values. 

(ii) Samples not assigned to any source group. 

9 samples could not be assigned to any known source groups; 

they are listed at the end of Appendix 4. Their compositions 

were compared with those of the major European and Near 

-Eastern obsidian sources (using the data sources indicated 

on Fig. 6.1 of this thesis) and with tektites (see section 
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4.3.5). They were also compared with 5 new analyses of 

Armenian obsidian which were determined using the procedure 

described in Chapter 2 and are given below in Table 6.7. 

No correspondance was found with any of these sources. 

Comments on these 9 samples are given below: , 

No. 591/2 Boýitov, Moravia 

This sample appears as a slightly hydrated black 

obsidian; however, its l6w Na concentration (0.5%) suggests 

it is not rhyolitic obsidian. 

No. 591/17 Szentes Besenyhalom, Hungary 

This piece is perlitic, friable and not suitable for 

working. Its composition is not consistent with total 

hydration of any of the Carpathian sources. 

Nos. 487/1,4__: 488/1-2 Potporanj, Yugoslavia 

These four samples, of unusual colours (yellow, green, 

blue) and very variable compositions, are probably artificial 

glass. This is suggested by lack of chemical coherence in 

the compositions and by microscopic examination of the 

samples (Dr. G. Diamond, pers. comm. 1575). 

Nos. 548/4-6 Istrian peninsula Yugoslavia 

These three samples came from a 19th century collection 

of artefacts from Istria; they appear to be archaeological, 

and one is a blade. Though they do not correspond 

analytically to any source, they are very similar to two 

samples from the north Italian sites of Bellori and Misano 

(Williams, 1975 and unpublished). The Istrian pieces and 

the Misano sample are all yellow/brown in colour'l with many 

vesicles. A comparison of the analyses is shown in Table 
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6.8 below. 

The obsidian sources of the western USSR, as yet 

uncharacterized, may provide the source for some of these 

unprovenanced samples. 

6.2.4 Earlier analyses of central and eastern European 

obsidians related to this work. 

1. Rasson et al., 1977 

This group analysed 13 archaeological samples for 6 

elements, by XRF and OES, using Stepwise Discriminant Analysis 

to assign these samples to the Mediterranean and Near Eastern 

source groups defined by Cann and Renfrew (1964). They 

concluded that 12 samples were from Sardinia , and 1 from a 

Hungarian source. Their absolute data does not allow any 

immediate by-eye grouping and their paper does not indicate 

which of the analyses was assigned to Hungary. It is felt 

therefore that further evidence is required before accepting 

such a radical change in the distribution of the Mediterranean 

obsidian sources (cf. Hallam et al., 1976). This is 

strongly supported by our analysis of almost 300 archaeological 

samples which do not include any Sardinian material. 

2. Aspinall et al., 1972 

4 pieces of obsidian from archaeological sites in 

Hungary and Rumania, and 2 pieces from Vinc"a in Yugoslavia, 

were analysed by NAA. A comparison of Fig. I in Aspinall 

et al. (1972) with Fig. 6.1 of this thesis suggests that. all 

6 samples belong to our group Carpathian 1. 

i 
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3. Cann and Renfrew, 1964; Renfrew et al.,, 1965; '1966. 

3 source samples and 12 archaeological samples were 

analysed by OES. 5 of these pieces were analysed by 

Aspinall et al. (1972) (see No. 2 above). All 15 samples 

were allotted to Renfrew's Group l(a). It was considered 

as useful to compare these analyses with our own, to see if 

Group 1(a) included all or any of our groups (Carpathian 1, 

2a and 2b). This was particularly important with regard 

to the three source pieces analysed from Tolcsva and Mhd in 

Hungary, which on the basis of our work should belong to 

Carpathian 2a (Tolcsva) or possibly 2b (Mad). 

Comparison of analyses, particularly absolute values 

from different methods and different laboratories,, presents 

great problems, especially when it is not possible to scale 

both sets to an international reference standard. To make 

the comparison more valid, 5 samples analysed both by OES, 

(Renfrew et al., 1966) and NAA (S. E. Warren, Bradford 

University, pers. comm., 1977) were compared, and scaling 

factors for elements determined by both methods were obtained 

(Table 6.9); then could be used to scale, up or down any OES 

analyses, for direct comparison with NAA. Values of Ba 

differed between the two methods by an order of magnitude 

(though Ba values in this thesis show a discrepancy of only 

-18% when compared with international standard analyses 

(Table 2.12)). The scaling factor obtained was therefore 

unrealistically high, and Ba values could not be used in 

the comparison. Comparison of Fe values was good (wi. th a 

scaling factor'of 1) and reasonable for Rb and La (scaling 

. factors of 1.4 and 0.5). 
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Comparison of Carpathian analyses by OES, and the 

mean values of our Carpathian groups is shown in Table 6.10. 

Allocation of samples to Carpathian groups had to be based 

mainly on 2 elements,, Fe and La., and are therefore subject to 

some uncertainty. 2 source samples, Mad and Tolcsva are 

assigned to our group 2a; this fits in with our characterization 

of the Hungarian sources. The remaining Tolcsva piece (No. 

19, described as "red") could not be assigned. Of the 

archaeological pieces, all except 1 are assigned to Carpathian 

1 (that is, Slovakian sources Sz6llbske and MalA Toro'na) . 

The exception, a group 2a piece from Derekegyhaza, is more 

opaque than the others, supporting this assignment. None 

of the samples in Table 6.10 appear to come from known sources 

other than Carpathian 1,2a or 2b. 

4. J. B. Griffin in Milisauskas, 1976a, 

Milisauskas compared the Na and Mn concentrations (by 

NAA) in 6 samples of obsidian from Olszanica in Poland, and 

in 1sample from the Tokaj area of Hungary. He concluded 

that the Olszanica obsidian originated in the Tokaj area. 

This is contrary to our findings, which s. how that 5 pieces 

of Olszanica obsidian belong to group Carpathian 1, and 

therefore came from Slovakia. Our analyses have shown that 

Na is not sufficiently characteristic to discriminate 

between the CariDathian sources. 
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CHAPTER 

THE GEOLOGICAL PROVENANCE OF OBSIDIAN IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN 

EUROPE, AND ITS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE 

7.1 Provenance of samples, and sources used 

Figure 7.1 shows the distribution in Central and 

Eastern Europe of obsidian from six source groups. This is 

based on the analytical data presented in Chapter 6, and 

Melos and ýiftlik analyses from Aspinall et al. (1972). 

Table 7.1 lists the number of samples from each source- 

group found at each site. Most of the obsidian used in 

Central and Eastern Europe belongs to group Carpathian 1, 

that is, two sources in south-eastern Slovakia. A small 

minority of samples belong to Carpathian 2a and 2b, that 

is, sources in north-eastern Hungary. At the edges of the 

Carpathian distribution, obsidian from other sources - 

Lipari, Melos, ýiftlik - is found. 

Which of the Carpathian sources, then, were the 

collecting points for prehistoric man? Carpathian 1 

includes the sources of Sz6llbske and Mala Toron'a. of. 

these, Sz6ll6ske is the best documented as a geological 

source, and the material is described asin -situ (S'alcit, 

and OndAkova, 1964). Sz6llbske, therefore, may have 

provided the great majority of the obsidian collected in 

the Carpathians. Carpathian 2a obsidian could come from 

scatters at Csepeg6 Forras, Tolcsva, Olaszliszka or 

Erd6b6nye, while 2b has been found only at Erd6benye among 

the sources. There is no evidence for large masses of 

I 

I 
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Key to Figure 7.1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 
32 
33 

34 
35 
36 

37 

38 

San Quirino 
Vlasca Jama 
Grotta Zingari 
Grotta Tartaruga 
Grotta Lonza 
Abri de Roccia di Monrupino 

Istrian Peninsula 

T6setice Kyjovice 

Kýlna 

BorLtov 

Dolni Vestonice 

Wetzleinsdorf 

Pýribice) exact positions uri-- 

Smoli n known; these sites are 

Sady known to be in Moravia 

Nova 
De'dina 

Olszanica 

AszOd 

Presov 

Cana 

Bohdanovce 

Fancsal 

Borgod (position after Tansýak 
1935) 

DiozgO"r Tapolca 

Tibava 

Kopc'any 

Cejkov 

Sirnik 

Kasov 

Vellka Toron4a* 

Somotor 

P6nyok 

G6nc 

Mikohaza 

Palhaza 

Satoraljaujhely 

Sýrospatak 

Site between Tolcsva and 
Erd6horvhti 

391 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 
49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 
62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

253 

Erdo'horvati 

Site scatter below T4rhegy 
Mountain 

Boldogko'varalja 

BaskO" 

Olaszliszka 

Bodrogkeresztur 

Szerencs 

Csýszhalom. 

Szilmeg (=Folyas) 

Tiszacsege 

Szeleve'ny 

Szentes Besenyhalom 

Lebo Halom 
6szntivan/Tiszasziget 

Horgos Kamoras 

P, O, r6s 
Kovago 

Zeng6varkony 

Pecsvarad - Aranyhegy., 

Babarcs 

Villanykovesd 

Klakar 

Gornja Tuzla 

Beljin Ravnica 

Banjica 

Vinca 
Selevac 

Divostin 

Veliki Popovic 

-Potporanj Kremenjak 

Balta Sarata - approximate 
position only 
Ruginosu 

Berettyoszentmarton - approx. 
position only I 
Furta Csato - apppoximate 
position only 
Rasol: ýu Mare 

I- Nagyecse - approximate 
msition only 

I 
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Key to Figure 7.1 (continued 1) 

75 Mehtelek 

76 Gura Baciului 

77 Cluj 

78 Ghirbom 

79 Sincrai (= Sincraiu? see catalogue 
of obsidian finds., Appendix55; position 
nurked is Sincraiu, frcm Paunescu 1970 
and Ocnisa 1969) 

80 Sitagroi (analysis- Aspinall et al. 
1972) 

81 Nea Nikomedeia 
(analysis Aspinall et al-1972) 

82 Servia 

*Position shown more accurately in Appendix 6.2 
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TABLE 7.1 

Geological provenance of obsidian samples analysed 

Hungary 

Site Cultural context No. of samples in group: 
Carp. 1 Carp. 2a Carp. 2b Other 

Asz6d Iengyel 5 

Babarc Iýengyel 3 

Bask6 Early B6]& 5 1 

BerrettydszentroArton Herpaly 2 

Bodrogkereszttfr Early Linear 
Pottery 5 

BoldogkbvAralja BbJ& 1 

Boldogw6vAralja Neolithic. 1 

Bor-,;, od Bdkk 2 

csd! 3zhalcm Late Neolithic 1 

Diozgydr-Tapoica Palaeolithic 1 

Et: cbhorvAti Szelek Carp. 
Fej 6: )J& 7 2a:! -1 

Fancsal Neolithic 1 

Furta-Csato K6r6s 2 

a5hc late Neolithic 1 

jab6 Halom Tisza or Ieb6 6 1 1 

ýýhtelek K6rbs 34 Carp. 
1: -1? 

mik6hAza ? 2 

Nagyecs6d Late Ibrbs 3 

Nagyrozvagy Bronze Age 1 

-1 
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I 

TABLE 7.1 (continued 1) 
C 

Site Cultural Context_lNo. of samples in group: 
Carp. 11 Carp. 2aj Carp. 2bj Other 

Olaszliszka Erd6h6gy 

P. ýlýza 

Panyok 

P6csvarad-Aranyhegy 

Scirospatak 

Scitoraljaujhely 

Son]cM 

Szelev6ny 

Szentes Besenyhalom 

Szerencs 

Szilmeg (=Fblyas) 

Site scatter below 
Tdrhegy Mt. 

Tiszacsege 

Tiszakarad - 
Tiszacsemerly 

Tiszasziget 
6szentivAn) 

Site scatter between 
ho Tolcsva and Erd6 rve 

Toronya - Furd6 

Villciny)6vesd 

Zeng6vaýkony 

Linear Pottery? 2 

?1 

?1 

I-engyel 2 

Csbszhalom 3 

Neolithic. B5kk? 2 Carp. 
1: -l? 

Szatmair I 

Szakalhat 11 

La6 K6rb s or Early 
Bronze Age 

Clopper Age 1 

Szilmeg 3 

? 

Early Linear 
Pottery 6 

Neolithic 2 

Early Vinba 3 

ti 2 

? 2 

Lengyel 3 

Lengyel 16 

Unknown 
source: -l 

3 

Carp. 
1: -1? 

1 

Carp. 
1: -1? 
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TABLE 7.1 (continued 2) 

Rumania 

Site 

Balta Sarata 

Cluj 

Ghirbcm 

Gornea 

Gura Baciului 

Rasoltu Mare 

Ruginosu 

Sincrai 

ý. S. S. R. 

Bohdamvce 

Bofitov 

v Cana 

Cejkov 

Cejkov 

cejkov vrch Tokaj 

Doln! V6stonice 

Kopdany 

Kop6any 

Jýop6any 

Y, &na 

Kagov 

Kasov 

Nova Dedina 

Cultural Context No. of samples in group: 
Carp. 11 Carp. 2a Carp. 2bj-Otheý 

---F ---I Virlca B, 

Petresti 

Vin6a A 

Cris 
5 

Vin6a B2/C or 
Tiszapolgar 

Vinda ThrdoL 

5 

12 

Early Aurignaci 

Bronze Age 

Gravettian 

Gravettian 

B6kk 

later Linear 
Pottery 

Raskovce 

Epi-Magdalenian 

Copper Age 

Aurigriacian 

2 

1 

3 

1 

1 

3 

1 

4 

2 

1 

1 

5 

3 

4 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

Unknown 
Source: -l 
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TABLE 7.1 (continued 3), 

Site Cultural Context No. of samples in group: 
Carp. 1 Carp. 2a Carp. 2bj Other 

Prcý; ov Linear Pottery 5 

Piibice Mesolithic 1 

Ruskov B6kk, 2 

Sady Late Palaeolithic 1 

Smolin "A" -Mesolithic 

ISCII Swlin Mesolithic 1 

Sirnik ? 2 

Son-otor 

T6! ýetice - Eyjovice Lengyel 5 

Tibava Aurignacian 

Vel ' ký ToroAa ? 1 

Yugoslavia 

Banjica Vin6a 1 

Beljin Ravnica Vin6a Plo6nik 1 

Divostin' ? 4 1 

Gornia Tuzla Copper Age 6 

Ibrgos-Kawras Copper or Bronze 
Age I 

Klakar Middle Neolithic 2 

16vaý6 Bronze Age? 3 

P6r, 5s Bronze'Age? 4 

I 

Potporanj-Kremenjak Vin6a abrdoý 71 Probably 
artificial 
glass: -4 
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TABLE 7.1 (continued'4-) 

L 

Site 

Sele%ýac 

Veliki Popovic 

Vin6a 

North East, Ita ly 

Abri de Roccia di 
ýbnrupino 

Grotta dell'Ansa 

Grotta Ionza 

Grotta della 
Tartaruga 

Grotta Zingari 

San Quirino 

Vlasca Jm1a 

Istrian Peninsula 

Macedonia 

Servia 

Servia 

Servia, 

Culturc-d Context INo. of samples in group: 
Carp. 1 lCarp. 2al Carp. 2bl Other 

Vinda Tordoý 

Vin6a Thrdog 

Vinca Carp. 

and Istrian -Penj 

Neolithic 

Copper Age 

Neolithic 

Oopper Age 

Neolithic 

Danilo 

Late Neolithicl 

Middle/Late 
Neolithic 
transition 

Early Bronze 
Age? 

Lnsula 

Lipari, 
: -2 

Lipari 
: -1 

Lipari 

Lipari 
: -l 

Lipari 

Lipari 

Lipari 
: -2 

Unknown 
so=e 
: -3 

Melos A 
: -2 
Melos D 
: -l 

Melos D 

Melos D 
: -l 
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TABLE 7.1. (continued, 5) 

Austria 

Site 
I 

Cultural Contextj No. of saiTples in group: 

Wetzleinsdorf 

Poland 

olszanica 

Carp. 1 Carp. 2a Carp. 2bl-Othe, r 

Early Lengyel 2 

IAnear Pottery 

rlbtal number of samles in each 
group , 242 16 6 29 
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obsidian in the Zempl4n. - It is therefore most likely that 

obsidian was collected at the surface sca-Etersmentioned 

above, ýor from river and stream beds; there are many 

sites with'obsidian along the Bodrog, for example (Appendix 

6, MAP 1). Th e scatter at Erd6beýnye, with two types of I 

materlal redeDosited (2a and 2b) in ar&inwashed and 

unstable position (Chapter 4) may'not have existed in 

exactly 1 ts present position in prehistoric times. This 

may m6an 'we do not yet have'the precise source location of 

2b obsidian, though its close chemical relationship to 

group 2a (Chapter 6) suggests it originated in the same 

area. 

After collection, the-obsidian, was clearly stored at 

some sites, perhaps for export. Hoards of. piecesýhave--been 

found at Basko and Erdohorvati (Nandris, 1975). Two pieces 

of the Bask6 board were analysed and proved to be of 

Carpathian 2a obsidian., probably collected very locally 

therefore. Cejkov in Slovakia may represent a similar 

collecting point for the Slovak sources (see B6nesz, 1974). 

In support of the preponderance of Carpathian-1 obsidian 

(Slovakian, generally grey and transparent obsidian) in 

Central and Eastern Europe, it may be noted-that the majority 

of obsidian finds held at-the major museums in Kogice, 

Budapest, Nitra, Miskolc and Szeged, and in Jans"ak's large 

collections of the 1930's atMartin, are transparent or semi- 

transparent. 
IIt 

was noted above (Chapter 4 and 6)-that as a 

general rule Sl, ovakian and Hungarian obsidian are of-two 

distinct visual. types, and though there are, a very small 

percentage of exceptions to this, -it may be taken-as aýfirst 

guide to source area. 
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A problem arising from the comparison 
4 

of archaeological and geological obsidian in this area, is 

that archaeological finds include pieces of obsidian much 

larger than any pieces examined from the geological sources. 

For. example, a core seen at the Slovenske Narodne Museum, 

Martin, from Garah (part of Jans'ak's collection, see Jangak, 

1935) is just over 13cm long. None of the Hungarian sources 

now yields pieces of obsidian large enough to have provided 

the raw material for this (see Chapter 4). One explanation 

may be that these sources were greatly depleted by 

extensive exploitation in prehistoric times. This depletion 

may also account of the drop in obsidian use in the Late 

Neolithic and Gopper Age (see Chapter 5) when other types 

of stone were still in use . Alternatively, the large pieces 

may have come from the Slovak sources, where the full range 

of material has not yet been studied. 

7.2 Geographical and chronological distributions of the 

Carpathian obsidian groups 

Carpathian 1 obsidian was clearly more widespread than 

2a or 2b (Fig. 7.1). However, the distributions of the 3 

types overlap at many points, and several sites, for example 

Potporanj in Yugoslavia, LebO" Halom and Szelevdny in Hungary, 
I 

and Gura Baciului in Rumania, have both Slovak and Hungarian 

obsidian. Two sites, Basko and Lebb Halom, have obsidian 

from both Hungarian groups 2a and 2b. Both Hungarian and 

Slovak obsidian reached similar distances from the source 

area: Moravia, Central Yugoslavia, Central Rumania. It is 

interesting that even in the southern Zempldn area, around 

the sources of Carpathian 2a and 2b obsidian, Carpathian I 

from the more notherly Slovak sources, was still preferred. 
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Even at sites adjacent to known geological localities of 
L 

2a obsidian in the Tolcsva/Terhegy Mountain area, Slovak 

obsidian was used alongside Hungarian, (Fig. 7.1, sites 

numbered 38,40). Basko is exceptional in having only 

Carpathian 2a and 2b obsidian among the 7 pieces so far 

analysed from this site. This distribution suggests that 

Slovak obsidian was'used more commonly than Hungarian even 

in the Zempl6n. Slovak obsidian may have had some practical 

advantages; lumps of Hungarian obsidian often have highly 

altered, pitted surfaces (cf. geological material from 

Tolcsva and Erdo'b6nye, described in Chapter 4), and are 

noticeably harder to break up than obsidian from-Szo"11o'ske 

and Malýt Torona. The latter may therefore have been easier 

to work. 

Table 7.2 indicates the chronological distribution of 

each Carpathian obsidian group. The first type to be used 

in Central and Eastern Europe was Hungarian__2a obsidian, found 

at the Aurignacian sites of Tibava and Nov& Dddina in Slovakia 

and Moravia respectively. In addition, the people of 

Bo: ýitov in Moravia used some glassy material (pot rhyolite- 

obsidian) from an unknown source. By the Gravettian, Slovak 

Carpathian 1 obsidian was in use; these sources may not have 

been known until this period. Carpathian 1-remained the - 

major type throughout the Neolithic, when obsidian reached 

its maximum popularity (see Chapter 5). In addition, the 

2b source was known in_the Early Neolithic (at Gura 

Baciului), and both 2a and 2b were used in the Middle 

Neolithic. In the Later Neolithic Carpathian 2b was still 

used as well as Carpathian 1, but 2a has not yet been 

found at an archaeological site of this period. In the 
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Copper and Bronze Ages all the obsidian analysed is 

Carpathian 1. 

This picture suggests the initial exploitation of 

Hungarian sources* followed by the discovery of - possibly 

superior - Slovakian obsidian in the Gravettian, which 

from then on were used by the majority of obsidian-using 

sites, the Hungarian sources being relegated to a supporting 

role. By the Copper and Bronze Ages, the Hungarian sources 

may have been largely worked out, or in the face of a 

declining use of obsidian, did not gain any of the small 

remaining market for the material, and no longer appear in 

the archaeological record. More analyses of Palaeolithic 

and Copper/Bronze Age obsidians are now needed to add more 

evidence to support this initial picture. 

7.3 Tito edges of the Carpathian obsidian distribution 

At the northern and north western boundaries of the 

Carpathian distribution, the use of obsidian appears to die 

out completely, and this is discussed in Chapter 5 above. 

To the south, other sources of obsidian must be considered. 

In the northern Adriatic, at the Neolithic site of 

Grotta Tartaruga, a piece of Carpathian 1 obsidian was found 

A together with an obsidian from Lipari Island (Fig. 7.1). 

Here then, there was a point of contact between the 

Carpathian and tile Mediterranean sources. Very little 

Carpathian obsidian reached this area; out of 10 pieces 

analysed from sites in the Trieste area, 9 are from Lipari 

and only this one is from the Carpathians. This piece, which 

is Neolithic (Dr. AlmerIgogna, pers. comm., 1975) could have 

reached Grotta Tartaruga in several ways: either along a 
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river route such as the Sava or Drava, from Yugoslavia, 

where Carpathian obsidian was in use (Fig. 7.1), and then 

across the Postojna Pass; or more directly from Hungary, 

again using the Postojna Pass, either part of, or a 

forerunner to, the close contacts which developed between 

the Late Neolithic in Istria and the central European 

Baden Culture (Barfield 1971 a and b). A third possible 

route is up the Adriatic from the obsidian-using Danilo 

sitea (see Appendix 5.5) further south. However, the 

provenance of the Danilo, obsidian is not known, and since 

the affinities of this culture are with Southern Italy and 

Creece rather than with central Europe, it may well be 

Liparian or . 1.1clian. For this reason, a northerly trade 

route for the Grotta Tartaruga obsidian is suggested to be 

more likely, even if the context of the find is later shown 

to be V111sca , with its more southerly Danilo connections. 

To the uouth, in Macedonia, obsidian from Servia and 

Nea Nikomadeia has been shown to be from Melos (Table 7.1; 

Aspinall ct al., 1972). The southernmost Carpathian analysis 

is from Veliki Popovi6 (see Fig. 7.1) where I piece of 

Carpathian I obsidian was analysed. Between this site and 

Northern Greece, there is a large area of Greek and Yugoslav 

Macedonia where obsidian is found only rarely (Fig. 5.1 and 

Appendix 5.7); the geological provenance of these rare finds 

is not known so it is uncertain as yet whether or not there 

is any overlap between the Carpathian and Melian distributions. 

2 pieces from Velika Hums%a 6uka near NiL were examined, and 

are grey and semi-transparent. on visual grounds, they are 

not Melian in type, but could be Carpathian 1. Alexander 

(1972) refers to obsidian finds at Lake Ohrid, and notes 
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that imported Sesklo pottery was found in the same group 
9 

of sites. This suggests that the obsidian may well be 

Melian in origin. Analysis is the obvious answer to the 

question of provenance of the Macedonian and Adriatic 

Danilo obsidian, but attempts to loan samples from these 

areas were not successful. At present, then, there is no 

evidence for any overlap between the Aegean and Carpathian 

obsidian distribution. 

Similarly, there is no evidence for any interaction 

with Near Eastern obsidian sources. giftilk obsidian 

reached South East Europe at Sitagroi (Aspinall et al., 1972) 

but no Anatolian obsidian has been analysed from central 

Europe. obsidian seems to be rare in Bulgaria, and none 

was found in recent excavations at Chovdar, Kazanluk or 

Ezero 
. 

(Dr. R. Donnell, pers. comm., 1977). This may 

represent a break in its use between the Near Eastern and 

the Carpathian spheres of influence. 

7.4 Prehistoric obsidian distribution and trade in Central 

and Eastern Europe 

The distribution of obsidian from the Carpathian 

Zemplt-n has been shown to extend at least 480km from the 

sources. The mechanism by which it was moved, or traded 

in the loosest sense of the term, may have been affected by 

factors both geographical and cultural. The aim of this 

section is to consider whether the type of trade can be 

inferred from numerical data on the obsidiandistribution, 

and also to place the obsidian trade in its context with 

other materials widelY traded in prehistoric times: flint, 

other stone, and shells. 
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After collection and perhaps gathering to a centre 
4 

for export, some at least of the obsidian-was traded away 

as unfinished pieces; this is indicated tý the number of 

waste pieces found on many sites (see Appendix 5). The 

distribution of the obsidian includes many different 

cultural groups, so its occurrence implies some degree 

of inter-cultural contact (not necessarily direct). Cultural 

expansion may at times have contributed to the spread of 

obsidian, for example with the spread of Býkk pottery to 

Poland mpntioned above in Chapter 5 (Kulczycka and 

Kozlowski, 1960); however, this was not the mechanism by 

which obsidian was first introduced to Poland much earlier. 

Also, while obsidian was used predominantly by the Linear 

Pottery cultures, it did not spread westward with this group 

to Germany or the Low Countries (see Chapter 5). This 

suggests that the spreading of obsidian by cultural 

expansion may have been a process secondary to its gradual 

diffusion by smaller stages. 

A starting point for a consideration of the numerical 

distribution of obsidian, and fall-off from the sources, is 

provided by Pig. 5.5 in Chapter 5, which indicates the 

approximate amounts of obsidian found at sites in central 

and eastern Europe. These SiteS lie in the area shown by 

analysis to be within the Carpathian distribution; it will 

therefore be assumed that the obsidian does originate in 

the Zemplbn source area. This assumption is necessary if- 

the discussion is not to be restricted to sites sampled for 

analysis, for which the best numerical data is not always 

available. (cf. assumptions made by, e. g. Renfrew et al., 

1968, that all obsidian from a site is from the same source 
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as the pieces analysed). It is clear from Fig. 5.5 that 

there is a gradual and quite uniform decrease in the amount 
I 

of obsidian found as one moves away from the source area 

for thc edges of the distribution. 

This decrease is shown more precisely in Fig. 7.2. 

This graph includes sites from the upper Palaeolithic to 

Late Neolithic, with geographical positions in all areas 

covered by our analysis, and up to 470km from the Zemplen. 

It incorporates only data on obsidian numbers -expressed as 

it t of the total stone work, in order to reduce errors as 

much as possible. (Insufficient data on relative masses 

of obsidian and other stone were available to relate this 

potentially valuable parameter to % numbers). Again the 

assumption is made that all this obsidian, found within the 

I Carpathian distribution area demonstrated by analysis, is 

from the zemplbn area. No distinction is made between the 

three source groups used in Central and Eastern Europe. The 

shape of the fall-off in Fig. 7.2 does not conform exactly 

to the more usually employed mathematical functions of 

exponential, pareto and gaussian (see Hodder, 1974; Hodder 

and Orton, 1976; Renfrew in Earle and Ericson, 1977 for 

summaries of this type of work). However, its best 

I 
interpretation would be as an exponential fall-off (in all 

directions from the source areas) with two sets of exceptions. 

The first exceptions include the very early, Auignacian, 

sites (nos. 6,7 and 8) which, although close to the source 

area, have little obsidian. This impoverishment in obsidian 

appears to be related to the date of the sites and they may 

be justifiably separated from the exponential fall-off which 

includes the Neolithic sites. The second set of exceptions 
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KEY to Figures 7.2,7.31 7.4,7.5,7.6 
4 

1. Bohdanovai 

2. Kop6any 

3. Cejkov 

4. qiuxneuti area (several 

sites) 

5.1.1611telck 

6. Tibava 

7. Darca I 

8. Darca II 

9 A1126d 

10. Hodoni Pociorani 

11. VinCa: obsidian use varies 
between 9-65% of stone 
work between levels 4.5 

and 8.6m. 
(data based on SrejoviC' 
and Jovanovi6,1957) 

12. Olszanica 

13. Ratibor Ottitz 

14. Poiana in Pisc (Casolý) 

15. Dolni V6stonice 

16. Bals 

17. Ostrovul Banului 

18. Leý Varhegy 

19. Valea Raii 

20. schela Cladovei 

21. Tirgu Ocna 

22. Potporanj/Vrs'ac area - 
large no. of ob#4ian 
finds in t4is area 

exact figures unknown, 

23. Liubcova 

Sites underlined thus have been sampled for 

analysis. 
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includes sites 22,23 and 11, which have relatively too 

much obsidian for their distance from the sources. This may 

be interpreted as a feature of "directional trade" to 

"preferred" centrcs, particularly likely in the case of 

no. 11, the extensive and long-occupied site of Vin6a. The 

remainder of the sites conform to a "down-the line" trade 

mechanism, each site in any chosen direction from the source 

area receiving a certain amount of obsidian, and passing on 

a proportion of it, to give a "half -distance" of, in this 

case, approximately IOOkm. This suggests a step-by-step 

distribution of tile obsidian, not long distance travel by 

one person or group of people. The supply zone (see Renfrew 

in Earle and Ericson, 1977 for discussion of this) is 

surprisingly small for such an easily moveable commodity as 

obsidian artefacts (cf. Renfrew et al., 1968). This suggests 

that most of tile obsidian traded away from the Zempl6n was in 

an unworked state, which might discourage single long 

Journeys within a supply zone carrying heavy loads of 

obsidian bombs (note also the storage of obsidian in un- 

worked form at Hask6 and Erd6horvati, section 7.1 above). 

Although tile trade may have often been riverine (section 

5.1-1), it was totally inland and the sea could not be 

used to cover larger steps in a trading network. 

The simple picture given in Fig. 7.2 may be 

sophisticated or broken down in a number of ways. A log. / 

linear plot of the fall-off (Fig. 7.3) shows that, in 

addition to the exceptions to the exponential decrease 

noted above, three sites (12,13 and 15) fall below the 

line of fall-off, that is, have exceptionally small 

numbers of obsidians. These sites, Olszanica, Ratibor 
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Ottitz and Dolni, Vbstonice, all lie north-west and west of 

the ZemplLn, ad the intervening mass of the Carpathians 

may account for their relative lack of obsidian. 

Figures 7.4 a to d break down the pattern into separate 

time periods. In the Palaeolithic a lack of coherence is 

ueen between the low obsidian use in the Aurignacian and 

the increase in its use at sites near the sources dur'ing"tiieý 

Gravattian, when the situation Lnay be comparable to the 

Neolithic, though more evidence is clearly needed. The 

early Neolithic (Fig. 7.4 b) shows a more convincing down- 

the-line situation, while the middle Neolithic (Fig. 7.4 c) 

is confused by the presence of sites with "preferred 

directional" trade (Nos. 22,23,11 see above) though the 

remaining sites show a steep exponential decrease. The data 

available for the later Neolithic (Fig. 7.4 d) is too sparse 

for even tentative conclusions. 

According to the thesis of Ammerman et al., (1978) we 

chould uce an increase in the amount of obsidian with the 

passage of time, as obsidian from the sources percolates 

"down-the-line" in greater quantities. Certainly obsidian 

use in Central and Eastern Europe increased in the Early and 

Middle Neolithic (nee also Chapter 5) but in the later 

I Neolithic the picture breaks down with a sharp decrease in 

obsidian uue. Clearly cultural or social factors are much 

more important here than the simple prediction of a build-up 

of obsidian along a trade route. 

A further way of considering the data is to break it 

into two groups of sites, each one lying along a different 

hypothetical geographical line of distribution. The first 
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6 

(Fig. 7.5 a) stretches south and south-east of the sources, 
i 

down the Tisza and Danube rivers, and up the Oltul and 

Siretul into Rumania. This may also incorporate the sites 

of Asz6d west of the Danube, and Dolni Vestonice in Moravia, 

by postulating a secondary route from the Danube up the 

Morava and Dyje. The second (Fig. 7.5 b) runs north from 

the sources, through the many sites with obsidian in 

Slovakia, across the Carpathians, perhaps via the Dukla 

Pass, towards the Upper Vistula (vhere many sites have obsidian 

but data on number is not known; see Appendix 5.4; Appendix 

6, map 5), and along the Vistula itself to the upper reaches 

of the Oder, where the sites of Olszanica and Ratibor Ottitz 

lie. Those two routes are summarized on the map in Figure 

7.6. 
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The fall off pattern for sites on the south/south-east route 
t 

again showsFan exponential fall-off, but the form is still 

confused by the presence of Vinda, Potporanj and Liubcova 

(Nos. 11,22,23) the "preferred centres" mentioned above. 

The northerly route covers fewer sites, and in addition, the 

Auriqnacian sites should be separated from the rest. The 

remaining few sites lie on a steeper exponential, but more 

sites are needed to fill in the picture. Care must be taken 

with this type of data analysis, since the routes postulated, 

though geographically obvious, are subjectively chosen and 

imposed on the data. Nevertheless, the trade in both 

directions from the Zempl6n sources appears to be down-the- 

line, with as yet no evidence of wide supply zones. 

When further information becomes available, future work 

I -- on patterns of obsidian use could include: - 

1. a consideration of the relationship, perhaps 

competing of the three source groups within the Carpathians. 

2. a consideration of population density related to 

obsidian use. 

3. the role of the "preferred" centres and the, position 

of sites near to them. 

However, in carrying out any more detailed study of 

obsidian trade, one must be aware of the large number of 

uncertainties and assumptions inherent in this type of 

study'(see Ammerman et al. -I'l-978, for a summary of several 

which apply to their work). 'These include: assumptions on 

the source of obsidian without analysis of all the pieces; 

variations in the thoroughness of artefact recovery in 

excavations; the effect of unknown cultural and social factors 
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on prediction models for distribution; assumptions on 
t 

direction and routes of obsidian distribution from sources, 

on the size and'growth of populations and population units, 

and on the "dropping rate" of artefacts (Ammerman et al., 

op. cit. ) the application of models to over-long periods of 

time; and lastly the assumption that obsidian distributions 

should conform to any coherent or stable mathematically- 

quantirlable pattern. 

Finally, '-Figure 7.7 places the obsidian trade in 

perspective as one of many materials traded from the Upper 

Palaeolithic to the Late Neolithic. Metal trade is not 

incorporated in this figure. The obsidian trade remains 

one of the most extensive distributions. The only other 

commodity traded over comparable distances was the highly- 

prized spondylus shell, suggested by Shackleton and Renfrew 

(1970) to originate at least partly in the Aegean, rather-- 

than the Black Sea. This represents a trade of a completely 

different nature to that involving obsidian: 'a-high level 

gift exchange of luxury objects, leading to large amounts 

found both near to and far from the Aegean source 

(Shackleton and Renfrew, op. cit. ) as-opposed to the step- 

by-step decreasing distribution of obsidian postulated above. 

In addition, spondylus shells were often being moved in the 

opposite direction to obsidian, particularly in areas south 

and east of the Zempl6n (see Fig. 7.7). These two 

commodities appear to represent separate trading networks. 

other mýterials however, such as the Carpathian radiolarian 

flint, may later prove to bear a closer relationship to the 

distribution of obsidian. 
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Sources of information for Figure 7.7 
t. 

Berciu , 1967 

Jaidiewski, 1965 

Neustupny, 1961 

Alexander, 1972 

Dr. J. C. Chapman and Dr. A. Sherratt,., pers. comm., 
1976 and 1975 respectively 

Aspinall et al., 1972 

Shackleton and Renfrew, 1970 

Analytical data in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

1.293 pieces of obsidian from 87 different archaeological 

sites in Central and Eastern Europe, and 47 pieces from 

geological obsidian sources in the Carpathians were analysed 

for 17 trace elements, using neutron activation analysis. 

97% of the archaeological' samples were successfully correlated, 

with geological sources, using graph plots and cluster analysis, 

2. It was shown that this type of characterization of 

obsidian sources is successful because trace, rather than 

major elements, reflect the complex processes of formation 

of obsidians which lead to unique source compositions in 

different areas; conversely, the trace element similarity 

of sourcesformed by similar processes, close together on 

Lipari Island, was demoro-trated 
-. It was also shown that 

alteration of obsidians by hydration or crystallization 

will not invalidate provenancing of archaeological samples. 

3. Eight source groups were distinguished within the 

Carpathians, on the basis of trace element composition. 

These are: 

1. Szbllbske; MaK ToroAa (Slovakia) 

2. IS. E. Slovakia perlite periphery' (exact location unknown); 
Streda nad Bodrogom (Slovakia). 

3. Csepeg6 Forras; Tolcsva; Olaszliszka; Erd6b6nye 
(2 out of 5 samples analysed) (Hungary. ) 
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4. Erd6benye (3 out of 5 samples analysed) (Hungary) 

5. Tokaj, upper section exposed. (Hungary) 

6. Tokaj, lower section exposed. (Hungary) 

7. ý Telkibanya (Hungary) 

8. Orasu No"u (Rumania) 

These sources, all in the Zemplen Mts. except No. 8, 

could be distinguished analytically from the known 

Mediterranean, Aegean and Anatolian, sources of 

archaeological obsidian, and from tektites. 

4. Geochemical evidence suggests the existence of 

three different sources of magma responsible for the formation 

of the Zempl6n obsidian sources: one, for the Tokaj 

sources; another for Streda nad Bodrogom. and the '. S. E. 

Slovakia perlite periphery' source; and a third, differentiated, 

over time, for the other sources. 

5. The archaeological samples were divided analytically 

into three groups. These were designated Carpathian 1, 

Carpathian 2a, and Carpathian-2b. They correlate with 

source groups as follows: 

Carp. 1- Sz6ll6ske; Mala Torofia 

Carp. 2a - Csepeg6 Forr6s; Tolcsva; Olaszliszka; 

Erdo'b6nye (2 samples), 

Carp. 2b - Erd6benye (3 samples) 

There is no evidence for the use of-the remaining Carpathian 

obsidian sources in prehistoric times. 
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6. The division of archaeological and geological samples 

by analysis is supported by a visual difference. 

Carpathian 1 (Slovakian)obsidian is generally grey or 

brownish and semi-transparent, while Carpathian 2a and 2b 
4-t 

(11ungarian) is generally black and opaque. There are three 

exceptions to this rule, out of 340 obsidiarsanalysed. 

7. The majority of archaeological samples analysed (242) 

belong to Carpathian 1 (Slovakia). 16 samples are 

Carpathian 2a, and 6, Carpathian 2b (Hungarian). In 

addition, six were tentc: itively assigned to Carpathian 

groups, nine were assigned to Lipari, and five to Melos. 

A further five samples could not be assigned to any source, 

and four more were artificial glass. 

8. The earliest type of obsidian in evidence in Central 

and Eastern Europe is Carpathian 2a (Aurignacian). 

From the Gravettian to the Bronze Age Carpathian 1 

predominated. 

9. Carpathian obsidian was traded from the Zempl6n Mts. 

throughout Hungary and Slovakia, to central Rumania and 

south of the Danube into Yugoslavia, west to north-eastern 

Italy, Moravia and Austria, and north to Poland. The 

distribution overlaps with the Liparian obsidian distribution 

at one site near Trieste, Grotta della Tartaruga, 

There is no evidence at present for any interaction with 

the Aegean or Near Eastern source distributions. 
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10. Numerical patterns of fall-off of obsidian use with 

increasing distance from the sources suggest an approximately 

exponential decrease, and a down-the-line trading mechanism. 
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APPENDIX 3 ANALYSIS OF OBSIDIANS FROM GEOLOGICAL 

SOURCES IN THE CARPATHIANS 

Notes 

6e 
analyses in Appendix 3 are listed by source and analytical 

group. Figures are ppm of total element, except for Na and 
Fe which are in percent of total element. N. D. means that 

element was not determined (not necessarily not present). 

Mass numbers after element names indicate the isotope used for 

analysis. Elements are arranged according to chemical 

similarity. 

Run numbers are Bradford reference numbers relating to the 

counting procedure. The abbreviations used in the column 
"Colour and transparency/translucency" are as follows: - 
B= black; Br brown; G= grey. Transparency is on a linear 

scale from 0 6, adapted from Cann and Renfrew (1964), where 
0= opaque and 6= completely transparent. "1/21' means the 

transparency is between points I and 2 on our scale; "1-2" 

means it varies over the sample, from 1 to 2 on our scale. 
The transparency/translucency was estimated by examining parts 

or edges of samples 2-4mm thick, in normal daylight. Abbreviations 

used in the column "Remarks" are: - C= cloudy (opaque clouds); 
S= striated (in transmitted light); V= vesicles; Sp = 

spherulites; Ph = phenocrysts; A= sample altered or hydrated 

on part or all of surface. 

Listed at the end of Appendix 3 are 8 further analysis of 

geological obsidians which were carried out as "pilot" analyses 

prior to full examination of the geological material. These 

analyses were done under less stringent conditions than the 

main body of geological work (the samples were not crushed 
and a lower efficiency counter was used) and for this reason 
they were not included in the means and standard deviations 

given in Appendix 3. They are listed because they are 
I !, included in the Cluster Analysis described in Chapter 6 of this 

thesis. 

Each sample is listed on two pages, with half the elements on 

one page and the other half on the next. Thus, for example, a 

sample begun on page 2a is continued on page 2b. 



APPENDIX 3 

ANALYSIS OF OBSIDIANS FROM GEOLOGICAL SOURCES 

parts per million except Na and Fe (1) 

Run 24 86 
No. Source Na Rb 

IN THE CARPATHIANS 

134 131 46 
Cs Ba Sc 

59 
Fe % 

60 
Co 

181 Hf 
182 Ta 

611/1 Sz8ll*6ske 
S. E. Slovakia 2.34 163 10.3 543 3.61 0.923 0.46 2.63 1.05 

611/2 2.40 176 10.8 552 3.78 0.948 0.57 2.81 1.22 

611/3 2.42 167 10.3 546 3.67 0.923 0.51 2.76 1.14 

611/5 Mala Toroýa 
S. E. Slovakia 2.34 178 11.3 476 3,39 0.794 0.23 i. 48 1.20 

No. of v alues 4 4 4 4 -1. 4 4* 4 4 
SE 2.38 171 10.7 529 3.61 0.897 0.44 2.67 1.15 

a 0.04 7.2 0.48 35.7. 0.16 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.08 
1.7 4.2 4.5 6.7 4.5 7.8 33.8 5.5 6.6 

611/4 Streda nad Bodrogom 
S. E. Slovakia 2.52 162 7.3 497 2.97 0.926 0.23 2.08 1.04 

611/6 "Perlite periphery' 
I S. E. Slovakia 2.40 1.66 8.9 619 2.81 0.914 0.19 2.16 1.03 

611/7 2.44 184 9.6 623 2.99 0.916 0.24 2.42 1.02 
611/8 2.38 165 8.0 565 - 2.95 0. ý)39 0.28 2.32 1.10 
611/9 2.44 178 8.8 611 3.04 J. 973 0.21 2.46 0.96 
611/10 2.45 158 9.0 611 2.98 0.942 0.22 2.39 1.08 

No. of values 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
x 2.44 169 8.6 588 2.96 0.935 0.23 2.31 1.04 
a 0.05 ke. 0 0.82 49.1 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.15 0.05 
%a 2.0 5.9 9.. 5 8.4 2.6 2.3 13.3 6.6 4.7 

612/1 Csepeg6 Forras 
N. E. Hungary 

4 

2.68 279 8.9 678 4.54 1.21 0.52 5.39' 1., 05 CIO 

7 rz 
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APPENDIX 4 ANALYSIS OF OBSIDIANS FROM ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES 
IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE 

Notes 

Samples listed in Appendix 4 are arranged by site and 

analytical group. Figures are ppm, of total element except 
for Na and Fe which are in percent of total element. All 

abbreviations are as in Appendix 3. 

Each sample is listed on two pages, with half the elements 
on one page and the other half on the next, as in appendix 3. 

MINN. - 
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APPENDIX 4 continued (2b) 

CarDathian 1 

Run 
No La Ce Sm Eu Tb Yb Pa(Th) Np (U) 

Col. and 
Transp/ 
transl. Renarks 

. 
410/1 Mýehtelek 22.8 49.7 2.90 0.36 N. D. N. D. . 15.5 6.77 G 5/6 S 

410/2 so 22.7 47.6 2.94 0.38 IS It 15.7 7.10 G 4/5 C 

410/3 24.4 50.5 3.00 0.40 if it 15.7 7.13 G1 C 

410/4 24.1* 52.4 3.35 0.38 It of 16.9 7.76 G 5/6 s 

413/1 25.0 59.0 4.23 0.27 Is 17.6 6.28 G 1/2 S 

413/2 25.5 56.6 3.35 0.23* 15.3 5.35 G5 C 

413/3 25.3 44.1 3.79 0.23 12.9 7.61 G-5 s 

413/4 It 22.9 42.7 2.99 0.19 to 1. 12.1 6.68 B 0/1 

413/5 of 25.8 52.4 3.57 0.28 of 15.3 7.64 G 2/3 S 

417/5 is 26.5 49.7 4.14 0.26 of 15.1 7.70 G 4/5 S 

425/4 11 27.1 56.0 3.73 0.45 of of 15.5 - 6.65 G4 s 

447/3 Is 23.9 48.7 3.28 0.34 11 of 13.5 8.18 G6 Ph S 

589/2 it 28.1 45.7 3.48 0.38 0.57 3.13 17.8 14.30 G 1/3 S Ph 

589/3 It 28.5 60.8 3.48 0.43 0.81 2.76 21.8 12.14 G/B C Ph A 

415/1 . Aszod 30.1 64.4 4.96 0.30 N. D N. D. 16.1 8.93 G3 s 

415/2 1. 28.2 46.3 3.60 0.27 it 11.7 8.17 G 4/5 s 
415/3 of 28.0 5: o. 0 3.53 0.30 to 13.2 8.83 G5 

415/4 to 29.6 65.0 4.59 0.35 of of 16.9 11.35 G3 s 

415/5 of 29.2 53.0 4.43 0.35 is of 14.5 10.32 G3 s 
417/1 Tiszacsege 23.9 53.2 3.57 0.35 It is 15.2 5.96 G 5/6 

417/2 to 23.7 41.3 3.08 0.16 to of 12.1 6.14 G5 s 
. 

417/3 H 23.4 40.4 3.19 0.22 It go 11.4 6.10 G 5/6 s Z.: 

417/4 It 25.5 45.9 3.61 0.24 to 11 13.0 7.15 G 5/6 s 
589/4 It 27.2 59.9 2.86 0.36 0.82 2.50 15.3 10.04 B 0/2 CS Ph 
589/5 it 32.5 68.9 3.68 0.45 0.81 3.36 24.8 15.00 G5 Ph W 

CD 
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APPENDIX 4 continued (3a) 

Carnathian 1 

Run 
No. Site Na% Rb CS Ba Sc Fe% Co Hf Ta 

425/1 Sgrospatak 2.51 176 12.5 528 3.29 0.775 0.27 2.77 1.80 

425/2 2.75 . 198 14.7 475 3.49 0.802 0.21 2.74 2.04 

425/3 2.54 15r, 12.8 457 3.22 0.757 0.18 2.47 1.51 

427/1 Balta Sarata 2.65 - 221 13.5 422 3.39 0.745 0.22 2.59 1.62 

427/2 of 2.42 240 13.8 578 3.68 0.838 0.31 3.13 1.69 

427/3 so 2.34 191 13.4 518 3.61 0.811 0.22 2.67 1.45 
427/4 of 2.35 221 12.8 . 179 3.39 0.774 0.24 2.84 1.56 
427/5 it 2.40 2.89 13.1 220 3.29 0.743 0.23 2.45 1.74 
429/1 RasoltU Mare 2.45 187 11.9 426 3.19 0.744 0.35 2.48 1.08 
429/2 2.51 200 14.6 277 3.39 0.733 0.32 2.45 1.43 
429/3 2.41 155 13.9 340 3.22 0.714 0.26 2.59 0.78 
429/4 Gura Baciului 2.44 193 12.2 433 3.16 0.720 0.31 2.40 1.26 
429/6 Gornea 2.56 210 12.8 461 3.55 0.821 0.43 2.86 1.23 
429/7 2.72 225 15.1 404 3.61 

. 
0.806 0.32 2.97 1.53 

446/3 Cluj 2.49 187 11.6 425 2.93 0.733 0.12 2.58 1.59 
447/i Sincrai 2.62 158 11.5 418 3.44 (). 800 0.27 3.15 1.28 
455/1 Divostin 2.46 167 12.2 422 3.40 0.757 0.23 2.60 1.25 
455/2 if 2.56 200 13.7 509 3.62 0.807 0.23 2.80 1.50 
455/3 It 2.41 193 12.4 512 Z. 24 0.747 0.24 2.46 1.37 
455/5 to 2.27 182 11.4 413 3.29 0.790 0.38 2.41 1.16 
481/2 Potporanj 2.09 232 14.8 832 4.17 0.923 0.33 4.11 1.77 
481/3 is 2.53 222 15.1 721 3.85 0.817 0.28 3.28 1.61 
481/4 2.20 192 12.2 754 3.62 0.806 0.24 2.93 1.61 
481/5 It 2.28 189 11.8 882 3.86 0.915 0.36 3.90 1.56 
481/9 of 2.41 230 14.1 997 4.13 0.928 (1.31 4.41 1.64 
487/2 It 2.77 177 13.8 414 3.61 0.832 0.25 2.91 1.43 

w 
N 
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APPENDIX 4 continued (3b) 

Carnathian 1 

Run 
No. Site La Ce Sm Eu Tb Yb Pa(Th) Np (U) 

Col. and 
Transp/ 
transl. Remarks 

425/1 sfirospatak 26.9 55.8 3.76 0.40 N. D. N. D. 16.1 7.08 G4 s 

425/2 24.. 5 49.4 3.60 0.36 It 01 14.9 10.52 G 2/3 C 

425/3 25.6 50.9 . 3.58 0.36 It of 15.0 8.55 G/B 3 

427/1 Balta Sarata 24.2 51.0 4.17 0.27 It to 16.1 8.25 G1 s 
427/2 to. 24.3 62.8 3.70 0.31 It of 18.4 6.88 G 4/5 S 
427/3 91 24.9 59.3 3.74 0.32 18.1 6.69 G 3/4 S 
427/4 of 23.4 55.3 3.51 0.28 11 Of i 6. ;, 6.27 G C 
427/5 11 26.3 59.9 3.54 0.33 10 .9 14.8 10.44 G2 s 

429/1 Rasolpu. Mare 25.3 54.1 3.62 0.39 to It 15.2 8.17 G1 s 

429/2 22.3 57.3 3.68 0.34 is 16.5 9.36 G 5/6 S 

429/3 23.1 59.8 3.54 0.26 go 16.4 8.67 B 0/1 

429/4 Gura Baciului 25.5 55.2 3.60 0.43 It go 16.1 8.00 G 5/6 

429/6 Gornea 29.1 77.1 ' 4.32 0.45 it It 20.5 8.77 G 5/6 SV 
429/7 26.0 S5.7 4.15 0.37 If to 17.8 10.56 G3 C 
446/3 Cluj 26.3 39.5 3.51 0.32 of to 15.0 7.18 G 5/6 S 
447/1 Sincrai 29.4 62.3 3.86 0.45 of 17.4 8.31 G3 A 
455/1 Divostin 25.4 45.9 3.98 0.36 14.8 8.69 G 5/6 s 
455/2 30.7 59.2 4.49 0.41 18.3 8.61 G2 sv 
455/3 25.0 47.1 3.70 0.23 14.3 7.86 G 3/4 c 
455/5 23.8 49.6 3.70 C. 46 14.8 

. 
6.79 G6 s 

481/2 Potporanj 20.1 82.5 4.70 0.54 24.1 12.58 G/B 0/2 S 
481/3 It 28.1 61.8 4.14 0.40 17.7 17.07 G2 C 
481/4 Is 25.7 65.8 4.03 0.46 18.7 . 10.91 G 5/6 sv 
481/5 It 29.2 73.8 3.86 0.59 23.8 13.55 G6 v 
481/9 11 29.9 79.9 4.21 0.31 25.6 15.78 G5 C -W 
487/2 of 29.5 52.1 3.32 0.44 17.1 9.18 G 4/5 

D2 
- ýA 
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APPENDIX 4 continued -(6a) 

Carnathian 
Run 
No. 

I 

Site Na% Rb CS Ba Sc Fe% CO Hf Ta 

537/3 Kop8any 2.18 197 12.0 466 3.24 0.760 0.16 2.89 1.40 

537/4 2.02 206 10.4 392 3.06 0.705 0.18 2.03 1.14 

537/5 2.01 191 11.2 388 3.06 0.746 0.21 2.66 1.35 

537/6 2.36 235 12.0 466 3.62 0.809 0.26 2.77 1.39 

542/1 2.78' 214 13.4 487 3.76 0.861 0.33 2.88 1.86 

542/2 3.17 237 16.7 506 4.24 0.981 0.25 2.95 2.17 

542/3 2.87 228 13.2 461 3.60 0.855 0.17 2.48 1.99 

542/5 Tiszakarad 
Tiszacsemerly 2.75 193 12.2 341 3.09 0.686 0.17. 2.32 1.52 

543/2 1. 2.35 234 11.7 920 3.36 0.792 0.21 2.32 1.37 

544/1 Pregov 2.67 196 13.2 520 3.54 0.847 0.36 2.59 1.25 

544/2 1. 2.58 195 12.7 449 '3.39 0.772 0.15 2.67 1.14 

544/3 Is 2.61 197 14: 5 493 3.54 0.821 0.19 2.55 1.15 

544/4 to 2.58 209 13.8 475 3.49 0.771 0.21 2.55 1.18 

544/5 2.65 204 13.6 514 3.63 0.883 0.22 2.84 1.28 

544/6 Cejkov 2.69 197 13.5 455 3.24 0.754 0.22 2.06 1.29 
544/7 9. 2.76 222 14.9 569 3.83 0.884 0.27 3oO6 1.37 
544/8 Is 2.80 202 , 13.1 493 3.88 0.916 0.43 2.59 1.19 

554/3 2.73 202 14.4 566 3.67 0.800 0.19 2.32 1.99 

593/5 1.88 252 13.4 612 3.21 0.170 0.23 3.19 1.46 

593/6 1.93 243 10.8 606 3.33 0.841 0.30 2.78 1.24 

593/12 1.74 257 10.5 349 3.06 0.703 0.25 2.60 1.32 

547/3 Grotta della 
Tartaruga 2.44 191 12.8 479 3.29 0.762 0.22 3.07 1.37 

553/1 Piibice 2.59 171 10.9 368 3.33 0.782 0.13 2.92 1.61 
553/2 Smolin "C" 2.53 197 12.5 456 3.54 0.840 0.26 2.85 1.47 
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APPENDIX 4 continued (7b) 

Caroathian 

Run 
No. 

1 

Site La Ce Sm EU Tb Yb P; A (Th) NP (U) 

Col. and 
7tansp/ 
transi. Remarks 

553/3 Smolin "A" 29.1 70.2 3.15 0.39 0.48 2.86 17.8 6.66 G 1-2 A 

554/1 Szeleveny 29.9 56.9 2.78 0.46 0.59 3.80 19.7 11.04 G5 S A 

554/4 Kýlna cave 30.3 51.8 3.37 0.46 0.44 3.41 18.1 7.65 G/B 1-3 C S 

554/5* Sady 24.4 58.8 3.63 0.52 0.69 3.34 19.9 9.00 a 0-3 C s 

565/1 Vinca 31.0- 68.9 3.75 0.30 0.73 3.53 20.7 9.95 G2 C s 

565/2 27.3 58.7 3.03 0.27 0.58 3.29 18.1 9.80 G 4/5 C Ph 

565/3 29.4 71.8 4.96 0.25 0.69 4.28 22.0 12.43 B 0/1 C 

565/4 32.2 71.4 3.31 0.27 0.75 4.71 22.4 15.76 G5 s Ph 

565/6 25.1 58.2 2.48 0.26 0.58 3,50 19.1 8.42 G2 s 

565/7 26.5 51.0 2.42 0. : Is 0.50 2.92 18.1 8.90 G 0-2 C 

565/8 27.4 61.6 3.03 0.30 0.62 3.93 19.6 11.91 G4 C A 

566/1 27.1 66.1 3.78 0.46 0.54 3.25 -17.0 6.69 B0 

566/2 25.6 50.8 2A4 0.38 0.52 2.23 13.8 3.97 G1 C S Ph 

566/3 28.3 69.7 3.49 0.35 0.62 3.28 17.8 6.98 G 3/4 C Ph 

566/4 31.7 70.6 3.26 0.45 0.55 2.96 17.9 6.01 B 0-2 C S 

583/7 Fancsal 22.5 62.0 2.25 0.25 0.81 3.40 16.1 7? ý61 G3 Ph 

583/9 Diozgy6r Tapolca 24.5 69.8 2.86 0.28 0.74 3.59 17.3 6.98 B3 A 

583/10 Nagyrozvagy 27.4 69.7 2.95 0.33 0.70 2.87 18.4 6.77 G5 S A 

583/11 Szerencs 23.4 60.1 3.20 0.35 0.66 3.16 16.1 6.34 G 1-3 S Ph 
585/1 Babarc 23.7 56.4 2.70 0.30 1.05 2.93 13.9 10.01 B1 C 
585/2 26.6 67.0 3.37 0.31 0.88 3.55 15.6 8.11 G5 

585/3 29.6 72.1 3.93 0.33 0.85 3.38 18.3 10.15 G 4-1 C 
585/4 Villgny-X8vesd 30.2 76.7 3.99 0.39 0.81 3.50 18.4 10.18 G 1-2 C A 
585/5 It 29.0 74.0 3.92 0.36 1.02 3.95 17.0 11.70 G2 C 

585/6 of 28.1 67.7 3.72 0.29 0.92 3.81 17.1 10.90 G5 
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APPENDIX 4 continued (10al 

CarDathian 1 

Run 
No. Site Na% Rb Cs Ba SC Fe% Co Hf Ta 

597/1 Panyok 2.53 181 11.6 380 3.30 0.756 0.23 2.70 1.44 

597/6 Palhaza 2.64 228 12.0 444 3.44 0.774 0.32 3.36 1ý 5.1 

597/7 Mikohaza 2.55 114 11.1 439 3.515 0.683 0.19 2.62 0.87 

597/8 1, 2.78. 206 14.6 437 3.72 0.627 0.23 3.02 1.50 

597/9 Unnmied site scatter 
between Tblcsva and 
Erda-vrvAti 2.52 186 11.7 497 3.51 0.783 0.28 3.25 1.35 

597/10 10 2.61 178 12.0 490 3.61 0.831 0.26 3.13 1.33 

597/12 Site scatter belc. 7 
Terhegy Mountain 2.52 190 12.6 457 3.53 0.772 0.40 3.02 1.67 

631/6 (36nc 1.86 220 16.0 932 3.75 0.898 0.30 3.13 1.81 

631/1 Olszanica 1.83 188 11.4 773 *3.65 0.880 0.36 3.03 1.39 
631/2 if 1.85 201 12.1 814 3.35 0.789 0.33 2.73 1.39 
631/3 go 1.91 203 SG2 3.59 0.890 0.30 3.05 1.44 
631/4 of 1.92 216 13.6 704 3.56 0.888 0 . 27 2.89 1.47 
631/5 is 1.96 198 13.2 809 3.55 0.922 0.18 3.06 1.34 
631/8 Mehtelek 1.95 207 11.0 875 3.69 0.884 0.23 3.19 1.53 

No. of values 242 242 242 241 242 242 242 242 241 

x 2.46 203 12.5 542 3.48 0.807 0.28 2.80 1.48 
Cr 0.35 42.1 1.68 145 0.32 0.077 0.11 0.48 0.36 

%a 14.2 20.7 13.4 26.7 9.3 9.6 38.5 17.2 24.6 

Group Car pathian 2a 

427/6 Basko 2.84 245 12.3 751 5.10 1.28 0.56 5.23 1.23 
427/7 2.64 215 10.9 609 4.521 1.15 0.45 4.31 1.16 
446/6 2.75 174 9.5 455 4.20 1.12 L1.51 4.84 1.11 C3 
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APPENDIX 4 continued (11a) 

Carpathian 2a 
Run 

-No. Site Wa% Rb Cs Ba. Sc Fe% Co Hf Ta. 

597/3 Basko 2.66 203 14.3 695 4.77 1.17 0.52 5.29 1.31 

597/5 2.74 207 10.5 655 4.47 1.12 0.51 5.85 1.29, 

446/4 Cluj -2.49 170 9.0 136 3.73 '1.01 0.39 4.07 1.11 

446/5 to 2.36 195 9.5 508 4.26 1.19 0.60 4.33 1.26 

455/4 Divostin 2.65 272 10.9 577 4.53 1.21 0.55 5.02 0.95 

532/4 LeV6 lialom 2.74 307 11.6 1036 4.69 1.27 0.49 4.78 1.33 

544/9 Tibava 2.78 217 11.4 633 4.40 1.20 0.57 4.74 0.78 

554/2 S-zeleve"ny 2.77 167 11.0 745 4.65* 1.24 0.53 4.19 1.45 

591/1 NovA Dcýdina 2.79 302 10.0 798 4.52 1.17 o. 5d 5.55 2.24 

597/11 Unnamed site scatter 
between Tblcsva and 
Erdbhorvati 2.71 175 9.5 550 . 4.35 1.13 0.61 5.33 0.92 

597/13 Site scatter below 
T6: hegy muntain 2.75 281 11.9 537 4.79 1.31 C. 59 5.05 1.33 

597/14 11 2.84 178 9.8 654 4.71 1.18 0.48 5.70 1.06 

597/15 It 2.80 194 9.6 599 4.45 1.15 0.54 5.58 1.07 

No. of values 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 

F 2.71 219 10.7 621 4.51 1.13 0.53 4.99 1.23 

a 0.13 47.8 1.37 189 0.31 0.07 0.06 0.56 0.32 

%cy 4.7 21.8 12.8 30.4 6.8 L. 2 10.8 11.2 26.3 

Group Carpathian 2b 

429/5 Gura. Baciului 2.79 249 12.4 600 5.49 1.55 1.60 5.93 0.94 

431/1 Potporanj 2.37 192 9.5 959 4.50 1.34 1.29 5.11 0.84 

488/3 Ghirbom 2.83 197 9.9 862 5.15 1.45 1.29 5.61 1.08 

532/1 Leb8 Halom 2.61 ? 05 10.7 729 5.51 1.52 l. '. r5 5.58 0.92 
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APPENDIX 4 continued (11b) 

Carnathian 2a 
Col. and 

Run transp/ 
No. Site La Ce Sm EU Tb -b ra (Th) Np (U) transl. Remarks 

597/3 Basko 39.5 93.5 4.98 0.66 0.47 3.43 25.9 5.46 B0 

597/5 1. 40.1 94.2 5.48 0.63 0.60 2.84 24.2 6.30 B0 A Ph 
446/4 Cluj 36.0 56.8 4.21 0.48 N. D. N. D. 20.3 3.37 B0 Ph 
446/5 35.3 63.5 2.06 0.47 21.6 2.43 G/B 0-1 C 
455/4 Divostin 40.4 68.2 5.33 0.54 23.2 3.77 B0 
532/4 Lebb Halom 42.2 95.8 4.89 0.62 0.72 4.49 32.4 4.27 B0 Ph 
544/9 Tibava 41.6 C-5.1 3.97 0.56 0.90 3.12 23.9 5.44 B0 A 
554/2 Szeleveny 41.0 71.0 4.16 0.73 0.68 3.44 25.1 4.85 B 0/1 S Ph 
591/1 Nova Dýdina 38.9 81.4 4.61 0.64 0.74 2.70 25.2 5.74 B0 A 
597/11 Unnamed site scatter 

bet, meen 7blcsva and 
Erd6horvati 40.3 76.7 5.89 O. E2 -0.64 2.83 23.4 7.65 B0 Ph A 

597/13 Site scatter below 
936rhegy mountain 41.7 84.6 5.18 0.65 1.05 3.15 23.5 5.42 B0 A 

597/14 41.0 95.4 6.84 0.54 0.76 2.84 24.9 7.99 B0 A 
597/15 42.3 93.1 6.41 0.50 0.70 2.85 23.9 7.62 B 1-3 CA 

No. 'of values 16 16 16 16 10 10 16 16 
39.8 79.7 4.98 0.57 0.73 3.17 24.5 5.21 
2.08 13.4 1.11 0.07 0.16 0.53 2.68 1.59 

%cr 5.2 16.8 22.4 13.1 21.8 16.8 11.0 30.4 

Group Carpathian 2b 

429/5 Gura Baciului 43.2 103 5.87 0.69 N. D. N. D. 26.6 5.12 B0 
481/1 Potporanj 44.2 75.1 5.79 0.55 of 11 23.5 7.04 B0 
488/3 Ghirbom 44.3 85.6 5.43 0.59 23.7 7.32 G 0? A 
532/1 Leb6 Halom 47.5 70.6 5.50 0.67 0.92 3.72 ý5.5 4.27 B 0-1 SA 
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APPENDIX 4 continued (13a) 

Lipari 

Run 
No. Site Na% Rb Cs Ba Sc Fe% CO - Hf Ta 

547/2 Grotta Zingari 3.13 326 18.7 176 1.02 1.32 0.33 7.72 1.77 

547/4 Grotta dellaTartaruga, 3.18 336 21.1 137 1.10 1.36 0.39 8.16 2.30 

547/5 Grotta Lonza 2.59 298 16.6 132 0.90 1.18 0.29 6.14 1.76 

548/1 San Quirino 3.64 355 21.3 201 1.25 1.55 0.46 7.93 2.58 

548/2 Ab ri de bccia di 
Vionrupino 3.42 385 19.4 182 1.15 1.41 0.36 6.45 2.40 

548/3 of 3.32 336 18.8 197 1.09 i. 43 0.44 6.45 1.98 

Source 
Melos "A" and "D" Group 

583/1 S ervia 2.79 170 5.1 750 1.66 0.886 0.62 4.28 0.69 Melos A 

583/3 1$ 2.37 99 4.0 377 1.41 J. 771 0.57 3.23 0.68 Melos A 

583/2 11 2.55 100 4.5 486 2.13 1.03 1.07 3.97 0.67 Melos D 

583/4 2.41 92 4. ý 475 2.01 0.99 0.99 3.92 0.61 Melos D 

583/6 2.60 1-25 4.4 658 2.06 1.07 1.13 4.06 0.63 Melos D 

The following samples cannot be assigned tc any known source group: - 

487/1 Potporanj 0.4 78 8.3 495 13.0 12.96 39.03 4.24 0.56 

487/4 7.54 74 3.6 611 2.68 1.94 6.06 4.63 0.73 

488/1 r. (12 51 3.6 43403 2.12 1.21 352.8 2.65 0.16 

488/2 7.54 89 1.0 1942 2.38 0.80 4.03 1.55 0.26 

548/4 Istria . 1.04 113 5.4 328 8.11 3.70 19.27 5.22 0.74 
548/5 1.02 92 5.3 300 14.48 4.16 22.76 5.43 0.79 
548/6 0.85 101 5.2 308 11.72 3.57 19.89 4.44 0.64 
591/2 Boýitov 0.50 119 8.0 716 51.90 0.12 0.28 5.59 0.28 
591/17 Szentes Besenyhalom, 2.23 107 0.9 298 3.55 0.97 3.88 2.98 0.58 

0 



APPENDIX 4 continued (13b) 

Lipari (bl. and 
transp/ Run 

No. Site La Ce SM ru Tb Yb Pa (Th) Np (U) transl. Remarks 

547/2 Grotta Zingari 57.7 115 3.78 0.15 0.77 4.48 55.0 11.47 GI C 

547/4 Grotta dellaTartaruga 56.4 114 6.05 0.15 0.77 4.55 57.5 11.66 G/Br 4 

547/5 Grotta Lonza - 49.4 88 3.15 O. 'l 5 0.75 3.34 44.1 10.77 G 2/3 C 

548/1' San Quirino 67.0 116 8.07 0.18 0.90 6.01 64.2 18.41 G3 

548/2 Abri de Roccia di 
Monrupino 64.1 109 4.20 0.14 0.89 5.26 57.1 15.56 G4 S Ph 

548/3 It 62.2 105 5.25 0.15 0.92 5.20 53.7 16.49 G 4/5 CSV Ph 

Melos "A" and "D" Source 
GrouD 

583/1 Servia 26.2 45.2 2.12 0.83 0.18 2.49 18.9 3.23 G 0-2 Melos -A 

583/3 1. 22.7 43 .7 1.46 0.41 0.41 2.19 14.5 2.02 G 0-1 Melos A 

583/2 22.4 50.1 1.78 0.50 * 0.54 2.22 15.4 2.03 G/B 0-4 S Melos D 

583/4 22.3 53.3 1 : 67 0.48 0.40 2.32 14.2 2.15 G 0-1 Melos D 

583/6 23.1 31.4 1.62 0.73 0.23 1.95 13.6 2.02 G 0-2 Melos D 

The following samples cannot be ass-'ý: ned to any known source group: - 

487/1 Potporanj 78.6 85.9 5.95 2.04 N. D. N. D. 9.4 10.25 Green 0 A 

487/4 31.0 44.2 2.29 0.72 N. D. N. D. 8.8 2.69 Green 3 

488/1 13.6 23.7 2.00 0.70 N. D. N. D. 4.1 0.88 Blue 4 
488/2 6.3 12.7 1.67 0.35 N. D. N. D. 2.0 1.55 Yellow 3 
548/4 Istria 30.3 38.9 5.39 1.15 0.92 3.16 8.9 1.92 " /Br 3 
548/5 31.7 49.4 5.38 1.23 0.92 3.28 8.0 2.94 " /Br2/3 V 
548/6 26.9 30.1 4.23 0.95 0.90 2.68 7.4 1.95 " /Br 3 V 
591/2 Bo'ritov 118.7 306 24.82 6.85 4.53 11.89 10.7 11.20 B 0? A 
591/17 Szentes Besenyhalom 11.2 20.8 1.70 0.48 0.34 0.74 3.2 1.40 B0 V. Ph 

perlitic 

. t. : 7= 
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APPENDIX 5 CATALOGUE OF OBSIDIAN FINDS IN CENTRAL AND 
EASTERN EUROPE 

The following lists provide details of prehistoric 

sites in Central and Eastern Europe which have finds of 

obsidian. Each list is divided into broad chronological 

divisions: Palaeolithic; Mesolithic; Neolithic and sites 

of unknown period; Copper and Bronze Ages. Within these 

divisions sites are listed alphabetically. 

Site names are given exactly as in the relevant source 

of reference, alternative spellings being noted where 

necessary. 'Period' refers to the level in which obsidian 

was found; it does not necessarily mean that that culture 

is the only one found at the site. The column 'No. or 

2roportion of obsidian pieces .... 1 gives the amount of 

obsidian recorded in literature references, or seen by the 
I 

author. These figures therefore represent -minimum amounts 

found. 1+ ?1 means there is a strong probability that 

further finds exist at a particular site. The size and 

weight of obsidian objects is also relevant, but in almost 

every case this data was not available. 'Proportion of 

worked to unworked pieces' means the proportion of worked 
C; 

pieces and blades, to waste flakes, Nhips, unworked pieces 

and cores, (i. e. indications of the amount of on-site working). 

Unretouched blades are counted as finished pieces since 

their preponderance in obsidian assemblages in some areas 

(e. g. Northern Italy, see Williams, 1975) suggests that 

they were used as artefacts in the unretouched state. 

References given are those which refer to the obsidian 

finds, not only to the site. 
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APPENDIX 5.1 HUNGARY (continued 5) 

No. or proportion Prcportim of Cbsidian finds 
Site Area Period of cbsidian pieces worked to surface - or Source of reference Finds held by: 

An stme assemblage u-morked pieces excavated 

Fancsal Abauj Neolithic R6rer 1878; Janhý 1935 Hen= Otto 
mzeum' Miskolc 

Fels6dcbsza Abauj Rdwr 1878; JangAk 1935 

rels&tL-kany Borsod R&er 1878, Janýý 1935 

Fony Abauj Mrrý 1878; Jan6&k 1935 

1ýxta-Csato Eastern Hungary x6i& 15+? E Dr. N. KAI-icz, Institute Institute of 
of Arýhaelogy, Budapest Archaeology, 

Budapest 

Ftlýerkajata Jangc& 1935 

lVzerradvLy Jangzýk 1935 

Gib. ýrt Ab auj PZmer 1873; Jang, & 1935 

C'41c North East Tnt-p Sarple fran 
Hungary Neolithic Miss E. Elster, '1977 

G6hczruszka Jangýk 1935 

Gyant6* Bihar R6rmr 1878 

Gycma B6kýs R&mr 1878; J&ýAk 1935 

Gybr Northern Hungary Jangýk 1935 

Abaýj Pciter 1878 

Hejcze JaMAk 1935 

HLk6d Csongrad R&mr 1878; JanLak 1935 

Fer4ny Janý& 1935 

Herman Otto cave 6 6: 0 Bacskay 19%. ' 

Jania 3.935 
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APP=IX S. 1 FMCWM (continued 10) 

Site Area Per'-cd 
No. or Proportion 
of obsidian pieces 
in stone asseablage 

Proportion of 
worked to 
moorked pieces 

Cbsidian finds 
surface or 
excavated 

Source of reference Finds held by: 

PLhýza &-npidn mts. Neolithic 1 1: 0 S Finds by author and Dept. of 
Mx. IstvSn IýLzar at Archaeological 
PAlligza, 1975 Science, Univ. 

of Bradford, tK 

zemplýn mts. Neolithic Att least 50% Inclucles cores S Finds by audior mid Dept. of 
and bI Yx. istvAn LiZar at Archaeological 

PAnyck 1975 Science, Lniv. 
of Bradford, IX 

Pazdics zemplýri R(ýTer 1878 

Pazcz)y Szabolcs Rcýý 1878 
(=N_virpazcny? ) 

Pecs Baranya, Pýmr 1878; Janýý 1935 
S. W. Hungary 

Pi4cs4arad- Near Pecs, Lengyel At least 2 1: 1 E Dr. ýva Hars, Janus Janus Pannonius 
Aranyhegy S. W. Hungary Pxmonius Museum, P" Yluseun, P&s. 

pemocmu. 1976 

Pes)6 cave Bikk 2 2: 0 E a4cskay 1976 Magyar Nemeti 
Mazeun, Budapest 

Fetatetý* Abauj R&Ter 1878 

Poigýr (or, Szabolcs R&mr 1878; jangAk 1935 
TiszapolgAr) 

Pomýz- Transdanubian 4 3: 1 S Býcskay 1976 magyor Ne=eti 
7, dravIyak Linear Yluzeun, Budapest 

Pusztafalu Abauj Rýver 1878; Jangýk 1935 
(or, 
Pusztafalva) 

Puszta- Zeapleii Rc6r 1878 
K6rtýelyes* 

(=F-dzer- 
Abaýj Rý-er 1878 

radvkiy? ) 

i 
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APPENDIX 5.1 

Site 

HUNGARY (continued 15) 

Area Period 
NO. or Proportion 
of cbsidian pieces 
in stone assemblage 

Proportion of Obsidian finds 
worked to surface or 
unworked pieces excavated 

Source of reference Finds held by: 

VillSnyk'oves d Nr. P4cs, S. W. Hungary ten9yel. At least 3 3: 0 E Dr. Lva Hars, Janus Janus Pannonius; 
Panncnius Fluseum, PE6, Museum, P&s. 
pars. comm. 1976 

Visko Bbkk 2 1: 1 S BAcskay 1976 Magyar Nenzeti. 
Muzeum, 
Budapest 

VisZoly JaniA 1935 

Zalaszentgyorgy JangAk 1935 

Zeng&4rkany Kr. Pecs, S. W. Hungary. lengyel At least 74, small- Small proportion 
no. in relation to of waste pieces Dcuoay 1960 Janus Pannonius 
flint muzeump Pdýs- 

Zsujte (or, Ab. -Aj Riner 1878; Jangýk 
Zsujta) 1935 

NlagyrozvagY Bronze Age 1+? ur&iorked section of Find frcm Hezman Otto 
i k 

Herman Otto 
Miskolc V iseum bomb Museum, M s olc i , 

ary Copper Age th East Hun N 1+? unworked lumP Find frcm HenTan Otto 
Muse= NiS1.01c 

Herman Qtto 
ftzeumi, Miskolc 

szerencs g or , 

-i 

-- -- ----- --- -j--: --- ---- --: - 
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APPEIMIX 5.3 MMIA (cmtimed 8) 

Period/ 
site Area Culture 

No. or proportion Prcporticn of Cbsidian finds 

of cbsidian. pieces uorked to surface or Source of reference Finds held by 
in s-=e assarblage urwo: i,. -A pieces excav3ted .. 

Oradea (Salca) Cris 

Or4tie Pe"ti 

Orasu N5u North West Early Neolithic 
(several sites Rumania 
south of here) 

Ostrovul Gur&-V9ii Star&vo Crýs 3% 
Banului lwbhqdirýti 
Ostrovul Oltenia Vin8a-Turdap 
Corbului 
PMureni 
(BeseneU) 

j 
Par, ta. Middle Vin&a 

Paulis; 
synorýynx= with : - 
Paulisul nou 
Perieni Cris 
Piatra. Chiuza 
Poiana in Sibiu Petresti 6% 
Pisc-Casolt 

Pruni Una 
rc4iýLu 

Rasoltu Mare North West virica B2 or A Rumania Tiszapolgar 

Paunescu 1970; Carsa 1969 

Janý; ý 1935; Corrsa 1969; 
Patmescu 1970 

Tringhain, 1971 

Paunescu. 1970 

Coma 1969; Berciu 1939 

Ccrisa 1969; Paunescu 1970 

Cc=a 1969 

Paunescu 1970 

JanYak 1935; Ccusa 1969 
Paunescu 1970; Ccirsa 1969 
Paunescu. 1970; Ccrrsa 1969 

Includes E Paunescu 1970; Ccrrsa 1969 Sibiu 1-luseum 
retouched Rumania 
blade 

Paunescu. 1970; Camsa 1969 

Paunescu 1970 

S Dr. J. G. Nandris (Institute Zafau YA)seum I- 
of Archaeology, Univ. of 
Icndcn)/J. A. Pearscn; 
pers. ocn-m. 1974 

00 
0 



APPMMIX 5.3 M%NIA (omtinued 9) 

Period/ 
Site Area culture 

No. or prcpCcticn Proportion of Cbsidian finds 

of cbsidi , 
an pieoe vmrked to s=face or Source of referenoe Finds held by 

in stone ass&blage unworked pieces. excavated 

Ratin 

IL--oea Cristur(u) 

Raci Qicuteni- 
Ariup. d 

JZP-ictea 
Oasului 

I 
Reteag 

Riureni-Bravita 

Roit, 

Rcu&asi 

Rona Jibou 

Ruginosu South West VinýA Tbrdcý; 
Ptimania 

Saciova 

&fcaieni 

Saimud 
I 

Satu Lung Cucuteni-Ariupd 
(Sdoele) 

Schela Cladovei Tr. -Severin, StarLwo-Cri? 
Fzhedikti 

Ser (Bogdand) 

Sf. Cheorghe Cucuteni-Ariusd 

8% IncludUg 
retcyudied 
blades 

Paunescu 1970; Ccma 1969 

Paunesca 1970; Ccara 1969 

Paunescu 1970; Ccnra 1969 

Paunescu 1970 

Janlýk 1935 

Ccrma 1969 

Ccffsa 1969; Paunescu 1970 
Ccrma 1969 
Ccn-sa 1969; Paunescu 1970 

J. C. Chapnian, Carlisle 
Museun and Art Gallery; 
pers. caTm. 1975; 
Ccrrr. a 1969 

JarZsýk 1935; Ccusa 1969; 
Paunescu 1970 

Coma 1969 

Comsa 1969; Paunescu 1970 
Ccmsa 1969; Paunescu 1970 

E Paunescu 1970 

Paunescu 1970; Ccnra 1969 

Ccffsa 1969 
GO 
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APP=nC 5.4 POIAM 

Site Area 
Period/ 
Culture 

No. or proportion 
of obsidian pieces 
in stone assemblage 

Proportion of 
worked to 
unworked piece 

Obsidian finds 
surfack- or 
excavated 

Source of reference Finds held by 

Zwierzynice Hill, Cracow Middle Aurignacian 'a few' E Jazdzewski 1965 

site one 

DZugawies Kalisz district Tardenoisian 1 1: 0 Kostrzewski 1930; 
Kostrzewski 1948 
Kulczycka and 
Kozlowski 1960 

Yoprzywnica Sandcmierz Iower 1 Kostrzewski 1930 
Tardenoisian 

14okrsko WieluA Tardenoisian 1 1: 0 Kostrzewski 1930; 
Szlach,, ckie Hostrzewski. 1948 

Near Plock Iower Tardenoisian 1+? 1: 0 +? Kostrzewski . 1930 

Sobienie Biskupie Garwolin Middle 1: 0 K6strzewski. 1930 
Tardenoisian 

Wolbrm Miech6w Middle 1 Fostrzewski. 1930 
Tardenoisian 

Beszowa 

Bienczyce 

Boguchwa: la 

Opathw 

South Poland 

Rzeszow 

Middle Linear Pottery 

JangAk 1935; Kulczycka 
and Koz-lowski 1960 

E Tringham 1966 

Kulczycka and 
Koz3: owski 1960 

Jam; a'k 19-35; Kulczycka 
and Kozlmq-. ki 1960 

I Borld Busko 

-1 
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APPMIK 5.4 PCIAIID (oontinued 3) 

Pericel/ No. ar proportim Proporti--n of Cbsidia7i fines 
Site Area Culture of obsidian pieces worked to surface or Source of reference Finds held by 

in stone assEs; blage umorked pieces excavated 

Grabowa Przysucha Yulczycka and 
Kozlowski 1960 

Tgoab: da Proszowice Kulczycka and 
Kozl: cwski 1960 

Iwanowice Mie&, 6w Jang& 1935; Nulczycka 
and Kozlowski 1960 

JasieA Chmielnik Jangýk 1935; Fulczycka 
and Kozlowski 1960 

Jurkowioe Cpat6w Linear Pot1hiry 1: 0 E Kostrzewski. 1930; 
Kulczycka and Kozlowski 1960 

Kielce district Kostrzewski 1930 

Y, rzes-lawice Krak6w BGkk Kulczycka and Koz-Icwski 3960 

Ksiainice Eochnia Kulczycka and Kozlowski 1960; 
Tringh&n 1966 

-lancut Kulezycka and Kozlowski 1960 

Leszczyny Kielce Jangcýk 1935; Kulczycka and 
Roz. Zowski 1960 

Lpikowice 
I 

Bochnia Kulczycka and Kozimrski, 1960 

aA; bnice Busko Kulczycka and Kozlowski 1960; 
Jangýk 1935 

-LAawica Lubaczbw Kulczycka and KozlcFqski 1960 
9 

Miechow district KOstrzewski 1930; Jariýý 1935; 
tj Kulc-, -Ycka and Kozladski 1960 

GO 
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APPENDIX 5.10 

The following list includes sites whose position is very 

uncertain; all were described by Romer in 1878 as being in 

Hungary, but more recent alterations in the political borders 

of Hungary may have changed their locations. 

Suggested country at 
Site lCounty (Romer 1878) present time 

Abara 

Csal6d 

Ker6sz 

Longh 

Lucska 

Mogyoro's 

Mokcsa 

Nezsa 

Border of 
Nyitra and 
Bars County 

Serednye 

Berezna 

Gezseny 

Kis-Szalacska 

MunkAcs 

Ungvar 

Zavidfalva 

Kbfarka 

Sz&szva'ros 

Uj-Paulis 

Zemplen 6SSR? 

Nyitra v CSSR 

Ung 6SSR or USSR 

S6. ros CSSR 

Ung CSSR or USSR 

Ung -CSSR or USSR 

Ung CSSR or USSR 

Nogrod CSSR? 

CSSR? 

Ung 6SSR or USSR 

Ung USSR 

Ung USSR 

Ung USSR or CSSR 

Bereg USSR 

Ung USSR 

Bereg USSR 

BelsO'-Szolnok-Doboka Rumania 

Hunyad Rumania 

Arad Rumania 
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APPENDIX 

MAPS SHOWING LOCATIONS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL 

SITES WITH OBSIDIAN FINDS IN CENTRAL AND 

EASTERN EUROPE 
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Key to Appendix 6.1 

Location of Sites with Obsidian in Hungary 4*0 8 

1 Her6ny 

2 Katafa 

3 Zalaszentgy6rgy 

4 Sagvar (approximate 
position) 

5 SzentpAlpuszta 

6 Koroncz6 

7 Gy6r 

8 Kisber 

9 Bakonyszentla"szlo 

10 Kiraly St. Istvan, 
near Veszprem 
(position marked = veszprdm) 

11 B6kAsmegyer 

12 Dunapentele 

13 6csard 

14 Babarcs, near Pecs 

(position marked = Pecs) 

15 P6cs 

16 zeng6varkony 

17 Pecsvarad - Aranyhegy 

18 Szilvas 

19 Villanyk6vesd 

20 N6zsa 

21 Drahi Puszta 

22 Dolany 

23 Szirak 

24 Orszentmiklos 

25 Aszod 

26 Subaljuk ( approximate 
position) 

27 Valko 

28 Ecs& 

29 Sajonemeti 

30 Herman Otto Cave 

31 Szeleta 

32 Ista'llo'sko" 

33 Diozgyor Tapolca 

34 Kolyuk cave )ajV-Pr0X. 

ic 35 Kokyuk "Elbbarlang", 
6S 

itj r 

36 jFelýotarkany 

37 Býid6spest cave 
38 Eger-Kiseqed (position marked 

= town of Eger) 
39 Sirok 
40 Erd8kýbvesd 
41 Borýod (position from Jansak 1935) 
42 Aggtelek 
43 Szemere 
44 Szarazk'e'k 
45 Bakta 
46 Fancsal 
47 Abaujdevecser 
48 Razsony 
49 Als'o Fý46d 
50 Alsovadasz 
51 Zsujte 
52 Abaujvar 
53 G(5nczruszka 
53a G6nc 
54 Hejcze 
55 Viszoly 
56 Fony 
57 Korlat 
58 Arka 
59 Boldogkbvaralja 
60 Gibart 
61 Hernadbod 
62 Fels6dobsza 
63 Hernadke'rcs 
64 Borsod Derekegyhaza (position 

from Tringhan 1966) 
65 Aranyos 
66 Czekehaza 
67 Abaujszanto 
68 Megyasszo 
69 Telkibanya 
70 Panyok 
71 Kis Bozsva 



Ney to Appendix 6.1 (continued bi;, 4 Oý9 

72 Pusztafalu 110 Beregszasz 

73 Fazerkajata 111 Nagyecsdd 

74 Vily 112 Nyirlugos 

75 Fýzerradvlany 113 cs6szhalom 

76 Pallýaza 114 Poigfr 

77 Kovacsvagas 115 Szilmeg 

78 Mikoh6za 116 Tiszacsege 

79 Rudabanyacska 117 Egyek 

80 Satoraljaujhely 118 Tiszafiired 

81 Karolyfalva 119 Imola 

82 Tolcsva 120 Arokt6 

83 Tolcsva/Erd6horvati site 121 Mez6k6vesd 

83a Terhegy Mountain 122 Kistalya 

84 Rcgecz 123 Heves 

85 BaskO 124 Szihalom 

86 Sima 125 Montaj 

87 Erd6horVati 126 Tiszabrveny 

88 Sarospatak 127 Tiszalgar 

89 Olaszliszka Erdýhegy 128 Týrýkszentmiklos 

90 Erd6benye 129 Toszeg 

91 Talya 130 Ballo Puszta, near Szolnok, 

92 Bodrogkeresztu'r 
(position marked = Szolnok town) 

M d 
131 Nagyrev 

93 a 
132 Istvanhaza 

94 Szerencs 
133 Ugh 

95 Tokaj 
134 Szeleveny 

96 TimAr 
135 Csepa 

97 Rakamaz 
136 Csongrad 

98 Tiszanagyfalu 

99 Ibrany 
137 Szentes Besenyhalom 
138 Heked 

100 Ajak 
139 Szegvar 

101 Kisvarda 
140 Tokespuszta 

102 Anarcs 
141 Kokenydomb 

103 Sz6kely 
142 Szakalhat 

104 Nyirpazony 
143 H'Odmez6vasarhely Bodzaspart 

105 Herpaly (approximate 
position only) 144 H6dmezbvasarhely Kotacparto 

106 ýrpatak Vata farm 

145 Lebo Halom 
107 Kiscere 

146 I Oszentivan 
108 Nagykallo 

109 m6htelek 
147 C! ý(bka 



Key to Appendix 6.1 (continued 2) 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

Ocgod 

Szarvas 

Szent. Andras 

Mez6tu'r 

Szeghalom 

Gyoma 

Doboz 

Devava'nya 

Vancsod 

Mez6keresztes 
Mod 

Berettyoszentma'rton (approximate 
position only) 
Bojt 

Kismarja 

Derecske 

Furta-Csato (approximate position) 
Debrecen 

. 0« 410 
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Key to Appendix 6.2 413 

Locations of sites with 01ýsidian in Slovakia 

i Sarfia 37 Bigta 

2 Pustý Fedymfesý' 38 Male Ozorovce 

3 Bohdanovce nad Trnavou 39 Vel'ke Ozorovce 
4 Lopasov 40 Kerestur 
5 Vellke' kosihy 41 Vellka Mol'va near Trebisýov 
6 Svinkovec (point marked = Trebigov) 

6a Bojnice 42 Hradna Mol'va near Trebikv 
(point marked = Trebigov) 

7 Ivanka, near Nitra (point 
43 Kochanovce 

marked = Nitra) 

8 Arkus 44 Vel'k' Kazimir y 

9 Calad 45 Legin4a 

10 Machulince 46 Velaty 

11 Tekov/Nitra province border 47 6ergov 

12 Dvor Harcas 
48 r Vellka ToroAa 

13 Radvah n/Dunajom. 
49 Bara (Vellka and Mala) 

14 Vellkal Lehota 50 Ger6el 

15 varýany 51 Kista 

16 Madlarovce 
52 Kasov 

17 gaky 53 Mala 
' 
Toroha 

18 Soreg 54 Seleska 

19 Domica 55 Ujlak 

20 Drevenik 56 Cejkov 

21 Turna n/Bodvou 57 6ernachov 

22 Jasov 58 Garan 

23 Ruzin 59 Sarca Hill, near Sirnek 
(point marked = Sirnek) 

24 Bas'ka 60 Sirnek 
25 Fulianka 61 Imbreg 
26 Kapusany 62 Zemplin (Camp de) 
27 Presov 63 Somotor 
28 Cana, near Kokce (point 

marked = Kogice) 64 Streda nad Bodrogom 

29 Barca 65 Zombok, commune of Streda, 
(point marked = Streda nad Bodrogom) 

30 6ebastovce 
66 Sibeniceny Hill, near Streda 

31 Nadost nad Bodrogom (point marked 
32 Bohdanovce Streda nad Bodrogom) 

33 Durkov 67 Vellky' Kevezýd 

34 LuýAnky 68 Mogyoro"s 
69 Ci6arovce 35 Slanek 
70 K6rtvelyes Farm 36 Jazero Izra 



Key to Appendix 6.2 (continued 

71 
72 
73 

74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 

Leles 
Pozdigovce 
KuCany dune, near Michalovce 
(point warked Michalovce) 

Hardiste 
Mal6ice 
Kopc6any 
Petrikovce 
Oborin 
Laýniany 
Lucoky 

I Hazin 
Krisov 
Mokca 
Vel'ke Kapusany 
Pinkovce 
Tibava 

4'. 

.I 
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Key to Appendix 6.3 
0 *,, 416 

Locations of sites with Obsidian in Moravia, Bohemia and 
Austria 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8-111 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
20 

21 

2- 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

s0rivany 
V/ Caslavsky Hradek 
Holohlavy 
Kru6ice 
Lesýln'ky 
Jarome'r'ice 
Stýpanovice 
Dukovany 
Hrotovice 
Skreje 
Udeiice 
c 

Ctidruiice 
Hodonice 
Bojanovice 
Hluboke Masýavky 
Hor-Dunajovice 
T69etice Kyjovice 
Bantice 
Znojmo - Novosady 
Str'elice, near Znojmo 
(point marked = znojmo) 

gatov 

ukovany 
ova Ves 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47-48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53-56 

Orechovice 

Lisen 

Holubice 

Krenovice 

Kober'ice 

Dolni Vistonice 
Pavlov/Pollau 

Rakvice 

Vaiany 

Vitovice 

LU16 

Lulc - Nemojany 

Bor'itov 
Mezice 

olgany 

Driovice 

Nem6ice 

Nezamyslice 

oplocany 

Vicem6iice 

Tova6ov 

P: ýedmost 

Trýice 

Veselicko 

Prusy 

siýma 

Opava 

Blahutovice 

Kolicln 

Prusinovice 

: ýOpy 

)Oslavany 

z by's5ov 
vý Nemcice 

Rozkos 

Kral. Pole 

Telnice 

Moravske Ky/nice 

.eI ý- -I--- 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 
ji Iza. Dovresry 68 lBuchlovice 

32 Holasky, near Brno 69 Ma. Eatice 

(point mrked Brno) 70 Biýezolupy 
33 Kkna 71 Uhersky, Brod 
34 iitn' y 72 Horn 
35 Hor6kov 73 Vitusberg 
36 lPrS'tice 

11 74 lGaiselberg 



Key to Appendix 6. --- kcontinued 1) 417 

751 Wetzleinsdorf 

76 Aggsbach 

Note: - Nemcice is included in two groups of sites 
(22-26 and 53-56) since Jansvak (1935) notes two 

sites with this name. 
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Ke y to Appendix 6.4 

Locations of sites with Obsidian in Rumania 

1 Periam 39 Turulung 

2 Pecica 40 Remetea Oasului 

3 Hodoni Pociorani 41 Orasu N6u- several sites south 

4 Parta, of here. Point. marked Orasu 

5 Virsand Nou town. 

6 Soc0dor 42 Remetea Somop, near Satu Mare. 

7 V5rsand Point marked = Satu Mare town. 

8 Sintana Arad 43 Paýune, Ciumesti area. 

9 Paulis (=Paulisul nou) Point marked- Ciumesti. 

10 Lipova 44 Homorodu de Sus 

11 Romanasi 45 Dersida 

12 Ratin 46 Ser 

13 Ciumesti 47 Samsud 

14 Foeni 48 Simleul Silvaniei 

a5 Berea 49 Horoatu Crasnei 

16 Hotoan 50 Horvatu Roman 

17 Valea Lui Mihai 51 Rasoltu Mare 

18 Galospetrei 52 Buciumi 

19 Salacea 53 Zaliýu 

20 Otomani 54 Cehul Silvaniei 
- 

21 Olosig 55 Grosi 

22 S5cuieni 56 Rona 

23 Chibulcut ) These tý%o sites way 57 Fildu de Jos 

24 Cubulcut ) be synonymus 58 Almaýul Mare 

25 Blaja 59 Sinmihaiu. desert 

26 Balta Sarata (approximate area 60 Borzas 

only) 61 Fodora 

27 Biharea 62 Solomon 

28 Bratca 63 Ciubanca 

29 Oradea Mare 64 Pruni 

30 Oradea (Salca) 65 Ciubancuta 
3 

31 Episcopia Bihorului 66 Recea 

32 Roit 67 Fodora Romana 

33 Chisirid 68 Topa Sincrai 

34 Ginta 69 Aschileu Mare 

35 Belfir 70 Daroti 

36 Aleýd 71 Girbau 

37 Boineýti 72 Vista 

38, Calinesti 73 Huedin 



Key to Appendix 6.4 
1 

(continued 1) 

420 

74 Bicalat 114 Tirgu-Mures 

75 Sucea 115 Cipau 

76 Gura Baciuli 116 Deva 

77 Baciq 117 C5rjiti 

78 Somesu Rece 118 Nandru Vale 

79 Cluj 119 Valea Nandrului 
80 Sinicoara 120 Josani 
81 Jucu de Mijloc 121 Turdaý 

, 82 Dabica 122 Strei-Singeorgiu 

83 Iclod 123 Baru 
84 Ghirolt 124 Oriýýtie 

85 Reteag 125 Týrtiiria 

86 Lelesti 126 Alba Iulia (Lumea N6ua) 

87 Coldau 127 Alba Iulia (Limba) 

88 Piatra 128 Mihalt-Mýticuta 

89 Beclean 129 GhirbOm 

90 Sirioara 130 Rahau 

91 Sintereag 131 Cilnic 

92 Mintiu 132 Ocna Sibiului 

93 Slatinita 133 Poiana in Pisc-Casolt 
to 

94 Cusma 134 Sighisoara 

, 95 Gherla 135 Cristuru-Secuiesc 

96 Iclozel 136 Ohaba Mitnic 

97 Bont 137 Zorlentu Mare 

98 Sintioara 138 Ruginosu 

99 sic 139 Caransebes 

100 jucu de Jos 140 Liubcova 

101 Jucul de Sus 141 Cuina Turcului-Dubova 

102 Apahida 142 Baile Herculane 

103 Cojocna 143 Ostrovul Banului 

104 Micesti 144 Schela Cladovei 

105 Cheia Turzil 145 Ostrovul Corbului 

106 Boian 146 Valea Raii 

107 Beiu 147 Riureni-Braviýa 
108 SIntejude 148 Vadastra 
109 Bozies 149 Butimani 
110 Taga 150 Tirgporu Vechi 
111 Buza 151 Satu Lung (Sýcele) 

112 Feldioara 152 Bod 
113 Sincai 153 Ariusd 



Key to Appendix 6.4 (continued 2) 

154 Sincraiu 
155 Sf. Gheorghe 
156 Malnas 
157 Bicsadul Oltului 
158 Jigodin 
159 Imeni 
160 P5dureni 
161 Reci 
162 Let - Varhegy 
163 Saciova 
164 Zagon 
165 Sita Buzaului 
166 Vintu de Jos 
167 Tirpesti 
168 Negresti 
169 Izvoare 
170 Calu 
171 Zanesti 
172 Traian (Dealul Viei and 

Dealul Fintinilor) 
173 Buda 
174 Tirgu - Ocna 
175 Bals 
176 Glavanesti 
177 Valea Lupului 
178 Trestiana 
179 Perieni 
180 Beresti 
181 Munteni 
182 Bontesti 
183 Aldeni 

421 
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Key to Appendix 6.5 

Locations of sites with Obsidian in Poland 

1 

2, 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

423 

Dlugawie*s' 39 Pinczow district (point 

Mokrsko Slacheckie marked = PinczOw town) 
Rlock 40 Chrabkow 

Sobiene Biskupie 41 Zofipole 

Brody 42 Potok 

Szewna 43 Zakrz6w 

, Brz6wka 44 Wfý. ierow 

Opat6w 45 Siedliska 

Leszczyny 46 Wolbrom, 

Kielce district (point marked 47 Olkusz district (point 

= Kieke town) marked = Olkusz town) 

Checiny (= Stare Checiny) 48 Miechow 

Sandomierz 49 Iwanowice 

Gory Piprzowe 50 Witkowice 

Samborzec 51 Bienczyce 

Koprzywnica 52 Pustynia Bledowska, Bialy 

Z, rota Piach 

Grabowa 53 Pustynia Bledowska-Wielki 

Jurkowice Piach 

Jasien 54 Modlnica 

Golejowka - Staszow 55 Giebultow 

Rytwiany 56 OjcOw and 
G6ra 56a Ciemna near Ojcow 

Borki 57 Zwierzynice Hill 

, Lubnice 58 Chelm 

Smogorzewo 59 Krzeslawice 

Podlesie 60 Pleszow 

Bosowice 61 Wycipze 

Stroiyska 62 Igolomia 

Chwalibogowice 63 Targowisko 

W61ka Tuczqpska 64 Lqýkowice 

w6lka pod Toporowem 65 Ksiainice 

DziesXawice 66 Stary Saqz 

016snica 67 Wietrzno 
OssPwka 68 Boguchwada 
Boryzmo'w 69 Lukawica near Lubaczow 

Ucisk6w (point marked = Lubaczo'w town) 

Beszowa 70 Czarna 
Zerniki Dolne 71 1 Olszanicu 91' 



Kev to Appendix 6.5 (continued 1) 

72 Gleiwitz 
73 Ottitz 
74 Bieslau 
75 Dzielnitz 
76 Ellguth 
77 Guhrau 

424 

F 

p 
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Key to Appendix 6.6 

Locations of sites with Obsidian in Yugoslavia:, *Macedonia_ 
and North-Eastern Italy 

I San Quirino 
2 Vlasca Jama 
3 Grotta Zingari 
4 Grotta Tartaruga 
5 Grotta Lonza 
6 Abri de Roccia di Monrupino 
7 Istra (=Istria) several sites 
8 Danilo 
9 6karin Samograd 

10 Klakar 

11 Gornja Tuzla 

12 Sepse 

13 Nova Ves 

14 Varadberg 

15 Golokut 

16 Gomolava 

17 Beljin Ravnica 

18 Ba5tine 

19 Horgos-kamoras 

20 Pbýbs 
21 Nosa Orhegy 

22 K6vagd 
23 Talanterem 
24 Aradac 
25 Banjica 

26 Vind"a 

27 Stardevo 

28 Selevac 
29 Potporanj 

30 Lepenski Vir 

31 Veliki Popovic 

32 Velika Humska Cuka 

33 Vrinik 
34 Zelenikovo 
35 Anzabegovo 

36 Lake Ohrid 

37 1 Lake Hastoria 

38 Nea Nikomedeia 
39 Servia 
40 Kritsana 
41 Divostin 
42 Padina (approximate po#tion 

only) 
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Key to Appendix 

Locations of sites with Obsidiari-iri the Western U. S'. S. R. 

1 BereznY 38 Agubekovo 
2 v Perecin 39 Nalchik 
3 Simir 

4 Uzhorod 
5 Vellkel Lazy 

6 Certez 

7 Seredne 
8 Kli'canovo 
9 Kamjanka 

10 Muka6evo 

11 KuS'tanovice 

12 Cifiadlovo 

13 Kenderegov j 
14 NemeckýL Kucova 

15 Lalovo 
ý 

16 Zofie u 

17 Dercen 

18 Pistrjalovo 

19 jano'sovo 

20 Kosino 

21 Berehovo 

22 Dilek 

23 Stanovo 

24 Novoselica 

25 Drahobratovo 

26 Pokulýa 

27 Zavidovo 

28 Negrovo 

29 Ardanovo 
30 Med6nice- 

31 Ardovec 

ý32 Nelipeno 
33 Strojno 
34 Nezvisko 
35 Floresti 
36 

L 
Petreny 

37 Wolhynia area, Ukraine 
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The Hungarian and Slovak Sources of 
Archaeological Obsidian: an Interim Report on 
Further Fieldwork, with a Note on Tektites 

Olwen Williarnsa and John Nandris' 

This report describes the results of fieldwork carried out in the Zempidn Mountain 
area of north-castern Hungary in 1975. The aim of this work was to locate and 
sample geological sources of obsidian which may have been used by prehistoric man. 
These sources are of increased importance since the work of Nandris (1975) showed 
that the Romanian "sources" do not produce workable obsidian. During the 
fieldwork three sources in Hungary were visited and sampled; one of these was the 
previously unlocated source of Csepcgb Forrds. A number of other possible locali- 
ties for geological obsidian are mentioned in 19th and 20th century geological and 
archaeological literature, and the present state of knowledge with regard to these 
is summarized. Further sources exist in central and in south-castcrn Slovakia. These 
sources were not visited but material has been obtained from both areas. The 
central Slovak sources do not produce workable obsidian and are not therefore 
relevant to archaeological studies. Obsidian from three localities in south-eastern 
Slovakia is of good glassy quality and further fieldwork is now needed to check the 
validity of these localities as geological sources. Reference is made to obsidian 
sources in the western U. S. S. R., and the problem of the use of tektites in archaco- 
logical sites is discussed. 

The obsidian samples obtained during this work arc currently being analyzed 
using neutron activation, in order to characterize the sources on the basis of their 
trace element analysis and thus to relate them to archaeological obsidian from 
central and eastern Europe. 

Introduction 
During 1974 a study was made by Nandris (1975) of a number of reputed sources of 
obsidian in Hungary and Romania. In the course of this work the claims made by 
geologists and archaeologists of the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries for the existence of 
obsidian sources at a large number of localities in the area were examined in the field, and 
the literature was reviewed. As a result of this, all the published Romanian sources were 
discounted as instances of confusion between obsidian and other visually similar materials 
(for instance opalates). The Hungarian sources were briefly examined and a number of 
them established in the field, but work still remained to be done in this area, and also in 
neighbouring south-eastern Slovakia. 

aSchool of Postgraduate Physics, University of Bradford, Bradford, England. 
bInstute of Archaeology, 31-34 Gordon Square, London WCI, England. 
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This paper summarizes the results of further fieldwork carried out in nortli-cistcrn 
Hungary during the summer of 1975. This fieldwork was undertaken in conjunction with 
Mr IstvAn LAzdr of Budapest, but like the 1974 fieldwork in Hungary also owes a particu- 
lar debt to the unstinting help of Dr N. KAlicz (institute of Archaeology, Budapest) 
which we should like to acknowledge here. 

The aim of the fieldwork was to locate, and to obtain material from, as many different 
sources of obsidian in the area as possible. The obsidians are being analyzed by neutron 
activation, at the Postgraduate School of Studies in Physics, University of Bradford, in 
order to characterize the sources on the basis of their trace element analysis, and thus to 
relate them to archaeological obsidian from central and eastern Europe. 

A point should be made about some of the geological terms used both in this paper and 
in Nandris (1975). While "opalate" and "perlitc" as descriptive nouns may be met 
in eastern European geological usage, in this country one would normally expect 
only the adjectival form, "perlitic", for example. The "Perlitcs", to which reference 
has been made (e. g. from Tokaj Lcb6j-kanjar, or from Oaý-Ncgrcýti) in Nandris 
(1975), are, properly speaking, partially devitrified pcrlitic obsidians, in which perlitic 
fracture, giving a pearly appearance, has developed as a response to rapid cooling. These 
have subsequently been the channels through which hot hydrothermal vapours have 
travelled, devitrifying and hydrating the glass on either side, and leaving only tiny so far 
unusable pellets of unaltered obsidian. In the context of an archaeological examination of 
sources it would be potentially confusing to refer as a whole to these quite massive flows 
as "obsidian", even qualifying them as devitrified. Similarly, the "opalatcs" of Mount 
Harghita, outwardly so similar to black obsidians, are (as described) a hydrothermal 
product, possibly a silicified sintef deposit in a bydrothermal field, and tile plant matter 
to be found in them was preserved by silica deposited in part from the hydrothcrmal 
vapours. 

General Comment 
Fieldwork in Hungary, August 1975 

The area visited during the period of fieldwork was the Zempldni Hegysdg, the Zempl6n 
Mountains of north-eastern Hungary. These mountains lie between tile Czech border to 
the north, and the villages of Tokaj, Bodrogkercszt6r and Mdd, some 40 km to the south. 
The same range of mountains extends some miles north of the border to the area of 
Prcgov in Slovakia. 

The Zempl6n Mountains consist of a series of mainly rhyolite volcanoes, thought to 
have been active between c. 20 and 10 million years ago (Mr Uziir, in discussion at 
Sdrospatak, August 1975), although two archaeological pieces of obsidian from Bors6d, 
Hungary have been dated by the fission track method to 3-86±0-24 and 3-37±0-27 
million years (Durrani et aL, 1971). The area is now covered by thick forests of mixed 
deciduous and pine trees, and, in some areas, by cultivated vineyards. 

The geological obsidian in this area takes the form of small, often secondary deposits, 
in which obsidian is found as scattered nodules of varying sizes, not as solid or massive 
flows. For this reason the sources are often difficult to locate. These nodules of obsidian 
may either be volcanic ejecta, or have been weathered out of a matrix of less glassy 
rhyolitic lava flow. 

Archaeological obsidian can consist of scattered nodules, and where there is no other 
obvious evidence of prehistoric settlement (for example flint implements, pottery, ctc. ) 
these archaeological deposits may easily be mistaken for geological so 

* 
urccs of obsidian. 

Figures I and 2 show the location of sources of geological obsidian known or postulated 
to exist in Hungary and Czechoslovakia. It is possible that other sources as yet unknown 
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may exist in the Zempl6n Mountain area; the dense vegetation cover, and the fact that the 
region is cut by the Czechoslovak-Hungarian border, makes a thorough search of the 
area difficult and further work would be needed in order to present a definitive list of 
sources. It is worth noting that really intensive and widespread use of obsidian in ccntial 
Europe only began in the neolithic period, when forest clearance, perhaps with some 
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degree of erosion, may have been a factor conducive to the discovery of new sources of 
obsidian. 

The Zempldn Mountains are currently being surveyed, in order to produce a geological 
map, by members of the Hungarian Geological Survey (Budapest), notably by Dr Elvira 
Perlaky, based at the town of Sdrospatak. This work, as yet unpublished, does not show 
the location of all the obsidian sources described in *his report, particularly those which 
are geologically "secondary" sources. 

The Sources 
The following list provides a summary of sources of obsidian in Hungary and Czccho- 
slovakia. The Hungarian sources named, and those of central Slovakia arc all now known 
to produce geological obsidian or near-obsidian material though of greatly varying 
quality. The nature of the East Slovak sources is less cei tain as material was not obtained 
first hand from this area. 

Names in italics in this list indicate that samples from the source have been obtained 
for trace element characterization. An asterisk (*) means that material examined from 
that source is archaeological ly usable. The point has been made elsewhere (Nandris, 
1975, Plate XXIV) that quite small nodules were thought worth collecting by early man. 

The positions of all the localities named below are shown in Figure 1. A more detailed 
map of the Zempl6n Mountain area may be found in Figure 2, which includes a number 
of less well substantiated possible sources to be discussed later in this report. 

(1) Hungary (Figures I and 2): 

(2) East Slovakia (Figures I and 2): 

(3) Central Slovakia (Figure 1): 

(4) The U. S. S. R. (Figure 1): 

Tokaj (= Bodrogkercsztfir Leb6j-kanjar); 
Erd&bjnye*; Telk-Unya (perlite); Csepegd 
Forrds*; other sources cited in l8th-early 
20th century literature. 
Szdlli; ske* = Scle9ka = Vini6ky; 13ýsta 
(perlite); Streda nad Bodrogom*; Mald 
Torona*; Cqjkov. 
Bansk-d gliarnica, HUnik- nad 11ronom; 
Sklen6 Tcplice; Kremnitz (= Kormbczbanya); 
Nova Bana. 
Gertsovtsc-Fedclcsbovtsc; Khust; Muka6cvo; 
Beregovo. 

(1) Hungary: 

Tokaj (= Bodrogkereszt6r Leb6j-kanjar) (Figure 2) 
This source, at the southern end of the Zempldn Mountains, has been visited and discus- 
sed by Nandris (1975). He noted that the largest pieces of obsidian, found in a primary 
position in beds of perlite, are only about 8 mm. in diameter (Nandris, 1975, Pl. XXIX). 
This material is not, therefore, usable by prehistoric man. Its importance lies in its being 
still the only primary source of glassy obsidian visited and sampled up to the present 
time. 

Erd6binye (Figure 2) 
Erdbb6nye, or Liget Major (after a nearby farm) has also been described by Nandris 
(1975). The "bombs" of black, opaque obsidian are large enough-up to 7 cm-to have 
been used by prehistoric man. However, it is a geologically redeposited, secondary 
source and the obsidian is found scattered down a hillside subject to considerable rain- 
wash. One unretouched blade of flint was found amongst the scatter of geological 
material at this source. The Zempl6n area was relatively densely populated in prehistoric 
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times, and isolated finds of flints unassociatcd with archaeological sites arc not rare; 
therefore this single find does not detract at this stage from the value or Erd6b6nye as a 
geological source of obsidian. 

Telkibdnya (Figure 2) 
The village of Telkibdnya lies in the north-west of the Zcmpl6n area. Deposits of perlite 
extend 2-5-3-0 km south of the village. They form massive cliffs of grey, devitrified 
rhyolitic material, up to 50 feet high, quarried in parts. The glassiness varies from com- 
pletely devitrified and friable, to fairly hard, but still with many crystals. None of the 
material seen is workable. However, Dr PcrIAky (Hungarian Geological Survey) notes 
that small nodules of more glassy material, similar to those at Tokaj, arc also found at 
Telkibinya (in discussion at Sfirospatak, 1975). If this is so, the concentrations of many 
of the trace elements in such glassy material should be the same as those in the pcrlite. 
Samples of perlite are therefore being analyzed in order to characterize this source. 

Perlitc, and obsidian nodules comparable to those at Tokaj, could not be used to make 
implements, and it is therefore unlikely that Tclkib5nya was a source of obsidian utilized 
in prehistoric times. 

The perlite at this locality is referred to in a study of pcrlitcs and obsidians from various 
parts of the world, published by J. galit and P. OnMkovili (1964). 

Csepegd Forrds (Figure 2) 
This source lies between the villages of Erd6horvAti and Toicsva, on the Northern side 
of the Tdrhegy Mountain, just below the point where the spring of Cscpcgii ForrAs rises 
in thick pine forest. Like Erddb6nye, this is not a primary geological source; the obsidian 
is not found in situ, but is redeposited in the form or small nodules up to 2 cm in dia- 
meter. These nodules consist of good, black, opaque obsidian, and have a grey patina 
without surface pits, possibly a hydration layer. The scatter extends over an area of at 
least 20 M2, and the obsidian is found both on the surface and several ccntimctrcs down 
in the loose peaty soil. 

The hydration layer, and the deposition of the peat, may provide a possibility of dating 
the extrusion and rc-deposition of the obsidian here. 

Some of this material could be used for the manufacture of rnicrolithic tools, for 
example blades, but could not have been the source of the considerable numbers of large 
obsidian implements found on many archaeological sites in central and eastern Europe. 

Other possible sources of obsidian in Hungarj, (Figure 2) 
A large number of other sources for geological obsidian in the Zcmpl6n Mountains have 
been cftýd by authors-both archaeologists and geologists-writing between tile late l8th 
and 20th centuries, and by geologists currently working in tile area. These references have 
been partly summarized by Nandris (1975) but our state of knowledge regarding the 
nature and specific location of almost all these localities is very unsatisfactory. 

The following list may be regarded as a summary of new information which has a 
bearing on the probable authenticity of some of these "sources". All localities are 
marked on Figure 2. 
(a) Kirdlyhegy. Mr Lazar, our collaborator in the field, reports old finds of geological 
obsidian here (in discussion at Sirospatak, 1975). This locality has not yet been re- 
investigated. 

(b) Pdllidza. Dr Rozlolnik of the Department of Geology, University of Kogicc, notes 
that there is geological obsidian at this village (in discussion at S5rospatak, 1975). In 
their study of perlites and obsidians, Salit & On6Akovd (1964) mention pcrlite at 
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Pdlhdza, but give no details. SzAdeczky (1887) refers only to "rhyolite" here. This locality 
was visited during field work, but only archaeological obsidian was found-one piece in 
association with flint and pottery. 
(c) Ktzgrkonil6s. This locality was quoted as a source by Dr Rozlolnik (in discussion 
at Kogicc, 1975). 

(d) Mdd. Referred to by Szddeczky as a secondary source (SzAdeczky, 1887), and by 
Roska as a source of "greenish obsidian" (Roska, 1925; Nandris, 1975, p. 74), MAd is 
reported by Mr LdzAr as a source, now completely removed by modern quarrying (in 
discussion at SArospatak, 1975). We may note here that no green obsidian from the 
Zempl6n Mountains has been seen. 
(e) Olaszliszka. The village of Olaszliszka is mentioned as a source of obsidian by 
Beudant (1818), by Szideczky (1887) and by Roska (1925). Roska refers to greenish 
obsidian here, as at Mdd. Dr Perlaky of the Hungarian Geological Survey states that the 
obsidian here is an archaeological scatter, probably washed to this point by the River 
Bodrog, which flows through Olaszliszka (in discussion at Sdrospatak, 1975). As men- 
tioned earlier, secondary geological deposits in the Zempl6n take the form of small 
nodules, and such a confusion between geological and archaeological obsidian is entirely 
possible. 
(f) Tolcsva. This village is quoted by many authors as a "sourcc'ý-von Fichtel (1791), 
Beudant (1818), Richtoven (1860), Popescu-Voite§ti (1925). The area has recently been 
investigated by Dr E. Bdcskay of the Hungarian Geological Survey, Budapest. She 
reports scatters of obsidian at three localities in Tolcsva (E. Bicskay, private communica- 
tion). These localities are Patk6 Hill (referred to by Beudant, 1818, as a secondary 
source), Bellb field (referred to by Roska, 1925), and the Tolcsva Roman Catholic 
cemetery. All this material occurs as small nodules or bombs up to 3-3 cm across. Tile 
nodules are black and opaque. It is not possible to be certain whether it represents a 
redeposited geological source, or archaeological scatter. Material from the three localities 
is to be analysed at the University of Bradford. 
(g) Abazyszdn16 or Szdnt6. This village, in the West of the Zcmpl6n Mountains, is 
mentioned as a source of obsidian by Szfidcczky (1887), Richthovcn (1860), and von Fichtel (1791). Dr Perlaky commented that only perlite is found here (in discussion at Sirospatak, 1975). 

With regard to these, and other localities mentioned in literature on this area (see 
Nandris, 1975, for a summary of these) only further field studies will determine whether 
they are in fact geological sources, primary or secondary, or whether they are confusions 
with archaeological scatter. 

(2) Eastern Slovakia 
SzOiske (Figure 2) 
Synonymous with Sz6lOske, Sele9ka or Vini6ky. This village was not visited since it lies 
just within modern Slovakia about 6 km cast of Sitoraljafijhely. Bodrog-Szerdahely 
(Streda nad Bodrogom) lies south of it across the Bodrog river. The fact that Szbll8ske 
lies at the southern end of the hills of Rozhl'adnd (470 m), which contain the town of 
Zemplin itself, has led some authors mistakenly to place it at the southern end of the 
Zempl6ni Hegys6g proper, i. e., the region around Mid. 

Szadeczky (1887, p. 17) refers to obsidian in perlite at Sz61115ske, and to fist-sized 
nodules from "the vineyard of Count Gyula Andrassy", which it may be possible to 
locate on the basis of historical evidence. He describes the upper part of the site as 
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constituting almost "an obsidian soil", and the possibility that this is an archaeological 
site cannot be ruled out. However there are strong indications that the region both of 
Sz6ll6ske and Streda nad Bodrogorn is one containing primary sources. Jangak (1935) 
quotes Szblldske as a primary source. galit & On6Akovd (1964) refer to Vini6ky or 
Sele9ka as the richest source of obsidian in the area, with nodules of up to 7 cm in 
diameter in a perlite matrix. 

Streda nad Bodogoin (Figure 2) 
As the equivalent of Bodrog-Szerdahely this covers several archaeological find-spots 
(Jangak, 1935), but is also regarded by Dr RozloInIk as a geological source of obsidian 
(discussion at Kogice, 1975). A sample from this locality provided by Dr RozloInIk is a 
nodule a little over I cm in diameter, and is exceptional in being a semi-transparent 
brown colour. 

BýPsla (Figure 2) 
This locality, a village I krn inside Slovakia at the north-cast side of the Zcmp]6n Moun- 
tains, produces perlitic material (Rozioinik, in discussion at Kogice, 1975). Salit & 
On6dkovd (1964) refer to volcanic glass from Býsta, but whether any of this is of a quality 
suitable for tool manufacture is not known at present. 

Jangak (1935) includes this name in a list of areas of archaeological finds of obsidian. 

Mald Torofia (Figure 2) 
This locality is mentioned as a secondary source by Ulrich (in Jangak, 1935). Dr G. 
Tim6dk of the Department of Geology, University of Koýicc, described it as a source of 
geological obsidian (in discussion at Kogice, 1975), and provided a sample of good, glassy, 
black material, semi-transparent, and about 7-5 cm in length. Archaeological obsidian is 
also found in this area (Jangak, 1935). 

Cejkov (Figure 2) 
Cejkov, in the same area of south-eastern Slovakia, is well known for its archaeological 
remains. Jangak (1935) lists it as a secondary source. Banesz (1974) rcfcrs to a source 5 km 
from Cejkov, in discussing a hoard of obsidian bombs from a Gravcttian context which 
are extremely similar in appearance and dimensions to those found at the neolithic site of 
Bask6-Legelb (Nandris, 1975, p. 84 and Pl. XXIV). 

Among the last sources mentioned, Streda nad Bodrogom, Mali Toroha, and Ccjkov, 
are clearly particulaily open to speculation about their nature, since large amounts of 
archaeological obsidian are known to exist at all these localities. Further field work is 
needed to resolve these problempL 
(3) Central Slovakia: 
The five sources, shown in Figure 1, require little comment since none provides material 
suitable for working. Highly devitrified and very fiiablc perlitcs are found at all five 
localities. Material from four sources-Nova Bafia, Hlinik, Banskd 9tiavnica and Krcm- 
nitz or Korm6czbanya-has been examined. Dr RozloInIk (in discussion at Kogice, 
1975) confirmed that no glassy, non-crystalline obsidian is found in the region of Central 
Slovakia. 

(4) The U. S. S. R.: 
Gertsome-Fedeleshowse (Figure 1) 
Obsidians occur in the Gertsovtse-Fcdeleshovtse area, which lies between Uzhgorod and 
Khust in the south-western corner of the present day Ukraine, the "Zakarpaty". Topo- 
graphically this area constitutes an extension of the north-eastern margin of the Tisza 
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basin, running between the cast Slovak obsidian zone and the north-western Romanian 
perlite zone of Oaý-Ncgrqti, which was sampled in 1974. The probable sources postulated 
in eastern Slovakia and the Zakarpaty thus fill in an arc along the foothills of the Carpath- 
ians between Zone A (the Tokaj and Zempl6ni region) and Zone B (Oa§-Negrqti) of the 
. 1974 fieldwork (see Nandris, 1975, p. 72, Map 1). In the prehistoric situation this noith- 
eastern margin of the Alfbid, north of the course of the Tisza, would have been open to 
the early cultures of the Great ]Hungarian basin, and not merely accessible to, but in all 
pr6bability utilized by them in the course of seasonal exploitation of highland resources. 

Bobrijevich (1952) describes the obsidians of the Gertsovtse-Fedeleshovtse region as 
"liparitic" and glassy, occurring over an area of 6 kmI. There are three varieties. The 
predominant type is described as pinkish in colour. The second is a black glass with 
spherulites; the third a black glass with flow structure. The second and third are of lesser 
importance, and encountered only in scattered distributions. 

This source has not been visited by the authors and at present no material is available 
for analysis. 

Maw, Beregovo and Mukajevo (Figure 1) 
Perlite and obsidian sources are reported at these localities in the western U. S. S. R. 
(galft & OnMkoyd, 1964; Rozlolnik in discussion at KoMcc, 1975). At present no details 
of the range of material found here ate known. 

All three localities are in the same region as the Gertsovtse-Fedelcsbovtse source area, 
and it may be that, particularly in the case of Khust and Muka6evo, galfit & On6dkovd are 
referring to the same wide scatter of material as Bobrijevich in describing his Gertsovtse- 
Fedclcshovtse source. 

Discussion 
The list of Hungarian and Slovak sources of obsidian is probably still incomplete. At 
present, Erdbbdnye remains the best confirmed, and recently investigated, source known. 

It is important to note, however, that none of the pieces of obsidian found at Erd6- 
bdnye is big enough to have supplied the raw material for some of the very large blades 
and corcs found at certain archaeological sites in eastern Europe: for example the 
implements from Kaýov and Garail, now housed in the Martin Museum in northern 
Slovakia (Jangak, 1935), or those from Transylvania (Nandris, 1975, p. 74 for example). 
Some of these artefacts reach 10 or 12 cm overall length. None of the Erd6b6nye nodules 
exceeds about 7 cm, and most are much smaller. However, the possibility that Erdijb6nye, 
and other sources, are now greatly impoverished due to their extended exploitation by 
prehistoric man should be considered. 

It is also disturbing that an archaeological site only c. 100 m from the Erdbb6nye 
source, unexcavated but with a scatter of probably neolithic material, has no obsidian in 
its stone industry (Mr Ldzdr, in discussion at Sdrospatak, 1975), while other sites of 
the area, for example Bask6 and Erd8horvdti, have a high proportion of obsidian in their 
stone assemblages (Nandris, 1975). This might even suggest that the deposition of the 
Erdbb6nye obsidian in its present position took place after the neolithic occupation of 
this site. 

In appearance, most of the obsidian found on archaeological sites in central and eastern 
Europe is black or grey, and fairly transparent, though often with striations or cloudi- 
ness. A small proportion is black, and opaque even in thin chips. Amongst the sources, 
on! y Maid ToroAa and Sz6llbske provide black/grey transparent material; except for 
Streda nad Bodogorn (where brown is present) all the rest produce black, opaque obsid- 
ian. Therefore it may be that the Sz6llbske group and Maid Toroila were providing most 
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of the obsidian in use throughout the prehistory of central and eastern Europe, and as 
such they should take priority in further investigation, along with those in the Zakarpaty. 

A sample from Streda nad Bodrogom is a dull brown in colour, and is semi-transparcnt. 
One piece of archaeological obsidian examined, from scatter at Cejkov (part of Jangak's 
collection nowheld at Martin), has a similar brownish tinge, though it is not as marked as 
in the sample from Streda. Analysis may confirm whether or not the two pieces originated 
at the same locality. 

Despite references to other colours of obsidian to be found in the Zempl6n area, for 
example green, red, and red-yellow material (Roska, 1925; Jangak, 1935), and to pinkish 
obsidians from the U. S. S. R., no obsidian of these colours was seen amongst the large 
amount of both geological and archaeological material examined during the course of 
this fieldwork. 

A Note on Teklites 
Tektites are small lumps of glassy material whose origin is still in doubt, but which may 
be formed of terrestrial material melted and displaced during high-speed impacting of 
extra-terrestrial bodies. They constitute an even rarer class of materials than volcanic 
obsidian, but despite this they have been claimed on archaeological sites, even in Europe, 
and are sometimes said to have been reworked as tools. It is doubtful if this could be 
substantiated solely on visual criteria. They are, however, something of which cognisance 
should be taken in the course of a programme of analysis however remote the possibility 
that tools of this material will be encountered, since their European origins appear to be 
localized. There is no point in pursuing here the question of their physical origin, but it is 
worth noting their general characters and their occurrence in field and archaeological 
contexts in Central Europe. 

In surface pitting and internal flow-lines there is often a superficial resemblance to 
obsidian nodules. The only European source, and the first scientific discovery of tektites, 
is in southern Bohemia, where they were described in 1787 by Joseph Mayer (Mayer, 
1787), and in adjacent Moravia where they were found a little under a century later. 
These two sub-types are both known as Moldaviles after the river Moldau, more properly 
Vltava, so that in Czech they are known as Vlfai, fny. In specific gravity (c. 2-337) they lie 
somewhere between the opalates (c. 2-035) and obsidians (c. 2-394) (Nandris, 1975, 
p. 87) although this in itself is not always a sufficient criterion for distinguishing between 
tektites and obsidians. They are small in size, the heaviest specimen reported being 235 g 
(Beyer, 1955, p. 11). (This outweighs the 220 g find in 1929 reported by Rost, 1972, p. 92. ) 
The shapes vary from elongated pear-shaped blobs to flattened corpuscular shapes, all 
usually with overall surface pitting. The glass colour varies from greens (characteristic 
only of Moldavites) to browns, and it was archaeology which resolved the question of 
whether they were not in fact man-made bottle glasses. Palliardi (1897, p. 249) found 
flaked Moldavite on neolithic sites in western Moravia, and Bayer (1918) discusses three 
small, greenish flakes, "like bottle glass", identified as tektites, from Level 9, the upper 
level, of the Aurignacian site of Willendorf near Spitz on the Danube. This is the level 
from which came the "Venus of Willendorf" (Inv. No. 44.666 in the Naturhistorisches 
Museum, Vienna). A similar flake came from Level 7, two levels below (Inv. No. 44.047). 
While the identification as tektites has not been cross-checked in recent times these pieces 
were undoubtedly stratified in an Aurignacian context. The best recent study is that of 
Rost (1972) to which reference may be made for details such as chemical analyses of 
Czech Moldavites (e. g. pp. 111-117), and their surface appeaiances (e. g. Pls. x-xvii) and 
for bibliography up to that date. 

These objects have always tended to be treated as amulets or curiosities and might 
appear in this role on a site, perhaps most usually in a local context. The regions of 
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origin centre around tcskd Bud6jovicc at the junction of the Malge and Vltava in south- 
crnmost Bohemia, and in Moravia near Tfcb! 6 c. 50 krn west of Brno, occurring both 
north of the Jihlava and then south of it, towards ZnqJmo near the Czech border with 
Austria. These last Moravian regions arc particular foci of intensive palaeolithic and 
neolithic settlement. Even the local movements of hunters indicated by the Moldavite 
in the Aurignacian at Spitz, which lies upstream of Krems on the Danube, and some 50 
miles from the Znojmo region, are of interest in evaluating the range of contacts of such a 
site, and its possible patterns of seasonality. 

Though tektites are a xare phenomenon in central Europe, and have therefore only a 
limited relevance to our programme of analyses of obsidian from this area, it is desirable 
to know whether the two materials could be readily distinguished on the basis of their 
trace element analyses, in cases of similar appearance. This problem is currently being 
considered, and it appears at present that analyses of Carpathian obsidian (0. Williams, 
Ph. D. thesis in preparation) may be distinguished from Moldavites using the elements 
barium, cobalt and sodium (O'Keefe, 1963), and also the rare earth elements curopium 
and ytterbium (Bou9ka & Randa, 1976). 

Conclusions and Proposals for Further Fieldwork 
The fieldwork undertaken during summer 1975 has succeeded in clarifying to some 
extent our knowledge of the obsidian sources of south-eastern Slovakia and north- 
eastern Hungary, and therefore in supplementing the information reported by Nandris 
(1975). 

one of the sources mentioned by SzAdcczky (1887), Cscpcgb ForrAs, was located and 
sampled for analysis. Material from Telkibdnya and further nodules from Erd! 5bdnye 
were obtained. A number or other possible sources in the area have been assessed in 
discussion with local geologists, though not visited. A wide range of samples from 
Tolcsva are now held for analysis. 

Samples have been obtained from three possible sources in south-eastern Slovakia, 
Strcda nad Bodrogom, Mali Torofia and Szbll! Jske. The validity of these localities as 
geological sources of obsidian has been discussed with Slovak geologists. 

The sources of central Slovakia have been discounted as possible sources of workable 
obsidian on the basis of examination of material and discussion with Dr Rozlolnik of 
the University of Kogice. 

It will be necessary to confirm the nature of the south-eastern Slovak sources, and of 
some of the remaining locations in Hungary cited in the literature. Further fieldwork will 
be needed for this, including a much longer period of time than the total of three days 
available in the Zcmp]6n and Kogice for the work described here. Sources of particular 
importance in future studies are Sz6ll8ske and Malfi Toroha as these seem to provide 
material of the same visual type as the majority of archaeological obsidians found in 
central and eastern Europe. The sources in the U. S. S. R. also remain to be clarified. 

Only when this further fieldwork is done will we be able to present a more definitive 
list of potential sources of archaeological obsidian in north-eastern Hungary/south- 
eastern Slovakia and the Zakarpaty, but we are on the way to providing a clearer stand- 
point from which to attempt the analytical matching of source and site material. It is quite 
clear from our work so far that the published evidence on the sources has to be checked in 
the field for its archaeological relevance. 
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